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Abstract

Doctor of Philosophy

Optimized Material Deposition for Extrusion-Based Additive
Manufacturing of Structural Components

by Varun MURUGAN

Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) is an extrusion-based Additive Manu-
facturing method widely used in various industries for prototyping appli-
cations. Since FFF’s invention in the 1980s, this technology has undergone
numerous advancements in terms of available material, software and equip-
ment. Nevertheless, FFF parts are often limited to non-critical, non-load-
bearing applications, partly because the existing design and manufacturing
tools do not capitalize on FFF’s high design freedom. In particular, the slicing
software that generates printing instructions prints filaments in predefined
patterns and cannot realize filament paths that are locally optimized to en-
hance the structural performance, thus, hindering the best utilization of FFF
parts for load-bearing purposes.

The current thesis aims to develop dedicated tools for designing and print-
ing optimized filament paths for improved structural performance from FFF
parts. First, an algorithmic framework that optimizes the in-plane filament
paths for minimum compliance of FFF structures is presented, particularly
focusing on obtaining production-ready design solutions by including the
manufacturing constraints in the optimization process. Then, a new filament
deposition algorithm is proposed to address the manufacturability issues ob-
served in existing optimization strategies. The proposed algorithm accepts
the point-wise orientation fields resulting from the optimization procedures
and deploy filaments along the orientation fields to realize optimized de-
signs.

Both the contributions facilitate the seamless production of structural FFF
parts, which we prove by applying them to design structurally-informed fil-
ament trajectories and printing the parts.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Additive Manufacturing (AM) refers to a group of manufacturing technolo-
gies that became popular in the early 1980s for rapid prototyping of indus-
trial components. Since then, AM has witnessed many advancements in its
range of materials, software, and equipment to evolve into one of the no-
table classes of manufacturing technologies. Today, AM enables rapid man-
ufacturing of end-use products in various industries, including automotive,
aerospace, energy, medical, consumer, fashion, culinary etc., and holds a
market worth more than $12 billion (Figure 1.1). Recognizing the growing
potential of AM in the near future (Varotsis, 2019; Roberts, 2020; Roberts,
2021), this thesis constitutes an effort to widen the applicability of AM parts
in structural applications, especially focusing upon a very common AM tech-
nology called, Fused Filament Fabrication.

The present chapter gives an overview of the subject dealt with in the the-
sis. Section 1.1 introduces the concept of Additive Manufacturing, its work-
ing principle and classification. Section 1.2 explains the working of a specific
AM technology, called Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF), and lists the char-
acteristics of its printed parts. Then, Section 1.3 presents the central theme
of this thesis, i.e., the need for optimized material deposition in FFF parts for
superior structural performance. Section 1.4 presents a literature study on
the existing techniques to optimize the filament paths. Finally, Section 1.5 ex-
plains the objectives of this work, introducing two new contributions of the
thesis.

1.1 Additive Manufacturing: an overview

Additive Manufacturing is the official term used in ISO/ASTM standards
to describe 3D printing. It is defined as "the process of joining materials
to make parts from 3D model data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed
to subtractive manufacturing and formative manufacturing methodologies"
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(ASTM, 2012). AM offers several advantages that the traditional manufac-
turing methods do not. Some of them are listed below.

FIGURE 1.1: Additive manufacturing market growth and ap-
plications (Cotteleer and Joyce, 2014; Roberts, 2021)

• High design freedom: AM can produce almost any complex shape that
cannot be produced by other methods, for example, lattice structures
(Klahn, Leutenecker, and Meboldt, 2015; Jared et al., 2017; Ngo et al.,
2018).

• No assembly: parts that require assembling with traditional methods
can be produced as a single component (Cuellar et al., 2018; Ngo et al.,
2018).

• Reduced lead times: the transition from design to product is rapid (At-
taran, 2017). AM does not require any intermediate step between de-
sign and production thanks to its digital nature.

• Reduced material usage: due to the addition of material, the material
waste is minimal (Klahn, Leutenecker, and Meboldt, 2015; Peng et al.,
2018; Ngo et al., 2018).

• Environmental impact: in comparison to the traditional methods, AM
is a greener technology. It is less polluting and consumes lesser re-
sources (Peng et al., 2018).

2
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• On demand production: since designs can be quickly converted into
physical products, the need for inventory can be reduced or eliminated
(Klahn, Leutenecker, and Meboldt, 2015; Attaran, 2017).

FIGURE 1.2: Parts produced with different AM technologies.
(a) Fused Filament Fabricated lattice with self-collimation prop-
erties (ability to force light beams in specific direction) , (b)
Topology-optimized brackets from Direct Metal Laser Sinter-
ing, (c) Decorative bowl from Binder Jetting, (d) Timer cir-
cuit from Stereolithography, (e) Frog and toad models from
Sheet lamination, (f) Customized splint from Material Jetting

(Thompson et al., 2016)

FIGURE 1.3: 3D-Printing basic workflow. A 3D model is sent
to a slicing software that slices the model into layers and gener-
ate printing instructions to print the part (Pandey, Reddy, and

Dhande, 2003).

AM does not refer to a single technique; it is a group of technologies work-
ing through a common principle of material addition. Table 1.1 lists seven
different methods of AM, each having its own process, range of materials
and application (Calignano et al., 2017). Figure 1.2 shows some of the parts

3
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printed using different AM technologies. Nevertheless, all AM methods fol-
low the Model-Slice-Print strategy described in Figure 1.3 to produce com-
ponents (Pandey, Reddy, and Dhande, 2003). The workflow of AM starts
with the digital model of the part to be produced. The model, created in
a 3D-modeling software, is imported into a slicing software and converted
into layers of toolpath instructions in the form of a G-code. The G-code is a
widely used programming format for controlling computer aided manufac-
turing process (for e.g., CNC machines and 3D printers). Once the G-code is
available, it is supplied to an AM machine for carrying out the toolpath in-
structions that finally yield a physical replica of the digital model. Appendix
A provides a sample G-code for better understanding.

TABLE 1.1: Classification of Additive Manufacturing (Calig-
nano et al., 2017)

Methods Process Materials

Binder Jetting Binding liquid selec-
tively deposited to join
powder

plastic, ceramics,
metal

Direct Energy Deposition Metal wire or powder
melted and fused us-
ing laser beam

metals

Material Extrusion Material deposited
as strands and fused
with each other

polymers, concrete

Material Jetting Droplets of material
deposited and cooled

wax, polymers, con-
crete, wax

Powder Bed Fusion Thermal energy
sources fuses regions
of powder bed

metals and ceramics

Sheet Lamination Thin sheets of material
stacked and bonded

paper, polymer,
composite, metals

Vat photo-polymerisation Liquid photopolymers
deposited and cured
with UV lights

photopolymers

4
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1.2 Fused Filament Fabrication: process and part

characteristics

Among the various methods listed in Table 1.1, this thesis focuses upon Fused
Filament Fabrication (FFF), which is an extrusion-based technology widely
adopted in industries for prototyping applications (Singh et al., 2020). FFF
works with thermoplastic materials and is far less expensive than other tech-
nologies due to its relatively simple process.

Multiple brands of FFF machines exist, ranging from simple desktop-
operated to highly sophisticated industrial machines. A typical FFF machine
comprises a heating unit, an extruder/nozzle and a platform. The heating
unit and the nozzle are mounted in a frame that exhibits planar motion (X-
Y axis), while the platform moves in an up-and-down (Z axis) fashion. For
printing material, a thermoplastic filament is fed to the heating unit that par-
tially melts the material and extrudes it via the nozzle onto the platform.
The predetermined movement instructions provided by the G-Code are pro-
cessed by the microcontroller, which signals the servo-motors to move the
nozzle, extruding filaments and creating a 2D layer. Once a layer is finished,
the platform moves down, and the nozzle extrudes another layer of filaments
supported by the previously deposited layer. The layer-wise stacking repeats
and all the extruded filaments cool down and bond to produce a solid part
resembling the virtual input model. Figure 1.4 shows the construction of FFF
machine, the extrusion of filaments and their cross-section.

FIGURE 1.4: Working Principle of Fused Filament Fabrication
(Cuan-Urquizo et al., 2019)

5
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The complex multi-physical filament extrusion process produces parts
with anisotropy (Ahn et al., 2002) and inter-filament voids (Li et al., 2002)
that degrade the parts’ properties relative to the isotropic feedstock material.
Thus, an FFF part has stronger mechanical properties (stiffness and strength)
along the filament direction and weaker properties along its transverse di-
rections due to the weak bonding between filaments. However, the degree
of anisotropy varies depending upon the material used. For example, a pure
thermoplastic ABS is weakly anisotropic with respect to stiffness. The ratio
of its Young’s modulii along the filament direction (EL) to the transverse di-
rection (ET) is around EL/ET ≈ 1.05 to 1.2 (Alaimo et al., 2017). In contrast,
when reinforced with short fibers, 3D printed ABS parts become strongly
anisotropic and can reach up to EL/ET ≈ 8 (Tekinalp et al., 2014). Besides the
direction of filament extrusion, its density, and the printing material, an FFF
part behaviour is also influenced by an array of building and process param-
eters (Fayazbakhsh, Movahedi, and Kalman, 2019), the individual effects of
which are still being understood.

1.3 Recent trends and challenges in FFF

Until the end of the last decade, the patent rights for the FFF technology
(then called Fused Deposition Modeling/FDM) was held by a single com-
pany, the printers of which could print only two materials (Mohamed, Ma-
sood, and Bhowmik, 2015; Creusen, 2019). These materials, thermoplastic
ABS and PLA, did not provide properties suitable for structural applications.
After the FDM patent expiry in 2009 (Mueller, 2017), new players emerged in
the market who introduced a new breed of cheaper, faster and more reliable
printers. The range of printable materials has also extended to include some
high-performance materials like Polyether ether ketone (Rinaldi et al., 2018),
Ultem (Bruijn, Gómez-Gras, and Pérez, 2020) and fiber-reinforced polymers
(Tekinalp et al., 2014; Brenken et al., 2018; Blok et al., 2018). The advent of
high-performance feedstock materials is opening up new prospects in FFF.
It may now be possible to extend the FFF applications from prototyping to
producing structural components. The unparalleled design freedom of FFF,
when combined with such novel high performance materials, might pave the
way for new products with tailored properties and a high strength-to-weight
ratio.

6
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Still, there are challenges to overcome, like the lack of dedicated tools
for optimal design and manufacturing of FFF products (Bourell, Leu, and
Rosen, 2009; Oropallo and Piegl, 2016). As mentioned before, FFF parts are
produced by modeling the parts in a 3D-modeling software and slicing the
part into layers of toolpath instructions using a slicing software. However,
this strategy is not necessarily the best choice for producing end-use compo-
nents since the existing software tools do not thoroughly exploit FFF’s high
design freedom and compromise on the component functionality. For exam-
ple, despite the technological capability of FFF to freely deposit filaments,
the conventional slicing software prints filaments only in a set of standard
predefined patterns (like +45°/-45° shown in Figure 1.5). Such a printing
practice, regardless of the loading conditions on a printed part, fails to cap-
italize on the effect of anisotropy and results in a sub-optimal structural be-
haviour. Instead, what is desirable, yet lacking in a general setting, is an
optimized material deposition that fine-tunes the filament orientation in a
point-wise manner to yield the best structural performance from FFF parts.
The current work, therefore, addresses the optimization and printing of in-
plane filaments for improving the structural performance of FFF parts.

FIGURE 1.5: Slicing process with the predefined deposition pat-
terns.

1.4 Filament path optimization: state-of-the-art

Optimization approaches have already been used in the literature to design
AM parts with optimal topologies and mesostructures (Ngim, Liu, and Soar,

7
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2007; Gaynor, 2015; Zegard and Paulino, 2016; Liu et al., 2018). Surpris-
ingly, only a limited attention has been given to optimize the in-plane mate-
rial placement in AM parts that is clearly advantageous for extrusion-based
technologies (Tam and Mueller, 2017, Zhang, Liu, and To, 2017). Such op-
timization can help to capitalize the effect of in-plane anisotropy and tailor
the mechanical properties in different directions to obtain the required struc-
tural behaviour (Lopes et al., 2007; Ghiasi et al., 2010; Giorgio, Ciallella, and
Scerrato, 2020).

The concept of varying the in-plane material orientations to reach a su-
perior structural performance has been well explored for laminated fiber-
reinforced composites (FRC). Hyer and Lee, 1991 were among the first to
demonstrate that the point-wise variation of the fiber paths reaches supe-
rior structural performance. Their approach involved discretizing a struc-
ture into finite elements (FE) and using the material orientation in each FE as
a design variable. The result is a material orientation map that must be post-
processed into a set of manufacturable fiber path trajectories. Many works
were inspired by this approach, including Duvaut et al., 2000, Stegmann and
Lund, 2005, Huang and Haftka, 2005, Legrand et al., 2006, Malakhov and
Polilov, 2016, Kiyono, Silva, and Reddy, 2017, etc. In another popular de-
sign approach, the fiber paths are represented as curvilinear functions, and
their coefficients become the design variables. Such a concept was first intro-
duced by Nagendra et al., 1995 using Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines and
was later extended to linearly varying fiber angles (Tatting, Gürdal, and Je-
gley, 2002; Lopes, Gürdal, and Camanho, 2008), Bezier curves (Kim, Potter,
and Weaver, 2012), B-Splines (Honda, Narita, and Sasaki, 2009; Honda and
Narita, 2012), Lagrange polynomials (Wu et al., 2012) etc. The main advan-
tage of this method is the reduced number of design variables and the con-
tinuity of the fiber paths designed. Besides, multi-level methods have been
also been proposed, in which the composite design problem is split into sub-
problems to deal with the non-convex relations between fiber orientations
and the physical responses in the optimization problem (Izzi, Catapano, and
Montemurro, 2021). At the macroscopic scale, the anisotropic response is
described using lamination (Setoodeh et al., 2009) or polar parameters (Cata-
pano, Desmorat, and Vannucci, 2015; Montemurro and Catapano, 2017), and
the determination of optimal stacking sequence is done at the second stage.

The above techniques have been applied to multiple fiber-path optimiza-
tion problems involving compliance (Stegmann and Lund, 2005; Kiyono,
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Silva, and Reddy, 2017), buckling loads (Wu et al., 2012), fundamental fre-
quency (Blom et al., 2008), failure criteria (Lopes, Gürdal, and Camanho,
2008), stress concentration (Malakhov and Polilov, 2016) etc., using both gra-
dient-based (Stegmann and Lund, 2005; Blom et al., 2008; Lemaire, Zein,
and Bruyneel, 2015) and evolutionary (Legrand et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2012;
Huang, Wang, and Li, 2016) optimization algorithms. Nevertheless, most of
the works overlooked the manufacturability of the designs (Lozano, Tiwari,
and Turner, 2018), thus, making it challenging to transform the optimized
designs into a finished product. For detailed reviews on the design of lami-
nated composites, the reader is referred to Ghiasi, Pasini, and Lessard, 2009
and Ghiasi et al., 2010.

To the author’s best knowledge, only a few works sought optimized ma-
terial deposition paths to improve the structural performance of AM parts.
Using finite element simulations, Hoglund and Smith, 2016 computed the
preferred fiber angles in each finite element of the FFF part’s computational
model to minimize its compliance. Yamanaka et al., 2016 used the analogy
between the fiber paths and streamlines to optimize the fiber courses that
maximized the fracture strength of a 3D-printed continuous-fiber composite
plate. Liu and Yu, 2017 used the level-set method for optimizing the deposi-
tion paths in both fixed and flexible geometries (subject to topology changes),
which was later extended by Liu and To, 2017 for three-dimensional struc-
tures, including support constraints. Roberge and Norato, 2018 optimized
the material orientation and spacing to design curvilinear scaffolds with max-
imum stiffness for Direct Ink Writing (an extrusion-based AM method). Fer-
nandez et al., 2019 optimized the toolpaths for minimizing the compliance
of Direct Ink Written parts while considering the manufacturing constraints.
Finally, the fiber direction in a 3D-printed composite was optimized by Hou
et al., 2021 based on the stress-gradients to improve its ultimate strength.

Most works mentioned above result in an optimized orientation-field al-
ong which filament material must be deployed to create the optimized de-
signs. However, since the slicing software is incapable of achieving this,
some post-processing techniques are usually adopted to convert the design
solutions into manufacturable filament paths. For example, a common strat-
egy for printing along an orientation map involves dividing the geometry
into many auxiliary volumes and filling each one with some standard fila-
ment pattern (like linear or concentric infill) that approximates the local ori-
entations (Catapano et al., 2019). Naturally, such procedures do not promise
conformity between the designed solutions and the printed parts, leading to

9



Chapter 1. Introduction

a perfectible final structural performance.

1.5 Objectives of the thesis

Existing strategies to design and print optimized filament paths leave space
for improvement, mainly due to the prevailing limitations of the slicing soft-
ware in printing customized filament patterns. This thesis aims to lift some
limitations by proposing two new contributions that benefit both the design
and printing of optimized filaments in extrusion-based AM systems (regard-
less of whether pure or fiber-reinforced thermoplastic polymers are used).

First, an algorithmic framework that yields optimized, readily manufacturable
filament paths is developed. The aim is to minimize the compliance of two-
dimensional FFF structures subject to prescribed forces, and operating under
linear elastic and small strain regimes. Compliance is a good indicator of the
global response from elastostatic structures. It is the work done by external
forces that is also understood to be inverse of the global structural stiffness
in case the forces acting on the structures are prescribed. Therefore, the op-
timized filaments that minimize the compliance of a structure also make it
stiffest.

Figure 1.6 illustrates the concept of the proposed optimization frame-
work. The framework accepts design specifications such as geometry, loads,
material properties, filament dimensions etc., and directly imposes the FFF
printing constraints into the optimization formulation to design filament paths
optimized for minimum compliance. The resulting solutions have the advan-
tage of being easily translatable into G-Code instructions without undergo-
ing any post-processing techniques that may decrease their expected struc-
tural performance.

FIGURE 1.6: Contribution 1 - Proposed optimization of filament
deposition paths including the manufacturing constraints. The

solution can be directly converted into G-Code.
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Second, a new filament deposition algorithm that prints filaments along any
given in-plane orientation-field is developed. The algorithm ensures the manu-
facturability of the solutions from the commonly used point-wise optimiza-
tion strategies that otherwise need approximations to a filament pattern in
slicing software. Figure 1.7 depicts the working principle of the new filament
deposition algorithm. The input to the algorithm is a vectorized orientation
field available at a set of discrete points (for e.g., finite element nodes) that
is then converted into a set of filament trajectories using streamline visual-
ization techniques. The highlight of the proposed algorithm is that it takes
into account the majority of the process constraints and design requirements
crucial for producing structural FFF parts, also providing as output a ready-
to-use G-Code.

FIGURE 1.7: Contribution 2 - Proposed filament deposition al-
gorithm that generates filament paths from orientation fields.

Organization of thesis

The thesis is organized as given below:
Chapter 2 outlines the structural optimization concept used to optimize the
in-plane filament paths, detailing the different choices for its essential con-
stituents: the minimization algorithm, the prediction of the structural re-
sponse, the design parametrization and the constraint enforcement.
Chapter 3 develops the algorithmic framework for obtaining optimized, pro-
duction ready in-plane filament paths for FFF parts. The developed frame-
work is applied to design the filament paths for some two-dimensional FFF
structures using different minimization algorithms and a new phenomeno-
logical anisotropic material model that includes the effect of inter-filament
spacing.
Chapter 4 presents a new filament deposition algorithm for printing cus-
tomized filament paths based on the orientation maps from optimization

11
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procedures. Capabilities of the algorithm are presented and analyzed by pro-
ducing parts with both partial and maximum infill, and parts with a multi-
oriented layer stacking sequence.
Chapter 5 summarizes the contributions of the thesis and provides insights
on further areas to research.

12



Chapter 2

Elements of In-Plane Filament Path
Optimization

This chapter identifies the essential elements required for optimizing the fila-
ment paths, referring to the general technique of Structural Optimization (SO).

SO is a design approach in which the best parameters of the structure that
meet the desired objectives are found through an iterative process (Chris-
tensen and Klarbring, 2008; Parkinson, Balling, and Hedengren, 2013; Rao,
2019). Figure 2.1 depicts the typical working of SO. An optimization algo-
rithm evaluates the structural response, for instance, using the finite element
method and changes its design variables iteratively until the design variables
that satisfy the desired structural objective are found. Different types of SO
are shown in Figure 2.2.

FIGURE 2.1: Workflow in structural optimization.

Thus, three essential elements constitute an SO problem: the prediction
of the structural response, the design parametrization, and the optimization
algorithm. Besides, the imposition and the treatment of the manufacturing
constraints pose separate challenges to the optimization process. The present
chapter discusses various choices for each of these elements in the context of
filament path optimization.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

FIGURE 2.2: Different types of structural optimization. (A) In
Sizing Optimization, some type of structural thickness is op-
timized, i.e., area of cross-section in trusses or the thickness
distribution of a sheet. (B) Shape Optimization optimizes the
shape of a structural domain (shape). (C) Topology Optimiza-
tion optimizes the material connectivity or its layout within a

given design space (Christensen and Klarbring, 2008).

First, Section 2.1 describes the mechanical characteristics of FFF parts and
explains the state-of-the-art methods to predict their behaviour. Section 2.2
describes the direct and indirect strategies for parametrizing in-plane mate-
rial paths and explains the merits in each method. Section 2.3 defines, in a
general setting, the filament path optimization problem to be solved and ex-
plains two different approaches to solve the problem. Section 2.4 discusses
the penalty method for constraint enforcement along with its characteristics.
Finally, Section 2.5 concludes this chapter with a brief note on the software
employed to optimize the filament paths.

2.1 Structural response of FFF parts

Predicting an FFF part behaviour is non-trivial since the additively built parts
are not homogeneous and possess properties different from the raw material
used to print the part. While the raw material material is isotropic, the final
FFF part exhibits anisotropy due to the filament or the building orientation
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(Figure 2.3), and contains inter/intra-layer voids that deteriorate its mechan-
ical properties. Thus, the knowledge of the raw material properties does not
suffice to predict the part’s performance like in subtractive or formative tech-
nologies. Instead, the mechanical properties of the printed part, and hence
its behaviour, are functions of an array of building and process parameters
(Figure. 2.4) used to print the part.

FIGURE 2.3: Building orientations and filament orientation in
FFF parts (Chacón et al., 2017)

Consequently, the literature shows a large volume of experimental works
that characterize the tensile (Onwubolu and Rayegani, 2014; Deng et al.,
2018), bending (Chacón et al., 2017; Gebisa and Lemu, 2018), fracture (Ali-
heidari et al., 2017; Hart and Wetzel, 2017), fatigue (Ziemian, Ziemian, and
Haile, 2016; Puigoriol-Forcada et al., 2018) and impact behaviours (Es-Said
et al., 2000; Roberson et al., 2015) of the FFF parts in terms of a multitude of
influencing parameters. Still, there are only a few works that built predictive
models for the behaviour of FFF parts, some of which are outlined below.

Straight filament paths

The Classical Laminate Theory (CLT) can be used to predict the properties of
the FFF parts under restricted scenarios. CLT allows computing the elastic
behaviour of multi-layered orthotropic material using the elastic constants of
a single layer (Casavola et al., 2016). First, unidirectional samples are exper-
imentally tested to characterize individual filaments. Then, the results are
used to build the predictive model for multi-layered FFF parts using CLT.
Figure 2.6 illustrates this concept. Kulkarni and Dutta, 1999 and Magalhães,
Volpato, and Luersen, 2014 accounted for the influence of voids in CLT mod-
els and found that the correlation between the experimental and predicted
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results got better as the fraction of voids decrease. Thus, CLT can be applied
only if the FFF parts are quasi-solid (infill density≈ 100%) and printed in flat
orientation.

FIGURE 2.4: FFF parameters influencing the material properties

FIGURE 2.5: Application of CLT to predict FFF part properties.
Euni and νuni are, respectively, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s

ratio for unidirectional parts.

For predicting the partially-filled lattice-type parts, micromechanics based
approaches are more appropriate. Such methods focus on the mechanics of
the unit-cells instead of layers, wherein each cell represents a building block
that is repeated to complete the lattice-structure (Figure 2.6). For example,
Cuan-Urquizo, Yang, and Bhaskar, 2015 predicted the elastic response of
PLA-based lattice structures using the rule of mixtures given below,

EL = (aN f /A)E f (2.1)
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where a denotes the area of cross-section of a single filament, E f is the cor-
responding experimental Young’s modulus, A is the area of cross-section of
lattice structure with N f filaments, and EL is the Young’s modulus of lat-
tice. In a similar work, Cuan-Urquizo and Bhaskar, 2018 derived the Young’s
modulus and effective shear modulus as functions of infill density for the
bending of a 0°/90° lattice structure, assuming that the filaments behave like
individual beams.

FIGURE 2.6: Lattice-type FFF part (Cuan-Urquizo and Bhaskar,
2018)

Somireddy and Czekanski, 2017 assumed isotropic material properties
for the individual filaments and numerically simulated tensile tests on uni-
directional FFF parts. The obtained results were applied with CLT to predict
multi-directional FFF parts that showed a very good match to the experimen-
tal results. Similarly, Cuan-Urquizo and Bhaskar, 2018 modelled the lattice-
type FFF structure as PLA-based cylinders sharing patches of volume. Under
bending loads, the numerical results were in good agreement with the ana-
lytical predictions from the beam theory. Somireddy, Czekanski, and Singh,
2018 used the technique of numerical homogenization to characterize an L-
shaped part. The strain energy of heterogeneous RVEs were computed using
FEA and equated to homogenized RVEs for computing the constitutive ma-
trix of the printed part.

Curvilinear filament paths

All the above methods assume either quasi-solidity or lattice-type arrange-
ment with straight filaments, which narrows design possibilities. Ideally,
load-bearing FFF parts should be tailored by varying their in-plane filament
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orientations and density for specific applications. Nevertheless, this comes at
a cost that the prediction of their mechanical behaviour becomes much more
challenging. To the author’s best knowledge, very few strategies have been
proposed to characterize freely deposited FFF parts.

Roberge and Norato, 2018 predicted the behaviour of curvilinear bone
scaffolds that have a lattice-type construction. Using the micromechanics
of beams, functional relationships were established between the elastic con-
stants of the scaffolds and the geometric parameters of unit cells. To compute
the calibration constants of this approach, least square regression was used
to fit analytical models to the data resulting from computations. Numeri-
cal homogenization was applied on RVEs for varying air gaps and overlap
values to obtain their effective elastic properties. Once the elasticity tensor
was assembled, the response of the scaffold with curvilinear filaments was
predicted by rotating the elasticity tensor by the local filament orientation in
each finite element.

Most recently, Fernandez et al., 2019 proposed a phenomenological mate-
rial model for FFF parts with varying in-plane orientations and density. For
an FFF part with n layers, the elasticity tensor C∗(x) at any point x in the ith

layer was modelled as a function of the local filament orientation, αi(x), and
volume-ratio (density), νi(x):

C∗(x) = νi(x)C(αi(x)) (2.2)

where C(αi(x)) is the elasticity tensor of a full-volume transversely isotropic
material that is rotated by the local filament orientation.

Similar to Fernandez et al., 2019, the present work also develops a phe-
nomenological material model accounting for filament orientation and den-
sity. The newly developed material model incorporates a realistic effect of
inter-filament gaps on the stiffness and produces more realistic designs from
filament path optimization, which is proven by comparison with the model
of Fernandez et al., 2019 in Chapter 3. However, it is emphasized that the
proposed model does not predict the failure of FFF parts (due to weak inter-
filament bonding), or the local deformation of the unit-cells when they are
partially filled. The model only gives a qualitative response from the FFF
parts, which is sufficient for optimizing filament paths that minimize com-
pliance (explained in section 2.3).
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2.2 In-plane filament path parametrization

In any structural optimization problem, the procedure to parametrize the
structural elements, such as size, shape or material paths, into the variables
that intervene in the optimization process is called design parametrization.
Here, the two commonly used parametrization strategies of fiber-reinforced
composites (FRC) are discussed, considering the similarities between the FFF
parts and FRCs (Figure 2.7).

2.2.1 Direct parametrization

The direct parametrization strategy involves discretizing the studied struc-
ture into finite elements and directly considering the material orientation at
each FE as a design variable (Hyer and Charette, 1991; Stegmann and Lund,
2005; Bruyneel, 2011; Malakhov and Polilov, 2016; Acar et al., 2016; Kiyono,
Silva, and Reddy, 2017). The result is an optimal material orientation map
over the FE discretized structure that must be post-processed to generate the
set of toolpath trajectories (Figure 2.8).

FIGURE 2.7: Similarity of FFF parts and laminated fiber-
reinforced composite (FRC). Laminated FRC are produced by
stacking layers of plies, which have fibers along a direction to
provide anisotropic properties to the composite. Such compos-
ites are produced using the Automated Fiber Placement tech-
nique, which uses a robotic arm to layup groups of preimpreg-
nated fibers (tows) onto a tool (Druckwege, 2022; Ngo, 2020;

Rousseau et al., 2019).
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FIGURE 2.8: Optimization of in-plane material orientation in
each Finite Element and post-processing to derive toolpath tra-

jectories.

Being relatively simple to implement, this method offers maximum de-
sign freedom and enables the point-wise optimization of the filament (or
fiber) orientation. However, this approach suffers from a high computational
cost due to the inter-dependency between the finite element discretization
and the number of design variables. To circumvent this issue, a few works
have adopted patch designs where a structure is divided into subregions or
patches each having a constant material orientation, as shown in Figure 2.9
(Hyer and Lee, 1991; Catapano et al., 2019). Still, a major disadvantage in
the direct parametrization technique is that it does not allow the imposition
of manufacturing constraints required to transform the results directly into
printable solutions (Lozano et al., 2016). Instead, the obtained optimal so-
lutions must be approximated to the closest manufacturable solution in an
additional post-processing step, which, however, compromises the optimal-
ity of the design solutions.

FIGURE 2.9: Reduction of design variables through the defi-
nition of subregions or patches. Such a technique introduces

observable interfaces between the patches.
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2.2.2 Indirect parametrization through curvilinear functions

Here, the fiber path trajectories are represented as parametrized curves and
the corresponding shape parameters become the design variables. The struc-
tural response is computed by extracting the local orientations of the curves
that are mapped onto finite elements. Usually, a single reference curve is
optimized and then replicated to produce the fiber paths for the entire struc-
ture. Reference curves having linearly varying fiber angles have been widely
used (Tatting, 1998; Tatting, Gürdal, and Jegley, 2002; Lopes, Gürdal, and
Camanho, 2008; Lopes, 2009; Haldar et al., 2018), although the non-linear
variations of fiber angles have also been considered to exploit a larger design
space. Some examples include Lagrangian polynomials (Wu et al., 2012),
Bezier curves (Kim, Potter, and Weaver, 2012), splines (Honda and Narita,
2012) and NURBS (Nagendra et al., 1995). The main advantage of using
parametrized curves to represent the fiber paths is the limited number of de-
sign variables and the easy imposition of manufacturing constraints to main-
tain continuity of the fiber paths.

TABLE 2.1: Comparison of direct and indirect parametrizations
of material paths.

Direct Parametrization Indirect Parametrization

Large design space Limited design space

Manufacturability not guaranteed Production-ready design solutions

Non-trivial post processing Minimal or no post processing

Table 2.1 compares the characteristics of direct and indirect parametriza-
tion. The direct parametrization technique offers a large design space, but it
does not promise manufacturability of the design solutions. In contrast, the
indirect parametrization technique works with a limited design space and
offers readily manufacturable solutions.

Both direct and the indirect parametrization techniques have been used
in this work. Aiming to obtain readily printable design solutions, Chapter
3 uses an indirect technique for optimizing the filament paths. At the same
time, the manufacturability issues of the direct parametrization technique
are also addressed. Chapter 4 proposes a new filament deposition algorithm
that accepts the orientation fields from the direct parametrization methods
and provides the G-code instructions for printing along the orientation fields
without introducing any approximations.
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2.3 Filament path optimization problem and solu-

tion approaches

Any optimization problem is essentially a minimization or maximization
problem, in which the goal is to find the set of design variables that mini-
mize or maximize an objective function subject to some constraints. A classi-
cal constrained minimization problem is given below,

minimize
z

f (z)

subject to hj(z) ≤ 0, j = 1, 2...m
(2.3)

where f (z) is the objective/response function to be minimized, z is the vec-
tor of design variables that is changed during the optimization to minimize
the objective function, and hj(z) ≤ 0, with j = 1, 2...m are the inequality
constraints that must be satisfied by the optimal solution.

In a similar fashion, the filament path optimization problem is stated be-
low. The goal is to find the optimal set of filament paths that minimize the
compliance of an FFF structure subject to manufacturing constraints. Accord-
ingly, Eq. (2.3) takes the form

minimize
f ilament paths

structural compliance

subject to manufacturing constraints,
(2.4)

where the structural compliance is the objective function to be minimized,
the filament path parameters are the design variables, and the manufacturing
constraints are due to the technological limitations of the FFF process.

During the minimization process, the optimization algorithm changes
the filament path parameters of the structure under study (with domain Ω)
and evaluates the corresponding change in the compliance. The compliance,
given by the expression

c =
∫

Ω
σ : ε dΩ, (2.5)

is computed after solving the equilibrium equation for the structure through
finite element analysis, with the updated Cauchy stress (σ) and infinitesimal
strains (ε) corresponding to the new filament path parameters. Based on the
new compliance value, the filament path parameters are again changed, and
this process is repeated until the filament paths that minimize the compliance
of the structure is found.
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Assuming that the compliance is a non-convex function of the filament
paths, two different approaches are used to solve the filament path optimiza-
tion problem: (i) a two-step gradient-based minimization, and (ii) differen-
tial evolution. The following sections explain the characteristics of both the
methods that will be applied and compared for optimizing the filament paths
in Chapter 3.

For simplicity, the following sections use a generic response function f
and design variables z in place of compliance and the filament path parame-
ters.

2.3.1 Two-step gradient-based minimization

In general, gradient-based methods start the minimization process from a
single point and iteratively proceed to better approximations along direc-
tions computed from the gradient of the objective function at each point. Al-
though such methods ensure fast convergence to minimum solutions, they
are sensitive to the starting point, and may converge to a local minimum if
the function to be minimized is non-convex (such as the compliance with re-
spect to the filament paths). In order to drive the gradient-based methods
towards the global optimum, a two-step approach is set up (similar to Fer-
nandez et al., 2019). Within the two-step approach, first a design with straight
and parallel filament paths that minimize the compliance of the structure is
obtained. Then, the obtained design is supplied as the starting point for solv-
ing the curvilinear filament path optimization problem in Eq. (2.4). Figure
2.10 illustrates the concept of the two-step gradient-based optimization em-
ployed in this work.

FIGURE 2.10: Concept of two-step gradient-based minimiza-
tion. In the first step, the straight and parallel filament paths
that minimize the compliance are obtained. The obtained de-
sign is used as the starting point for the solving the curvilinear

filament path optimization problem.
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In the present work, the two-step gradient-based minimization is imple-
mented using the Quasi-Newton algorithm, the working of which is detailed
below.

Working of Quasi-Newton

The Quasi-Newton (QN) method was first introduced in Davidon, 1959. Like
the Steepest Descent (Curry, 1944) and the Newton method (Fletcher, 2013),
QN is an iterative solver that follows a line search strategy (Nocedal and
Wright, 2006) to solve minimization problems. The minimization algorithm
starts from a user-specified point and consistently lowers the objective func-
tion values along informatively chosen descent directions. Here, the starting
point corresponds to the straight parallel toolpaths that minimize the com-
pliance. If zk denotes the solution at the kth iteration, then the next point zk+1

at iteration (k + 1) is found as,

zk+1 = zk + pk (2.6)

where pk is the descent direction chosen at iteration k.
Various choices exist for the descent direction pk. Steepest Descent sets

pk to be the negative gradient of the objective function (pk = -∇fk), whereas
the Newton method uses the Hessian information at a point to compute pk,
as given below.

pk = −∇2(fk)−1∇fk (2.7)

Steepest Descent is relatively inefficient compared to the Newton method
since it uses only the first-order information at a point (i.e., the gradient). On
the other hand, although the Newton method promises a superior conver-
gence rate, the Hessian matrix is too costly to compute, especially if the func-
tion to be minimized is multi-dimensional and not available in closed-form
(as is the case of the current application). QN promises a balanced approach
by avoiding the costly Hessian matrix computation while simultaneously be-
ing more efficient than the Steepest Descent.

QN approximates the Hessian ∇2fk in Eq. (2.7) using a less expensive
matrix Bk that is computed from the objective function value and its gradient
at the previous iteration. For a downhill movement, QN requires Bk to be
positive definite and to satisfy the following condition,

Bk+1ak = qk (2.8)
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where ak = zk+1 − zk and qk= ∇fk+1 −∇fk. Among the different methods to
compute the matrix Bk, the BFGS (Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, and Shanno)
formula is employed here:

Bk+1 = Bk − Bkak(ak)TBk

(ak)TBkak +
qk(qk)T

(qk)Tak (2.9)

The pseudo-code for the QN algorithm with the BFGS method is given below.

Define starting point z0 and convergence tolerance tol>0,

Compute B0

k = 0

While ||∇fk||>tol (OR) k ≤ Itermax

Compute pk = −(Bk)−1 ∇fk

Compute zk+1 = zk + pk

Compute ak = zk+1 − zk and qk= ∇fk+1 −∇fk

Update Bk+1 using Eq. (2.9)

k = k + 1

end While

Sensitivity Analysis

Gradient-based methods require the objective function gradient at every it-
eration, which may not be readily available. The procedure to compute the
derivatives of the objective function with respect to the design variables is
referred to as sensitivity analysis (Choi and Kim, 2004; Van Keulen, Haftka,
and Kim, 2005).1 Different methods to compute the sensitivities are described
below.

The forward difference and the central difference methods offer the simplest
means for finding sensitivities. If f (z) is the response function of a structure
under equilibrium, then the sensitivities d f /dz are calculated as given below.
Forward difference method:

d f
dzj
≈

f (z + ∆zj)− f (z)
∆zj

(2.10)

1In the field of numerical optimization, sensitivity analysis refers to the process of deter-
mining the changes in the optimum to small perturbations in the parameter or constraint
values (Nocedal and Wright, 2006).
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Central difference method:

d f
dzj
≈

f (z + ∆zj)− f (z− ∆zj)

2∆zj
(2.11)

where j = 1, 2...Ndv denote the index of the design variable, and ∆zj denotes
a small perturbation introduced to the jth design variable.

The above techniques are simple to implement and are suitable for situa-
tions where the objective function is a black box (i.e., no information is avail-
able on the nature of objective function). However, despite their simplicity,
such methods incur a high computational cost. For Ndv design variables,
the forward difference method requires Ndv + 1 function evaluations and the
central difference method needs 2Ndv + 1 function evaluations. Therefore, in
situations where the response function is evaluated through numerical sim-
ulations, analytical sensitivities are more preferable.

Analytical sensitivities are more accurate and incur a lower computa-
tional cost (Tortorelli, Haber, and Lu, 1991; Lee, 1996; Pandey and Bakshi,
1999; Stillman, 2000). Let us consider an elastostatic system in which the
response function f (z) depends upon the design variable z and the displace-
ments u(z), i.e., f (z)=g(z, u(z)). Then, the sensitivity of the response func-
tion f with respect to a design variable zj is,

d f
dzj

=
∂g(z, u(z))

∂u
du
dzj

+
∂g(z, u(z))

∂zj
(2.12)

The above equation cannot be evaluated directly due to the term du/dzj that
is implicitly defined through the equilibrium equation K(z) u(z) = P(z), where
K is the stiffness matrix and P is the loading vector. Therefore, first du/dzj

is computed by differentiating the equilibrium condition and solving the re-
sulting algebraic equation. Then, the newly computed du/dzj is substituted
into the above equation to find the sensitivity of the response function. This
method is called direct analytical method.

Another approach, called adjoint method, eliminates the du/dzj term using
a Lagrange multiplier method. First, an augmented function is introduced:

f̂ (z) = g(z, u(z))− λ(K(z)u(z)− P(z)) (2.13)

where λ is an arbitrary vector of Lagrange multipliers. Note that the function
f̂ is equal to f since K(z)u(z)− P(z) equals zero. Differentiation of Eq. (2.13)
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and subsequent rearrangement gives

d f̂
dzj

=

[
∂g(z, u(z))

∂zj
−λ.

(
dK(z)

dzj
u(z)− dP(z)

dzj

)]
+

du(z)
dzj

.
[

∂g(z, u(z))
∂u

−KT(z)λ
]

.
(2.14)

For a suitable value of Lagrange multipliers λ̂, the unknown du/dzj term
can be eliminated, and the sensitivity d f̂ /dzj (i.e., d f /dzj) is found without
involving the last term in Eq. (2.14). Accordingly, the following equation is
solved to compute λ̂:

KT(z)λ̂(z) =
∂g(u(z), z)

∂u
. (2.15)

The resulting λ̂(z) is substituted into Eq. (2.14), which is reduced to:

d f̂
dzj

=

[
∂g(z, u(z))

∂zj
− λ̂(z).

(
dK(z)

dzj
u(z)− dP(z)

dzj

)]
. (2.16)

The adjoint method is more efficient than the direct analytical method.
In the direct analytical method, the du/dzj needs to be found separately for
each design variable zj. Whereas the adjoint method uses the same set of
Lagrange multipliers λ̂ for computing all the sensitivities using Eq. (2.16),
which is more efficient.

Besides the direct and adjoint methods, automatic differentiation tech-
niques can also be employed to compute the sensitivities. Automatic dif-
ferentiation tools exploit the analytical relations encoded between the vari-
ous quantities to directly yield the required derivatives. The present work
uses a combination of the automatic differentiation techniques and the ad-
joint method to compute sensitivities. The expression for the sensitivity of
compliance with respect to the design variables is provided in Chapter 3.

2.3.2 Differential evolution

The filament path optimization problem is also solved using a population-
based evolutionary algorithm called differential evolution. This algorithm
was introduced as a technical report in 1995 (Storn and Price, 1995) and was
later published in the Journal of Global Optimization in 1997 (Storn and
Price, 1997). Since then, differential evolution has become one of the most
popular global optimisers (Trunfio, 2016). Differential evolution operates by
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a principle that is agnostic to the gradient of the objective function. It applies
evolutionary principles to a set of randomly initialized population of candi-
date solutions and probes the function landscape for the global minimum so-
lution. Differential evolution does not guarantee global minima, especially
if non-convex functions are to be minimized. However, it is still preferred
here because it avoids getting trapped to the local minima and is also easier
to implement.

Working of differential evolution

The process of differential evolution starts with initializing a population of
candidate solutions. A single candidate solution is represented as: z

g

t =(
z

g

t,j
)
, where t = 1, 2...SP is the index of the candidate solution in a popu-

lation of size SP, the index j = 1, 2...Ndv denotes design variable, and g is
the generation number. During initialization (i.e., at g = 0), random values
are assigned to the entire population of candidate solutions within some pre-
set bounds. Then, the initialized candidate solutions undergoes a repetitive
process of mutation, cross-over and selection, as explained below.

Mutation is a perturbation step that generates new candidate solutions
from the existing ones to explore the function space for better solutions. In
mutation, the scaled difference of any two random vectors is added to a third
random vector to produce a mutation vector m

g

t as shown below:

m
g

t = z
g

r1 + F(z
g

r2 − z
g

r3), (2.17)

where F ∈ (0,1+) is the scale factor (explained later), and r1, r2 and r3 denote
the random indices which must be chosen different from the current index t.

The cross-over operation, also referred to as recombination, is primarily
done to promote the diversity (distribution in the function space) of the can-
didate solutions. In this operation, the components of the mutation (m

g

t ) and
parent vectors (z

g

t ) are copied to generate the trial vectors (r
g

t ). The fraction of
parameters copied from the mutation or the parent vector is controlled by a
user-set parameter called the cross-over probability Cr ∈ [0,1]. The cross-over
operation is explained below using the pseudo-code:

r
g

t,j =

{m
g

t,j if rand(0, 1) ≤ Cr

z
g

t,j otherwise
(2.18)
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If a random number generated by the rand(0,1) is less than Cr, then the trial
parameter comes from the mutant vector m

g

t , else it comes from the parent
vector z

g

t .
In the selection step, the parent vectors z

g

t and the trial vectors r
g

t of the
current generation are compared. If the objective function value f (r

g

t ) is less
than or equal to the objective function value f (z

g

t ), then r
g

t replaces the z
g

t

to become the parent vector in the next generation g + 1. Otherwise, the z
g

t

retains its place for the next generation.

z
g+1

t =

{r
g

t if f (r
g

t ) ≤ f (z
g

t )

z
g

t otherwise
(2.19)

A sequence of mutation, cross-over and selection operations complete one
generation of differential evolution. Multiple generations are completed by
evolving the SP candidate solutions until the termination criteria is satisfied.
Some commonly used termination criteria are preset objective function value,
maximum number of generation and maximum computational time.

For a schematic example, differential evolution is applied to minimize a
two-dimensional unimodal function f . A population of SP = 5 candidate
solutions (indexed 1 to SP) is randomly initialized within preset parameter
bounds and perturbed to create new points. The perturbation is done by
adding the scaled difference of two random vectors to a third random vector
in the population. Between the newly produced point r1 and parent vector
z1, the solution which has the lower objective function value becomes a par-
ent vector in the next generation (Figure 2.11). This procedure is repeated
until all vectors in the initial population have competed against the newly
produced vectors, and the parent vectors for the next generation are chosen.

FIGURE 2.11: Schematic representation of differential evolu-
tion. (A) Initialization and (B) Perturbation
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Role of control parameters in exploration and exploitation of the function
space

Differential evolution is relatively simple to implement, the challenge is to
find the right set of control parameters for computational efficiency. In fact,
the successful application of any evolutionary algorithms requires the bal-
ancing of exploration and exploitation functions through the appropriate
choice of control parameters (Gämperle, Müller, and Koumoutsakos, 2002; Sá
et al., 2008). Exploration means visiting new regions of the function space to
maximise the probability of finding the global minimum, whereas exploita-
tion refers to the ability to look for better points in the vicinity of already
found good points. In principle, exploration of the function space is benefi-
cial in terms of finding new better solutions. However, the algorithm must
also be capable of avoiding useless exploration and save the computational
cost by refining (exploiting) an already found close-to-minimum solution.
Exploration and exploitation functions are controlled through the parame-
ters Cr, SP and F. Figure 2.12 presents a conceptual depiction of the control
parameters influence on exploration and exploitation.

FIGURE 2.12: Exploration vs exploitation.

Among the three control parameters, the influence of the population size
SP is straightforward to interpret. Larger population sizes thoroughly ex-
plore the function space and are more prone to reach the global minimum.
A too small population size, despite incurring a lower computation cost, can
produce an unsatisfactory (local) optimum due to insufficient exploration of
the function space. The scale factor F determines the perturbation size to
generate new candidate solutions from the existing ones. A small F pro-
motes exploitation by perturbing only slightly the candidate solutions that
remain close to the existing population, conversely, a large F promotes explo-
ration. The cross-over probability Cr controls the diversity in the candidate
solutions. New candidate solutions with Cr close to zero predominantly in-
herit from the parent vectors, which favours the exploitation of the function
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space. As a limiting scenario, Cr = 0 causes stagnation of the candidate solu-
tions since the trial vectors become equal to the parent vectors in the cross-
over operation. On the other hand, the solutions from Cr close to one inherit
mainly from the mutation vectors and favour exploration of the design space.
When Cr = 1, the improvement of the existing solutions is impossible, as the
trial vectors become the mutation vectors.

2.4 Enforcing constraints

The maximization or the minimization process are often performed respect-
ing some constraints. For instance, two manufacturing constraints must be
accounted during the optimal design of an FFF part: (i) the filaments can-
not overlap into each other, and (ii) the filaments cannot be widely spaced
to prevent sagging of filaments in above layers. Both the constraints are di-
rectly related to the filament path spacing, which is a design variable in the
optimization problem studied.

The simplest, yet effective, method to impose such constraints is to re-
formulate the constrained minimization problem into an equivalent uncon-
strained form through penalty method. Let us recast the constrained mini-
mization problem in Eq. (2.3) as given below:

p(z, εp) = f (z) + εp

m

∑
j=1

Gj(gj(z)) (2.20)

where εp is the penalty coefficient that penalizes the objective function pro-
portionally to the constraint violations, and Gj is some function of the con-
straint gj. Usually, the general form Gj = {max[0, gj]}q is used, where q is
restricted to 1 or 2 in most practical problems (Rao, 2019). A larger penalty
coefficient enables stricter constraint enforcement, whereas a small penalty
coefficient permits larger constraint violations and produces solutions from
infeasible regions. An optimal value of εp is not known a priori and is prac-
tically often chosen in a trial and error fashion by solving the unconstrained
minimization problems for various εp.

Penalty methods are preferred owing to their simplicity and intuitive ap-
peal. They can be employed for both gradient-based and differential evolu-
tion, although the numerical implications of the over- and under-penalization
of the constraints are different in both the approaches. In gradient-based
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methods, over-penalizing constraints through large penalty coefficients pre-
vents the solution from entering the infeasible space. But it also leads to
ill-conditioning effects that increases the computational effort of the mini-
mization process. On the other hand, being a population-based method,
differential evolution does not prevent the candidate solutions from enter-
ing the infeasible space. Anyhow, by choosing a sufficiently high value of
penalty coefficient, differential evolution can be discouraged from prefer-
ring the infeasible solutions for the subsequent generations. Note that the
over-penalization in differential evolution can also lead to premature conver-
gence to sub-optimal solutions. If the constraints separate the feasible func-
tion space into multiple islands (such as in the filament path optimization
problem), then over-penalizing the constraints may not allow the candidate
solutions to cross through and explore all the feasible islands (Price, Storn,
and Lampinen, 2006). In such a case, increasing the exploratory factors can
help overcome the effect of large penalty coefficients.

Besides the penalty method, there exists other popular approaches to
solve constrained minimization problems, viz. the Lagrange multipliers and
the augmented Lagrangian methods. The Lagrange multipliers method in-
troduces additional variables to the minimization problem for the direct en-
forcement of constraints. Although this approach yields exact solutions, it
poses difficulties due to the additional effort required to solve the multipli-
ers. The augmented Lagrangian method combines the properties of the La-
grange multiplier and the penalty methods for avoiding the ill-conditioning
issues seen in the latter.

Nevertheless, the present work uses the penalty method mainly because
of its easy implementation and lesser computational effort.

2.5 A brief note on the software capabilities

The algorithmic framework for finding the optimal filament paths is devel-
oped in Mathematica (Wolfram Mathematica 13), employing its specialized
packages called AceGen and AceFEM (Korelc, 2007). The minimization tasks
are performed using the built-in functions of Mathematica, FindMinimum
and NMinimize. The FindMinimum implements the gradient-based minimiza-
tion, and NMinimize implements the differential evolution. On the other
hand, the finite element tasks are handled by AceGen and AceFEM. AceGen
uses a number of techniques such as, automated differentiation, symbolic
and algebraic capabilities, and simultaneous optimization of expressions to
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efficiently code complex formulae needed in numerical procedures. It can
convert the symbolic input into codes for many programming languages and
has some standard modules for calculation of tangent stiffness matrix, post-
processing and other complex tasks, enabling easy interfacing with the com-
mercial FE environments. While AceGen handles the numerically intensive
parts, AceFEM largely handles preprocessing and post-processing tasks such
as collecting input data, mesh generation, control of solution procedures,
result-visualization, and so on. Besides, MATLAB, 2018 has been used to
develop the orientation-based filament deposition, generate G-code instruc-
tions and to visualize the filament paths designed.
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Chapter 3

A Filament Path Optimization
Framework For Production-Ready
Designs

Chapter 2 presented the essential elements of filament path optimization,
i.e., the prediction of FFF part behaviour, filament path parametrization, the
minimization approaches and the enforcement of constraints. The present
chapter implements these concepts to develop a new optimization frame-
work that designs readily printable filament paths for minimizing the com-
pliance of FFF parts. The developed framework is applied to optimize some
two-dimensional FFF structures subject to prescribed forces and operating
under linear elastic, small strain regimes. Then, the resulting optimized fila-
ment patterns are converted into G-code instructions, printed as per design
specifications, and experimentally studied.

Besides, the chapter studies several aspects of the filament path optimiza-
tion, particularly focusing on the following new contributions to the state-
of-the-art: (i) the development and implementation of a new material model
incorporating the phenomenological stiffness decrease at low filament densi-
ties that is shown to impact the resulting optimized filament patterns signif-
icantly, and (ii) the comparison of the two-step gradient-based minimization
and the differential evolution in terms of efficiency, operability and compati-
bility with the newly proposed material model1.

The organization of the chapter is as follows:
Section 3.1 sets up the filament path optimization problem to be solved, ex-
pressing the essential filament path quantities and the manufacturing con-
straints in terms of the design variables. Then, Section 3.2 develops a new
material model accounting for the inter-filament gaps in an FFF layer. In

1This chapter is inspired from the paper published in the International Journal of Solids
and Structures. DOI: 10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2022.111916

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0020768322003742?via$%$3Dihub
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Section 3.3, the approaches to optimize the filament paths are presented,
also depicting the developed algorithmic framework. Section 3.4 applies
the framework to design filament paths for some example structures, and
Section 3.5 shows the parts printed with the optimized filament paths. Sec-
tion 3.6 presents an experimental comparison between the optimized and
the standard filament patterns. Finally, Section 3.7 provides a summary of
the chapter and concludes on this work.

3.1 Formulation of the optimization problem

To obtain optimized, production-ready filament paths, an indirect parametr-
ization technique of Fernandez et al., 2019 is used. It expresses the filament
path quantities in a layer and, hence, the manufacturing constraints and the
material model as the contours or level-sets of a B-Surface (i.e., B-spline sur-
face) defined over the layer (Fernandez et al., 2019). Then, the optimal fil-
ament trajectories are found as the solution to a minimization problem in
which the shape parameters of the B-Surface are treated as the design vari-
ables. The series of steps inspired from the work of Fernandez et al., 2019
leading up to the formulation of the minimization problem and different so-
lution approaches are presented first.

3.1.1 Filament path parameterization

The filament angle and spacing that describe the local filament path are for-
mulated in terms of the contours of a B-Surface; they become continuous
functions of the shape parameters of the B-Surface.

Let us assume a generic FFF component to optimize the filament paths
and minimize its compliance (i.e., maximize its stiffness, assuming prescribed
forces). The assumed component has layers of filaments printed on the e1-e2

plane and stacked in the e3 direction. Each extruded filament has a constant
width w and a height h, as shown in Figure 3.1. The entire FFF component
occupies a domain λ in three dimensional space that is sliced into individual
domains λ1, λ2, ...λn representing the layers of the component. Under suit-
able assumptions on the component (cross-sections symmetrical to the mid-
plane, loads non-varying along the e3, dimension in e3 smaller than along the
other directions), the analysis is focused on a 2D domain Ω that represents
the component mid-plane having superposed filament trajectories from lay-
ers λi=1,2..n (Figure 3.1).
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FIGURE 3.1: Two-dimensional assumption for FFF part. λ is
composed of individual layers λ1, λ2..λn having filaments of
width w and height h. An equivalent 2D domain Ω is defined

with filament trajectories from λ1, λ2..λn projected on to it.

An ith in-plane filament layout on Ω can be described as the contours of
a scalar function φi(x, y) defined over Ω (Honda and Narita, 2011; Huang,
Wang, and Li, 2016),

Ck
i = {x | φi(x) = k w}, k ∈ Z, x = (x, y) ∈ Ω (3.1)

where each contour in the set Ck
i , resulting from φi = 1w, 2w...kw, represents

a single trajectory in the ith filament layout on Ω (Figure 3.2).
Since the contours of φ represent filament trajectories, it follows that the

local filament angle and the spacing can also be derived from the contours
of φ. At any point x ∈ Ω, the filament angle αi(x) is the angle between the
tangent t(x) to the contour and the e1 axis (shown in Figure 3.2). Therefore,
αi(x) is expressed as,

αi(x) = tan−1
(
−φi,x

φi,y

)
(3.2)

where φi,x and φi,y are partial derivatives of the φi with respect to x and y,
respectively (Honda and Narita, 2011; Huang, Wang, and Li, 2016). In a
similar fashion, the filament spacing li(x) is also denoted using the contours
of φi. As Figure 3.2 illustrates, the filament spacing li(x) is the sum of the
distances from x to the two closest points in the adjacent contours, where
∆xk and ∆xk-1 are correspondingly the distances from x to the closest points
x∗k and x∗k-1 in the two adjacent contours Ck

i and Ck−1
i . Thus, the spacing li(x)
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is related to φi as given below (refer to Fernandez et al., 2019 for derivation).

li(x) ≈
w

|∇φi(x)|
(3.3)

FIGURE 3.2: In-plane filament trajectories represented using
contours of a B-Surface. αi : filament angle; li : filament spac-
ing; x∗k : closest point in contour Ck

i from x; x∗k-1 : closest point
in contour Ck−1

i from x.

A B-surface (or a B-spline surface) results from the tensor product of one-
dimensional B-spline functions in two parametric domains. It is composed
of individual entities called patches, the shapes of which are influenced by a
set of control points, as shown in Figure 3.3. The following set of equations
define a single patch of the ith B-surface defined over Ω (Bartels, Beatty, and
Barsky, 1995, Marschner and Shirley, 2015):

x(Ξ) = N(Ξ).XL; y(Ξ) = N(Ξ).YL; φi(Ξ) = N(Ξ).dL
i (3.4)

where N(Ξ) is the vector of bicubic basis functions, the symbol Ξ = (ξ, η)
represents the coordinates of the patch in parent space, while the vectors XL,
YL and dL

i denote the 3D positions of a grid of control points that influence
the patch in physical space (see Figure 3.3). The local grid of control points
is, in turn, a subset of all the control points of the B-surface, the 3D positions
of which are denoted as X, Y, and di, respectively. All three vectors have the
same dimensions and assume the distance units of the FFF component to be
optimized (for e.g., mm).

Eq. (3.4) relates φi to the local control point heights dL
i of the ith B-surface,

therefore enabling the contours of φi, and in turn, the filament path angle αi

(Eq. (3.2)) and spacing li (Eq. (3.3)) to be controlled using them. Thus, keep-
ing the X and Y constant, the control point heights di are varied to design the
filament trajectories. If ‘n’ sets of filament trajectories are represented using
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‘n’ number of B-Surfaces, then the entries of the entire vector of control point
heights of the B-Surfaces, d = {d1, d2, ...dn}, become the design variables
for the filament trajectories in the FFF structure. The total number of design
variables (Ndv) is determined from the number of B-surface patches as given
below,

Ndv = n CPx CPy = n(Px + 3)(Py + 3) (3.5)

where CPx and CPy denote the number of control points used per B-Surface
in e1 and e2 directions, with Px and Py being the corresponding patch number
in each direction. For example, Figure 3.3 employs a total of Ndv = 42 design
variables in a single layer (n = 1).

FIGURE 3.3: Patches of a uniform bicubic B-Surface defined
over a layer. Px : Number of patches along e1; Py : Number
of patches along e2; CPx = Px + 3 : Number of control points

along e1; CPy = Py + 3 : Number of control points along e2.

3.1.2 Imposing manufacturing constraints

Production-ready solutions can be yielded from design optimization, pro-
vided proper manufacturing constraints are incorporated in the process. Here,
two essential constraints are included (Figure 3.4): (i) the no-overlap constraint
between neighbouring filaments, i.e., the path spacing li is set larger than or
equal to the filament width (li ≥ w) and (ii) the no-sag constraint that states
that any two adjacent filaments cannot be spaced larger than a prescribed
value of lmax (li < lmax) to avoid sagging of the filaments deposited on the
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previous layer (Figure 3.4), where lmax is a parameter chosen based on the
printer capabilities to bridge two unsupported points.

FIGURE 3.4: Manufacturing filament spacing constraint; sag
and overlap, respectively, define the maximum and minimum

filament spacing

The aforementioned manufacturing constraints are equivalently expressed
as constraints on the gradient of φi for relating them to the design variables.
The expressions for no-overlap and no-sag constraints are derived from Eq.
(3.3) and stated as follows, respectively:

|∇φi| ≤ 1 (3.6)

|∇φi| ≥
w

lmax
(3.7)

It is emphasized that Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) express local nonlinear constraints,
which must be respected at every point in a layer λi. Due to the practical
challenges in implementing the local constraints (Amstutz, 2010; Amstutz
and Novotny, 2010; Amstutz, Novotny, and Souza Neto, 2012), the following
integral expressions are defined (Le et al., 2010; Fernandez et al., 2019):

Ga
i =

∫
Ω

St(|∇φi|2 − 1)dΩ (3.8)

Gb
i =

∫
Ω

St

(
1−

(
|∇φi|

lmax

w

)2
)

dΩ (3.9)

where a step function St is introduced to consolidate the positive values, as
given below.

St(Θ) =

{0, if Θ ≤ 0

1, if Θ > 0
(3.10)
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Note that the parameter Θ indicates (|∇φi|2 − 1) and (1− (|∇φi|lmax/w)2)

from Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9), respectively. Thus, the overlap and sagging con-
straints are violated if Ga

i and Gb
i are positive, and are satisfied if Ga

i and Gb
i

are zero.

3.1.3 The minimization problem

Having expressed the printing trajectories (refer to Eqs. (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4))
and manufacturing constraints (refer to Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7)) in terms of the
design variables, the optimization problem can now be defined. The objec-
tive is to find the optimal control point heights of the B-Surfaces that mini-
mize the compliance of Ω, subject to no-overlap and no-sag constraint2. The
corresponding mathematical formulation is given as,

minimize
d1,d2..dn

compliance (c),

subject to: Ga
i = 0, i = 1, 2, ..n

Gb
i = 0, i = 1, 2, ..n

(3.11)

where the objective/cost function to be minimized is the compliance c =∫
Ω

σ : ε dΩ (twice the strain energy) computed from the Cauchy stress tensor
σ and the infinitesimal (linear) strain tensor ε using finite element analysis
(Brampton, Wu, and Kim, 2015; Esposito et al., 2019) .

The above minimization problem is recast into the following unconstrained
minimization problem using the penalty method (Nocedal and Wright, 2006;
Price, Storn, and Lampinen, 2006; Ali and Zhu, 2013),

minimize
d1,d2,..dn

c + εp

(
∑

i=1,2,..n
(Ga

i )
2 + (Gb

i )
2
)

(3.12)

where the quadratic function p = c + εp ((Ga
i=1..n)

2 + (Gb
i=1..n)

2) becomes the
new penalized cost function to be minimized, and εp (> 0) is the penalty coef-
ficient that penalizes the new cost function.

2The equality constraints mentioned in the optimization problem in Eq. (3.12) are practi-
cally inequality constraints since the negative values of Ga

i and Ga
i vanish by construction of

Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9)).
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3.2 Anisotropic material model accounting for the

effect of inter-filament spacing

The mechanical performance of FFF parts relies upon a multitude of FFF pa-
rameters, among which the filament angle and density are widely recognized
to play dominant roles (Fayazbakhsh, Movahedi, and Kalman, 2019; Cuan-
Urquizo et al., 2019). A noteworthy highlight of this work is, in fact, a new
material model that predicts the component response accounting for the local
filament angle and density.

The proposed material model extends the classical approach of Fernandez
et al., 2019, in which a transversely isotropic elasticity tensor is rotated by the
local filament angle αi(x) and linearly scaled by the local density/volume-
ratio νi(x), where the volume ratio, expressed below, is the amount of filament
material in a li × li × h Representative Volume Element (Figure 3.5).

νi(x) =
libh
l2
i h
≈ |∇φi(x)| (3.13)

FIGURE 3.5: Definition of volume ratio. νi is the ratio of fila-
ment material in the li × li × h Representative Volume Element.

The simplified technique to linearly scale all the stiffness components
with the volume ratio assumes significant transverse stiffness even when
lacking inter-filament fusion, thereby ignoring the filament bonding mech-
anism and leading to less realistic printing patterns (as will be shown in Sec-
tion 3.4). Thus, to avoid such solutions, a material model incorporating the
phenomenological effect of inter-filament spacing is developed below.
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Let Ψi(x) denote the strain energy density due to the ith filament layout.
Then, the strain energy density Ψ(x) for the whole FFF part is the sum of
individual contributions from the strain energy densities due to n filament
layouts on Ω (from λ1, λ2...λn), i.e.,

Ψ(x) = Ψ1(x) + Ψ2(x) + ..Ψn(x) (3.14)

Taking the assumptions of linear elasticity and small-strains, and recalling
σ = ∂Ψ/∂ε, the strain energy density Ψi(x) is expressed as a quadratic func-
tion of the strain tensor ε,

Ψi(x) =
1
2

ε(x) : C∗i (x) : ε(x) (3.15)

where the elasticity tensor C∗i (x) at a point x ∈ Ω is a function of the filament
angle αi and the volume-ratio νi at that point, i.e., C∗i (αi(x), νi(x)).

If transverse isotropy is assumed in layer λi, then the elasticity tensor
C∗i (x) has five independent components in a local coordinate system: s11,
s22, s12, s44 and s23, where the adopted indices are consistent with the Voigt
notation (Kollar and Springer, 2003). The goal is to represent that the stiff-
ness component along the filament direction s11 dominates if adjacent fila-
ments do not touch each other, i.e., for low values of volume ratio νi. The
other components s22, s12, s44 and s23 come into play only when the inter-
filament bonding occurs, i.e., when a given minimum threshold of νi has
been reached. Modelling this behaviour implies that the printing and the
transverse direction stiffness are treated differently with respect to νi, (a de-
coupled behaviour).

Figure 3.6 sketches the assumed evolution of the five stiffness components
as functions of the volume ratio. The stiffness along the filament extrusion
direction s11 is modelled as a linear function of νi as follows,

s11(νi) = c11νi (3.16)

where c11 is the stiffness component along the filament direction at full vol-
ume ratio (i.e. corresponding to a volume filled at 100% by the filament ma-
terial). On the other hand, the components s22, s12, s44 and s23 are almost
zero for widely spaced adjacent filaments. When the filaments start to bond
with each other, the four stiffness components rapidly rise and subsequently
reach a saturated maximum value once the filaments are completely fused.
Figure 3.6b shows a hyperbolic tangent curve that is assumed to model this
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behaviour. Accordingly the following expression is stated for the stiffness
components,

smn(νi) = a3 tanh(a1νi + a2) + a4 (3.17)

where tanh(z) = (ez− e−z)/(ez + e−z), and smn corresponds to each of the four
stiffness components s22, s12, s44 and s23, for which the unknown constants
a1, a2, a3 and a4 must be individually determined.

(A) (B)

FIGURE 3.6: Stiffness variation as function of the volume-ratio.
(A) s11 is linear function of ν. (B) The components s22, s12, s44, s23
are hyperbolic tangent functions of ν. Only s11 is significant
before inter-filament fusion. The other components are very
low for ν ≤ νa and reach a saturated state once the filaments

are completely fused.

To compute the unknown constants in Eq. (3.17), the following system of
equations that result from the conditions at νi = νl, νa, 1 and νu is solved.

smn(ν
l) = sL (3.18a)

smn(ν
a) = f1cmn (3.18b)

smn(1) = cmn (3.18c)

smn(ν
u) = f2cmn (3.18d)

where νl and νu, respectively, denote the lower and upper limits of the vol-
ume ratio νi in a layer. In a physical sense, νl is equal to zero, and νu can
be slightly more than one, provided a meagre percentage of inter-filament
overlap is allowed. However, assuming that a saturated state already exists
at volume ratios νl and νu, both quantities are set to −∞ and +∞, respec-
tively, for the analytical solution of Eq. (3.18). The volume ratio νa denotes
the activation point at which the inter-filament bonding is assumed to start.
Accordingly, νa must be chosen close to one (νa → 1) for a realistic inclu-
sion of the filament spacing effect. The parameter sL denotes a very small
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user-defined value for the four stiffness components when the filaments are
widely spaced (at νi = νl), whereas cmn denote their values when the fila-
ments are fused, i.e., at 100% volume ratio (νi = 1). Finally, the quantities f1

and f2 are the user-defined fractional constants that scale the stiffness cmn at
νi = 1 and assign them at νa and νi = νu, respectively.

After determining all the unknown constants in Eq. (3.17), the transverse
isotropic elasticity tensor is assembled in the local coordinate system and
rotated by the filament angle αi(x) to find the final elasticity tensor C∗i (x).

Thus, the proposed material model uses the local mesostructural data (an-
gle and spacing) to compute the stiffness at a point. However, it cannot pre-
dict the local failure mechanisms due to weak inter-filament bonding or con-
siders the influence of the unit-cells in partially filled parts. In such a case,
dedicated micromechanical models are more suitable.

3.3 Solution methodologies and the depiction of

optimization framework

The minimization problem in Eq. (3.12) is solved using the two-step gradient
based minimization and differential evolution. Both methods are applied for
filament path optimization in Section 3.4 and are comparatively evaluated in
terms of solution quality, computational cost and operational difficulties.

For the two-step gradient-based method, first an initial optimized design
with straight and parallel toolpaths having uniform orientations α

in

i=1,2..n is
obtained. Then, the control point heights d

in

i=1,2..n corresponding to the uni-
form orientations are supplied as the starting point to solve the curvilinear
filament optimization in Eq. (3.12). The initial control point heights are cal-
culated as:

d
in

i = −sin(α
in

i )X + cos(α
in

i )Y (3.19)

where X and Y are the vectors of control point coordinates on e1-e2 plane
for any ith B-surface. On solving the minimization problem in Eq. (3.12),
convergence is reported at a kth step if the following criteria are satisfied,

||∆dk|| ≤ 10−ag1 & ||∇p(dk)|| ≤ 10−ag2 (3.20)

where ∆dk indicates the difference in the vector of design variables at the
kth step and previous steps, the quantity ∇p(dk) is the gradient of the pe-
nalized objective function p at the kth step, while ag1 and ag2 (AccuracyGoal)
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are positive integers that specify the convergence tolerance. Note that the
convergence criteria in Eq. (3.20) are affected by the dimensions/units as-
sumed for the structure. To avoid this normalized quantities can be used in
the convergence criteria. The convergence is accelerated by the use of analyti-
cal sensitivities, computed from a combination of the adjoint method and the
automatic differentiation. Following is the expression for compliance sensi-
tivity with respect to the ith layer design variables (Fernandez et al., 2019):

dc
ddi

= −
∫

Ω

εT ∂C∗i
∂di

ε dΩ (3.21)

FIGURE 3.7: Optimization framework developed in Mathemat-
ica, AceGen and AceFEM. AceGen is used to develop FE codes,
while AceFEM does the preprocessing and post-processing

tasks.

Differential evolution that is also applied here is insensitive to the gradi-
ent of the objective function and works with a population of candidate solu-
tion to probe the function landscape for the global minimum. The search for
the minimum solution continues until the preset maximum number of gener-
ations (Gmax) is reached or if the difference between the best function values
in the new and old populations, as well as the distance between the new best
point and the old best point, are less than a tolerance of 10−ag, with ag being
a user-set positive integer (Brett Champion, 2008). Differential evolution is
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likely to reach (near) global minimum of complex functions without getting
trapped at local solutions. However, it incurs a higher computational cost
and is highly reliant on the values of control parameter (SP, Cr and F), which
are found in this work using a trial and error approach.

The workflow of the entire framework developed in Mathematica sum-
marizing each step is depicted in Figure 3.7. While differential evolution is
already available as Mathematica’s built-in minimiser, the two-step gradi-
ent based minimization is implemented using the Quasi-Newton algorithm
in Mathematica. To evaluate the structural performance, the finite element
procedures are implemented using AceGen and AceFEM packages (Korelc,
2007). Appendix B provides the AceGen and AceFEM codes developed for
the filament path optimization.

3.4 Application to two-dimensional structures

The described methodology is applied to optimize the filament paths of 2D
structures in three separate sections. Section 3.4.1 makes a comparative as-
sessment of the two-step gradient-based minimization and the differential
evolution. Section 3.4.2 evaluates the benefits of optimized filament paths
against the standard straight filament patterns. Finally, Section 3.4.3 com-
pares the proposed material model with the model of Fernandez et al., 2019
to investigate the effect of decoupling the printing and transverse stiffness
components.

3.4.1 Two-step gradient-based minimization-Vs-Differential

evolution

Prior to comparing the minimization approaches, the influences of essential
parameters like number of patches (Px, Py), FE mesh and penalty coefficient
on the optimization process are studied. Based on the insights on these user-
parameters, the subsequent steps assume suitable values for the parameters
to apply and compare both minimization approaches.

This section employs an MBB (Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm) beam to
optimize the filament paths. The corresponding geometry, boundary con-
ditions, and an example of patch arrangement for the optimization are given
in Figure 3.8. Note that arbitrary load magnitudes have been assumed for the
structure, as the applied magnitude does not influence the optimized solu-
tions under linear elastic assumptions. A total out-of-plane thickness of t = 1
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mm, a filament width of w = 0.6 mm and a maximum allowable in-plane gap
of lmax=1.6 mm are assumed (as in Fernandez et al., 2019). At full-volume
fraction, the FFF parts are assumed to be strongly anisotropic with the fol-
lowing properties of a fiber-reinforced composite: c11 = 152.47 GPa, c22 =
15.44 GPa, c12 = 7.46 GPa, c44 = 4.550 GPa and c23 = 9.410 GPa (Kollar and
Springer, 2003), and with the following material model parameters: νa=0.9,
sL = 10−4 GPa, f 1 = 10−3 and f 2 ≈ 1.03 to 1.1.

(A) (B)

FIGURE 3.8: MBB structure and patch arrangement. (A) Ge-
ometry of MBB structure assuming symmetric boundary con-
ditions along the midside vertical axis and a load of F = 1kN,
(B) Patch arrangement with Px = 2, Py = 2 yields Ndv = 50 for

n = 2.

Parametric study on patch number, FE mesh and penalty coefficient

Two parametric studies are conducted while optimizing the MBB structure:
(i) the roles of the B-surface patch number and the penalty coefficient are in-
vestigated simultaneously for a given FE mesh, and (ii) the effect of refining
the FE mesh is examined, keeping the number of patches constant. For sim-
plicity, both studies are conducted using the two-step gradient based min-
imization, assuming a single layer and imposing only the no-overlap con-
dition. A tolerance ag1=2/ag2=2 is prescribed since convergence criterion
could not be satisfied for stricter tolerance.

The first parametric study uses a 32-by-32 bilinear FE mesh and conducts
the filament path optimization for four different patch arrangements Px-by-
Py: 1-by-1, 2-by-2, 3-by-3 and 4-by-4. The corresponding initial design vari-
ables d

in
are computed from α

in
=70.59° and the minimization problem in Eq.

(3.12) is solved for a range of penalty coefficients εp. Starting from the high-
est possible value, the penalty coefficient is reduced ensuring that the overlap
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oli(x) = w− li(x) in the optimum solution is kept within a reasonable limit.
For example, a maximum overlap of oli ≤ 10% of w has been used here, as
higher values of overlap were found to affect the smoothness of the printed
part. Besides, an overlap equivalent to 10% of w is also typically used by
commercial slicing software.

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

FIGURE 3.9: Parametric study on penalty coefficient and patch
number. (A) Maximum volume ratio νmax increases with de-
creasing εp. Minimization process do not converge for high
penalty coefficient εp and the condition, ol ≤10% of w, sets the
lower limit of εp. (B) For most εp values, a higher number of
patches reaches a lower compliance reduction cf/cin . (C) Com-
putational time T increases with the number of patches, partic-
ularly at high εp. (D) For reaching a given value of compliance
reduction cf/cin , the 3-by-3 and 4-by-4 patches requires a much

higher computational time T.

For the assumed patch numbers, Figure 3.9a depicts the maximum vol-
ume ratio νmax obtained with different penalty coefficients εp. Figures 3.9b
and 3.9c, respectively, depict the ratio of final compliance to the initial com-
pliance (cf/cin) and the computational time (T) against penalty coefficients
εp, while Figure 3.9d shows the computational time T, taken for achieving a
given value of compliance reduction cf/cin .
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Figure 3.9a indicates a trend typical to any penalty-based optimization
process. Regardless of the patch number, the decrease in the penalty coeffi-
cient εp increases the maximum volume ratio νmax, denoting the proportional
degree of constraint violation (overlap) in the optimum solutions. The limit
set on the overlap ol dictates the lowest penalty coefficient, whereas its upper
limit is due to the effect of ill-conditioning, inherent to the penalty methods of
gradient-based approaches (Nocedal and Wright, 2006). Any attempt for a
stronger constraint imposition using higher penalty coefficients than those
shown in Figure 3.9a does not guarantee convergence and may prematurely
terminate the minimization process. Therefore, suitable penalty coefficients
are chosen by a trial and error approach, adopting a compromise between im-
posing constraints to the desired extent and achieving convergence quickly.

(A) (B)

FIGURE 3.10: Comparison of the optimized filament paths from
1-by-1 and 4-by-4 patches under the same initial conditions. (A)
Centerlines of the optimized filaments for 1-by-1 patch with
cf /cin = 0.63. (B) Centerlines of the optimized filaments for 1-

by-1 patch with cf /cin = 0.60.

Figure 3.9b illustrates that the higher patch numbers yield lower compli-
ance reduction factors cf/cin for most penalty coefficients εp. Clearly, a higher
patch number reaches a reduced compliance by exploiting a larger design
space. As an example, the difference between the optimized filament paths
from 1-by-1 and 4-by-4 patches is shown in Figure 3.10. However, despite
the improvements to the final design, the respective numerical implications
must also be accounted. Figure 3.9c shows that the computational time T for
the 3-by-3 and 4-by-4 patches significantly increases as the εp gets higher, a
sign common to ill-conditioned systems. As a result, Figure 3.9d shows that
a given compliance reduction of cf/cin=0.61 is attained by the 4-by-4 patch
in T ≈ 15 minutes, for which the 2-by-2 patch takes less than 2 minutes.
Thus, as expected, the increased design freedom of a higher patch number
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is achieved at a higher computational cost that increases further when con-
straints are enforced stricter.

Choosing the number of B-surface patches is problem dependent. How-
ever, deducing from these results, it is recommended to initially opt for a
lower patch number; more patches can be chosen to refine the results if they
appear too crude or if further gain in stiffness is expected. Alternately, the so-
lution from using a lower number of patch number can be used as a starting
point for an optimization with a higher number of patches. Although this can
speed up the optimization process, care must be taken to ensure that the B-
surface remains uniform after refinement since the optimization framework
does not work for non-uniform B-surfaces. In any case, the patch number is
only a simulation parameter and does not affect the printing process.

FIGURE 3.11: Parametric study on the influence of mesh size
with a 2-by-2 patch arrangement. cf and cf /ci increase asymp-
totically at higher number of finite elements. For too few finite

elements, the minimization process did not converge.

The second parametric study uses a 2-by-2 patch and solves the mini-
mization problem (Eq. (3.12)) for a series of different FE mesh, varying the
element numbers as : 2m × 2m, with m = 1, 2...7. As previously discussed,
the penalty coefficients in all cases are set through a trial and error method
to maintain the same amount of constraint violation in the final solutions
and facilitate their comparison. Figure 3.11 plots the initial compliance cin ,
final compliance cf and the compliance reduction cf/cin against the number
of finite elements used.

The initial compliance cin shows a sharp increase at the beginning that
later becomes asymptotic as the finite element meshes are refined. As ex-
pected, coarser meshes are stiffer and increasing the number of finite ele-
ments leads to converged meshes with a lower stiffness. Note that the final
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compliance cf and the compliance reduction cf/cin follow trends similar to
the initial compliance cin , although both cf and cf/cin are not plotted for low
number of finite elements. The reason is that the optimisation fails to con-
verge for too few finite elements due to the poor accuracy of the solutions
from coarse meshes. Anyhow, refinement of the FE mesh does not signif-
icantly alter the filament path solutions. Therefore, it is recommended to
use a sufficient number of finite elements (approaching a converged mesh),
mainly to ensure the accuracy of the FE results and to enable convergence at
the optimum solutions.

Based on the results presented so far, the 2-by-2 patch arrangement and
32-by-32 elements FE mesh are considered suitable for the comparative study
of the two minimization approaches. A 2-by-2 patch is chosen to gain a good
balance between the design space, computational cost and operable range of
penalty coefficient (Figure 3.9). The 32-by-32 FE mesh is chosen because it of-
fers a good compromise between computational cost and accuracy. Although
it is not a properly converged mesh, trends on the optimization approaches’
performance were observed to remain valid independently of the FE mesh
used with respect to further mesh refinement.

Two-Step gradient based minimization: filament path solutions

FIGURE 3.12: Convergence curve for penalized cost function in
the second step of gradient-based method. The cost function

consistently reduces with each iteration.

Now, the two-step gradient-based minimization is applied for optimizing a
two-layer (n = 2) MBB structure using the 2-by-2 patch and 32-by-32 FE
mesh. The initial design variables corresponding to the two layers, d

in

1 and
d

in

2 , are calculated from α
in

1 = 61.8° and α
in

2 = 14.3° (Eq. (3.19)), respectively.
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A penalty coefficient εp=225, which is the largest value that achieves conver-
gence, is used to penalize constraint violations. The tolerance ag1 = 2/ag2 =

2 is again prescribed and the minimization problem of Eq. (3.12) is solved.

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

(E)

FIGURE 3.13: Optimized filament paths in MBB using two-
step gradient-based approach. (A) Centerlines of optimized
filaments in Layer-1, (B) Centerlines of optimized filaments
in Layer-2, (C) Volume-ratio in Layer-1, (D) Volume-ratio in
Layer-2, (E) Plot with a local measure of compliance (σ : ε)

in N/mm2.

On a PC with AMD Ryzen 5 3400G processor (3.70 GHz and 64 GB RAM),
the minimization process converged in T = 18 minutes with a final penal-
ized cost function of pf = 130.847. Figure 3.12 plots the convergence curve
of the penalized cost function p. The final converged solution has a compli-
ance cf=130.842 Nmm and constraint quantities measuring εp(Ga

1)
2 = 0.002,

εp(Ga
2)

2 = 0.003, εp(Gb
1)

2 = 0 and εp(Gb
2)

2 = 0. The results show that the no-
sag constraint is trivially satisfied, since a compliance minimization problem
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naturally leads to a maximum-filled solution. On the other hand, the posi-
tive close-to-zero Ga

1 and Ga
2 indicate that the no-overlap constraint was not

rigorously satisfied. The maximum overlap in the solution is observed to be
olmax ≈ 1% of w. Figure 3.13 shows the optimized filament paths for two lay-
ers, the corresponding volume ratio plots, and the local compliance measure
cloc = σ : ε in the structure.

Differential evolution: filament path solutions

Differential evolution is applied for the filament path optimization, again us-
ing a 2-by-2 patch, a 32-by-32 mesh, and two layers (n = 2). For successfully
applying differential evolution, the appropriate choice of control parameters
were searched through manual tuning (i.e., a trial and error fashion). Table
3.1 shows four stages of applying differential evolution to the minimization
problem in Eq. (3.12). In each stage, multiple trials are conducted using var-
ious combinations of cross-probability Cr, population size SP and maximum
generations Gmax, recording for each combination, the following quantities :
the best penalized cost function pb attained by the candidate solutions, the

TABLE 3.1: Tuning of control parameters in differential evolu-
tion. Cr : crossover probability; Gmax : maximum number of
generations; SP : population size of candidate solutions; pb :
best value of penalized cost function reached by candidate so-
lutions; T : computational time; G : completed number of gen-

erations before termination

Stages Cr Gmax SP pb T [min] G

I
0.99 100 50 7.3×109 18 100
0.5 100 50 1.8×107 20 100

0.01 100 50 5.6×106 21 100

II 0.5 250 50 1.3×107 24 125
0.01 250 50 3.3 ×106 59 250

III
0.01 250 80 1.1×106 72 250
0.01 250 125 0.79×106 114 250
0.01 250 170 4×106 150 250

IV

0.01 500 135 723 234 500
0.01 1000 135 208 522 1000
0.01 2000 135 143 960 2000
0.01 3000 135 136.45 1800 3000
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number of generations G completed before termination, and the correspond-
ing computational time T. Based on the results of each trial, the control pa-
rameters Cr, SP and Gmax are progressively tuned to reach the final set of
values that fetch the optimum solution.

The entire parameter tuning process maintains a constant scale factor of
F = 0.6 (Gämperle, Müller, and Koumoutsakos, 2002), a convergence tol-
erance of ag ≈ 7 (a low tolerance avoids possible premature termination),
and a penalty coefficient of εp=105. Here, the candidate solutions enter the
infeasible design space regardless of the magnitude of penalty coefficient.
However, the high cost function value assigned for the solutions with con-
straint violations discourages differential evolution from preferring them for
subsequent generations, avoiding the convergence to infeasible design space.

Fixing the maximum generations to Gmax = 100, and the population size
to SP = 50, Stage-I applied three cross-probabilities that are representative
of its entire range: Cr = 0.01, 0.5 and 0.99. On one extreme, the value Cr

= 0.01 favours exploration of the design space, whereas Cr = 0.99 exploits
a potential candidate solution and refines it towards the minimum point3.
The median value Cr = 0.5 balances both the exploration and exploitation
factors in equal proportion. All the three trials completed G=100 generations,
yielding very high values of penalized cost function pb that indicated severe
constraint violations.

Stage-II allowed the same set of candidate solutions to evolve and explore
upto maximum generation, Gmax = 250. Only cross-probabilities Cr=0.5 and
Cr=0.01 were used since Cr = 0.99 yielded unsatisfactory results in the previ-
ous stage. The trial with Cr=0.5 converged upon a single solution and prema-
turely terminated the minimization process at G = 125 generations, yielding
a penalized cost function pb = 1.3×107. Whereas, Cr=0.01 enabled the ex-
ploration of the design space until maximum generation Gmax was reached,
attaining a significantly lower cost function pb at a higher computation effort
(T=59 minutes).

Stage-III further explored the design space using larger population sizes:
SP=80, 125 and 170, while retaining Gmax = 250 and Cr=0.01 to catalyze the
design space exploration. Compared to the results from SP=50, the popula-
tion size SP=80 reached a lower cost function of pb = 1.1×106, which was in
turn surpassed by the population size SP=125 to reach pb = 0.79 ×106. The
cost function did not reduce further when the population size was increased

3The 0-1 scale of the Cr in Mathematica’s differential evolution is reversed to the classical
version mentioned in Chapter 2
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to SP = 170. Whereas, the computational time T increased, as expected, since
a larger population size needs additional FE evaluations.

FIGURE 3.14: Decrease in the best penalized cost function pb

as generations increase. Solutions with best pb retained for
multiple generations until a better solution is found (elitist ap-

proach).

Based on the previous results, Stage IV parameters were set to Cr = 0.01,
SP =135 and Gmax = 500 to 3000. The final cost function values pb dropped
with an increase of maximum generations Gmax, eventually reaching pb =

136.45 in G=3000 generations. Figure 3.14 shows the history of the best pe-
nalized cost function pb against the number of generations G. The parameter
tuning process was stopped here, witnessing a decreasing reduction rate in
pb , which indicated that a (near) minimum had been found after sufficient
exploration of the design space.

Figure 3.15 compares the the differential evolution solutions for three dif-
ferent set of control parameters. The filament path solution corresponding
to Cr=0.01, SP=85, Gmax=1000 (in Figures 3.15a and 3.15b), and that corre-
sponding to Cr=0.01, SP=125, Gmax=1000 (in Figures 3.15c and 3.15d) are en-
tirely different from the gradient-based solutions in Figure 3.13. In contrast,
the tuned set of control parameters Cr=0.01, SP=135, Gmax=3000 yielded so-
lutions very close to that of the gradient-based solutions (see Figures 3.15e
and 3.15f). The respective best penalized cost function pb=136.45 is com-
prised of the compliance cb = 136.39 Nmm and the constraint quantities εp

(Ga
1)

2 = 0.05, εp(Gb
1)

2 = 0.01, εp(Ga
2)

2 = 0 and εp(Gb
2)

2 = 0. Figure 3.16
shows the volume ratio plots, and the local compliance measure cloc in the
structure.
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)

(E) (F)

FIGURE 3.15: Centerlines of optimized filament paths in MBB
structure using differential evolution for various control pa-
rameters. (A) Layer-1, and (B) Layer-2 with Cr = 0.01, SP = 85
and Gmax = 1000, yielding pb = 214 Nmm. (C) Layer-1, and (D)
Layer-2 with Cr = 0.01, SP = 125, and Gmax = 1000, yielding
pb = 232 Nmm. (E) Layer-1, and (F) Layer-2 with Cr = 0.01,
SP = 135 and Gmax = 3000, yielding pb = 136.45 Nmm. In (E)
and (F), the centerlines of optimized filaments from differential
evolution is superposed with the centerlines of optimized fila-

ments from gradient-based method in Figure 3.13.
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(A) (B)

(C)

FIGURE 3.16: Volume ratios and local compliance measure
plots corresponding to the differential evolution solution in Fig-
ures 3.15e and 3.15f. (A) Volume-ratio in Layer-1 (B) Volume-
ratio in Layer-2, (C) Plot with a local measure of compliance

(σ : ε) in N/mm2.

The two-step gradient-based approach started from an informatively cho-
sen initial point and consistently reduced the cost function at subsequent it-
erations to converge at a final compliance of cf= 130.842 Nmm in T = 18 min-
utes (refer to Figure 3.12). On the other hand, differential evolution employed
many candidate solutions and searched the function space for the minimum
solution, retaining the best candidate solution it encountered throughout the
search process (hence the staircase effect in Figure 3.14). At the end of 3000
generations completed in T ≈ 30 hours (= 1800 minutes), the best candidate
solution from differential evolution had a compliance of cb = 136.39 Nmm.
A critical comparison is next performed considering different aspects of the
utilized methodologies.

(i) Efficiency: In problems where several local minima are assumed, popul-
ation-based methods such as differential evolution are more likely to find the
global minimum. So they may be frequently preferred over gradient based
methods, despite their high computational cost. However, in the present
work, the two-step gradient-based minimization could produce an accept-
able solution by reaching a final compliance very near to the differential evo-
lution ((cb-cf)/cf × 100 = 4.2%) at a much lower computational cost.
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(ii) Operational Difficulties: Although differential evolution is simple to im-
plement, the need to tune the control parameters for each problem makes
differential evolution challenging to operate.

(iii) Influence of νa: Finally, differential evolution should be avoided be-
cause it struggled with the proposed material model. Activation points νa

larger than 0.9 often randomly terminated the differential evolution due to a
severely ill-conditioned stiffness-matrix in the FE procedure. This is further
discussed in section 3.4.3, where the influence of the material parameter νa is
studied.

For the reasons mentioned above, the two-step gradient based minimiza-
tion will be applied to the filament path optimization in the remainder of this
chapter. However, it is emphasized that the two-step gradient-based method
is still a heuristic approach that does not guarantee a global optimum for non-
convex functions. Even so, the method may still be sufficient for practical
application, as it has been shown to outperform a global population-based
method.

3.4.2 Comparing optimized and standard straight filament pat-

terns

FIGURE 3.17: Example structures for filament path optimiza-
tion. (A) Cantilever beam, (B) Z-shaped part

This section compares the structural compliance of optimized filament pat-
terns against the commonly used 45°/-45° and 0°/90° straight filament pat-
terns. A cantilever beam (Figure 3.15a), a Z-shaped part (Figure 3.15b), and
the previously used MBB structure are employed for this purpose. Table 3.2
shows the different optimization parameters used in this study. Besides, the
filament width (w), maximum allowed gap (lmax), thickness (t), two-layer
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(n = 2) assumption, convergence tolerance (ag1, ag2) and all the material pa-
rameters are kept from the previous section. The penalty coefficient is set to
εp=10 and νa is set closer to one: νa = 0.99, producing the stiffness compo-
nents’ evolution depicted in Figure 3.18.

The minimization problem is solved and the optimized filaments are sh-
own in Figures 3.19 and 3.20. For clarity, the figures depict the filament paths
with a constant width of w=0.6 mm. Table 3.3 reports the filament path op-
timization results, also facilitating a comparison between the optimized and
standard straight filament patterns using ratios cf/cin , cf/c45/-45 and cf/c0/90 .
The ratio cf/cin measures the compliance reduction due to curvilinear fila-
ments relative to the initial straight filament design, indicating the benefit
of printing curvilinear filaments. On the other hand, the ratios cf/c45/-45 and
cf/c0/90 denote the compliance reduction by optimized filaments relative to
the 45°/-45° and 0°/90° straight filaments, respectively, indicating the over-
all advantage of optimized filament designs over the standard filament pat-
terns.

TABLE 3.2: Parameters for optimizing the example structures.

MBB Cantilever Z-Part

Finite
Elements

1024 2048 4032

Patches
Px × Py

2 ×2 = 4 4 ×2 = 8 5 ×3 = 15

Control
Points

CPx × CPy

5 ×5 = 25 7 ×5 = 35 8 ×6 = 48

Design
Variables

CPx × CPy × 2

50 70 96

Initial
Design
αin

1 /αin
2

61.8°/14.3° 18°/-18° -3.79°/-61.24°
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(A) (B) (C)

(D) (E)

FIGURE 3.18: Evolution of the five stiffness parameters s11, s22,
s12, s44 and s23 for the assumed material properties and νa=0.99.
Only s11 is significant before inter-filament fusion, the other

components s22, s12, s44, s23 are very low for ν ≤ νa.

TABLE 3.3: Optimized solutions and comparison to standard
straight filament patterns. αin

1 /αin
2 : layer angles at starting

point; cin : compliance at starting point; cf : final compliance;
T : computational time; νmax : maximum volume ratio; νmin :
minimum volume ratio; c45/−45 : compliance of part with two
layers at 45°and -45°; c0/90 : compliance of part with two layers

at 0° and 90°

MBB Cantilever Z-Part

Optimized
Solution

cf

cin

0.85 0.88 0.72

νmax
1 /νmax

2 1.024/1.042 1.011/1.011 1.01/1.008

νmin
1 /νmin

2 0.92/0.99 0.94/0.94 0.58/0.75

T [min] 6 8 21

Optimized
solutions Vs

straight
patterns

cf

c45/-45

0.45 0.25 0.25

cf

c0/90

0.49 0.49 0.66
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(A) (B)

FIGURE 3.19: Optimized filament paths in cantilever. (A) Fil-
ament layout-1 (B) Filament layout-2. Filament paths depicted

with a constant width of w = 0.6 mm

(A) (B)

FIGURE 3.20: Optimized filament paths in Z-shaped part. (A)
Filament layout-1 (B) Filament layout-2. Filament paths de-

picted with a constant filament width of w = 0.6 mm

Curvilinear filaments vary the material orientations point-wise, locally
exploiting the anisotropy to tailor the mechanical properties in different di-
rections. Their significance is better realized with complex geometries like
Z-shaped part, as evident from the compliance reduction cf/cin in Table 3.3.
While the MBB beam and the cantilever already show 15% (cf/cin = 0.85) and
12% (cf/cin = 0.88) compliance reductions due to curvilinear filaments, the Z-
shaped part reaches a higher reduction of 28%. Furthermore, the optimized
filament paths offer promising benefits over the standard patterns thanks to
the strong anisotropy in the assumed material. The compliance reductions
relative to 45°/-45° and 0°/90° straight filament patterns are in the range of
35%-75%. On average, the compliance of the optimum solutions are at least
twice as good as the compliance of the standard patterns.

Nevertheless, the ratios cf/cin , cf/c45/-45 and cf/c0/90 offer only numerical
estimations of the improvements attainable from optimized filament paths.
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The exact benefits of preferring them over the straight filament patterns can
be known through a more rigorous approach, in which their performances
are compared after equalizing the quantity of material or the final mass in
both cases (shown in Section 3.6).

3.4.3 Decoupling the filament spacing influence on printing

and transverse direction stiffness

This section compares the optimized solutions from the proposed material
model with the classical model of Fernandez et al., 2019 that considers ho-
mogeneously the effect of filament spacing on all stiffness components. For
the sake of distinguishing both the models, the optimization involving the
Fernandez et al., 2019 model is called Linear Material Optimization (LMO)
and the one using the proposed model is called Nonlinear Material Optimiza-
tion (NMO), where the terms linear and non-linear indicate the corresponding
transverse stiffness behaviours with filament spacing in both material mod-
els.

LMO is performed here, applying the same initial conditions of NMO in
Section 3.4.2. Note that the initial compliance cin does not change for LMO
since both the classical and the new material models have the same values
of stiffness components at full volume fraction (νi=1). Figures 3.21 and 3.22
depict the filament paths resulting from LMO. Table 3.4 reports the LMO
results and compares them against the NMO results reported in Table 3.3.
Next, the compliance for the LMO filament paths in Figures 3.21 and 3.22 are
estimated by the proposed (nonlinear) material model. The newly evaluated
compliance, called cnL , are then compared against the initial compliance cin

and the final compliance cL from LMO (refer to Table 3.4).

(A) (B)

FIGURE 3.21: Optimized filament paths in the cantilever struc-
ture from LMO. (A) Filament layout-1 (B) Filament layout-2.

Gaps appear between filaments.
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(A) (B)

FIGURE 3.22: Optimized filament paths in the Z-shaped part
from LMO. (A) Filament layout-1 (B) Filament layout-2. Gaps

appear between filaments.

TABLE 3.4: Optimized solutions from the LMO and compari-
son of compliance from the classical and the proposed material
models. cin : compliance at the starting point; cL : final compli-
ance from LMO; cf : final compliance from NMO reported in
Table 3.3; cnL : compliance from the proposed nonlinear mate-
rial model for the LMO filament paths in Figures 3.21 and 3.22;
νmax : maximum volume ratio for LMO filament paths; νmin :

minimum volume ratio for LMO filament paths

Cantilever Z-Part

Results
from
LMO

cL

cin

0.81 0.62

νmax
1 /νmax

2 1.05/1.05 1.048/1.036

νmin
1 /νmin

2 0.55/0.55 0.35/0.3

NMO results
reproduced from

Table 3.3

cf

cin

0.88 0.72

Comparison of
compliance from two

material models

cnL

cin

0.95 4.36

cnL

cL

1.2 7

The optimized filament paths (Figures 3.21 and 3.22) and the numerical
results (Table 3.4) from LMO are different from the NMO results in the pre-
vious section. Particularly, the LMO filament paths have larger gaps than
the NMO filament paths in Figures 3.19 and 3.20. The corresponding dif-
ferences in the compliance assigned by the two material models are inferred
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from the ratios cnL/cin and cnL/cL . For instance, LMO yielded a compliance
reduction of cL/cin = 0.81 and 0.62 for the cantilever and Z-shaped part, re-
spectively. Whereas, the proposed nonlinear material model assigned higher
compliance to the LMO filament paths with cnL/cin = 0.95 and 4.36.

Thus, larger inter-filament gaps and the reduced compliance result from
LMO, which are due to the over-estimated transverse stiffness component
at pre-fusion densities, produced, in turn, by the homogeneous linear vari-
ation of all the stiffness components with the filament spacing. In contrast,
the proposed novel material model incorporates a decoupled behaviour by
dropping the transverse stiffness rapidly when the filament density is below
a given threshold (νi ≤ νa), which is expected to be a more realistic assump-
tion that leads to closely printed filament solutions from NMO.

The activation points νa play a crucial role in the effectiveness of NMO.
So far, νa was set close to one i.e., νa → 1. For completeness, the influence of
varying this material parameter is investigated next.

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

FIGURE 3.23: Evolution of the stiffness parameters s22, s12, s44
and s23 for the assumed material properties and νa=0.1. Before
inter-filament fusion, all stiffness components are significant,

which is physically unrealistic.

Role of the activation point νa

NMO is done again as in Section 3.4.2, but with a lower value of νa=0.1.
Figure 3.23 shows the corresponding stiffness components’ evolution.
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The compliance reduction factors of the optimized cantilever and Z-shaped
part are now cf/cin = 0.81 and 0.63, respectively. Figures 3.24 and 3.25 depict
the optimized filament paths from νa = 0.1, also comparing them against the
solutions of νa = 0.99. Similar to LMO, NMO with νa=0.1 yielded lower com-
pliance reduction factors and larger inter-filament gaps due to the coupled
variation of all the stiffness components with the filament spacing. There-
fore, to avoid such solutions, the present work assumed νa → 1 and treated
the printing and transverse stiffness differently to incorporate a physically
more sound assumption.

Note that it was also observed that a higher value of νa was more likely
to cause numerical difficulties because of not feeding the transverse stiffness
of distant filaments. To illustrate this, the positive definiteness of the mate-
rial stiffness matrix is studied for different volume ratios, assuming n = 1,
α(x)=45° and νa=0.9/0.99. The result shows that the stiffness matrix remains
positive definite only for a narrow range of volume ratios (see Figure 3.26).
In fact, the positive definite range is more narrow for νa=0.99 than for νa=0.9.
This means that during minimization, νa=0.99 is more prone to reach de-
signs with non-positive definite stiffness matrices, violating the material sta-
bility conditions, and ultimately terminating the FEA and the minimization
process. The gradient based approaches can avert this issue to a certain ex-
tent by limiting the maximum step-size attempted from the initial fully-filled
straight pattern (i.e., with ν=1). Differential evolution, on the other hand,
does not allow for this because it searches the entire design space with nu-
merous candidate solutions and is likely to encounter large gaps that could
produce a non-positive definite stiffness matrix. For the same reason, while
working with differential evolution in section 3.4.1, the value νa=0.9 had to
be used.

Observing the significant influence of νa on the results, the appropriate
choice of this material parameter is therefore crucial. As a part of outlook
of this work, νa can be experimentally calibrated by conducting tensile tests
along direction orthogonal to the filaments for different volume ratios.
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(A)
(B)

(C) (D)

FIGURE 3.24: Influence of νa on Cantilever. (A) Optimized fil-
ament layout-1 with νa = 0.99, (B) Volume-ratio plot for fila-
ment layout-1 with νa = 0.99, (C) Optimized filament layout-1
with νa = 0.1, (D) Volume-ratio plot for filament layout-1 with
νa = 0.1. NMO with νa = 0.1 produces inter-filament gaps

similar to LMO.

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

FIGURE 3.25: Influence of νa on the Z-Shaped Part. (A) Op-
timized filament layout-1 with νa = 0.99, (B) Volume-ratio
plot for filament layout-1 with νa = 0.99, (C) Optimized fila-
ment layout-1 with νa = 0.1, (D) Volume-ratio plot for filament
layout-1 with νa = 0.1. NMO with νa = 0.1 produces inter-

filament gaps similar to LMO.
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FIGURE 3.26: Positive definiteness of the stiffness matrix for
different volume ratios. The red region indicates the range of
volume ratios for which the stiffness matrix was not positive
definite, whereas the green region indicates the positive definite

range.

3.5 Parts printed with optimized filaments

As a proof of the concept detailed so far, the optimized filament paths are
printed and displayed in this section. Two complex geometries are chosen:
the Z-shaped part, twice the size in Figure 3.15b, and a five-hole plate. The
respective dimensions and the boundary conditions are shown in Figure 3.27.

Following are the different optimization parameters used in both the ex-
amples.

1. Z-shaped part:
Px-by-Py = 5× 3, NCP = 48, αin

1 /αin
2 =-3.8°/-61.9°, εp=1

2. Five-hole plate:
Px-by-Py = 7× 2, NCP = 50, αin

1 /αin
2 =12.9°/-12.9°, εp = 10−4.

(A) (B)

FIGURE 3.27: Example structures to be optimized and printed.
(A) Z-shaped part, twice the size in Figure 3.15b, (B) Five-hole

plate with shear load
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For other parameters such as w, lmax, t, material constants and conver-
gence criteria, the previously used values are retained here. After optimizing
the filament paths, the Z-shaped part reported cf/cin = 0.72, cf/c0/90 = 0.66
and cf/c45/-45 = 0.25, while the five-hole plate reported cf/cin = 0.93, cf/c0/90 =

0.53 and cf/c45/-45 = 0.2.
Now, the optimized filament paths are converted into suitable G-Code

instructions using a Matlab algorithm and printed. Figures 3.28b and 3.29b,
respectively, show the Z-shaped part and the five-hole plate printed with op-
timized filament paths. Each part comprises a total of eight layers, with each
layer having a height h=0.2 mm. To facilitate the visual inspection of the
parts, only one of the two constituent layers is printed in each example. The
filament paths in the printed parts closely resemble the design solutions and
preserve the optimal patterns in real time. A further perfection of the print
quality is possible through an informed choice of the print parameters. De-
tails on the printing parameters and the manufacturing aspects are provided
in the next chapter, where a filament deposition algorithm is developed.

(A)

(B)

FIGURE 3.28: Printed Z-shaped part with optimized filament
paths: (A) Filament path solution chosen for printing, (B)

Printed part resembling the filament path solution
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(A)

(B)

FIGURE 3.29: Printed five-hole plate with optimized filament
paths: (A) Filament path solution chosen for printing, (B)

Printed part resembling the filament path solution

3.6 Experimental Validation

Section 3.4.2 optimized the filament paths of strongly anisotropic FFF parts,
and estimated the resulting numerical improvements to compliance. Here,
the significance of optimized filament paths over standard filament patterns
is verified experimentally. For this purpose, an MBB beam of dimensions
shown in Figure 3.30a and printed using thermoplastic ABS is considered.
First, the given MBB beam is optimized using a 2D computational model
similar to Figure 3.8. The corresponding parameters including the number of
patches, number of layers, penalty coefficient and filament width are reused
from section 3.4.2. Since the test specimens are printed in ABS material, the
stiffness components cmn (at ν=1) are derived from the properties of a fully-
filled 3D-printed ABS specimen: EL=2010 MPa ; ET=1671 MPa; GLT=641 MPa
; νLT=0.32 (Alaimo et al., 2017). Note that there is little difference between
the longitudinal and transverse modulus (EL, ET), which causes a fully-filled
ABS part to exhibit an almost isotropic behaviour (or weakly anisotropic)
in the linear-elastic range. Therefore, partial-filled parts are considered for
this study. Accordingly, the MBB beam is optimized with an average infill of
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20%, using a maximum allowable gap of lmax = 8 mm and a activation point
of νa=0.9.

(A)

(B) (C)

FIGURE 3.30: Test specimen for the experimental comparison
of optimized and standard patterns. (A) Dimensions of the
MBB beam to be tested. (B) G-code visualization for the op-
timized filament paths. (C) G-code visualization for the stan-
dard 0°/90° filament paths. Both the optimized and standard

specimens have an average infill of 20% and weigh 18 g.

Figures 3.30b and 3.30c show the G-code paths of the MBB beam with op-
timized and 0°/90° patterns, respectively. The corresponding printed parts
are shown in Figures 3.31a and 3.31b. Note that the inter-filament spacing
of the 0/90° specimen has been calibrated to maintain the same quantity of
material as the optimized specimen. Both the specimens weigh 18 g, and
comprise a total of 75 layers with two constituent layers that are alternately
stacked on top of each other to produce the final part.

Figure 3.31 depicts the three-point bending test on the optimized and
standard specimens, along with the corresponding load-vs-displacement cu-
rves. The results show that the structural stiffness of the optimized speci-
men in the linear elastic region is significantly higher than that of the 0/90°
specimen. While the mean stiffness of the 0/90° specimen is only E0/90 =
31 N/mm, the optimized specimen reports a much higher value of Eopt =
146 N/mm (i.e., 4.7 stiffer than the 0/90° specimen), thus proving the sig-
nificance of printing optimized filament patterns over standard filament pat-
terns.
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FIGURE 3.31: Three point bending test and results. (A) Load-
ing of the optimized specimen. (B) Loading of the 0/90° spec-
imen. (C) Load-vs-Displacement curves for the optimized and
the 0/90° specimens. The optimized specimen is around 4.7
times stiffer than the 0/90° specimen in the linear elastic region.

3.7 Summary

This chapter developed an optimization framework to design production-
ready in-plane filament deposition paths for minimum compliance of planar
FFF structures. The framework was extensively tested for optimizing some
complex two-dimensional structures, and the resulting solutions were read-
ily converted into G-code and printed. As a proof this concept , the optimized
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filament patterns were also shown to outperform the classical filament pat-
terns, both numerically and experimentally. A straightforward outlook of
this work is to optimize additional parameters such as filament width, and
the extension to more advanced problems like three dimensional geometries
and topological optimization.

A notable highlight of this contribution is the new material model that
incorporates a decoupled variation of the printing and transverse stiffness
with the filament spacing. The newly proposed material model produced
more realistic designs, having fewer inter-filament gaps than the model that
coupled the influence of filament spacing on all the stiffness components.
Furthermore, the comparative study of the minimization approaches showed
that the two-step gradient-based approach achieved final compliance closer
to differential evolution at a lower computational cost, proving to be more
efficient and preferable for this type of problem. Another reason for em-
ploying the gradient-based approach is the appearance of numerical issues
in differential evolution when the stiffness components are activated close to
inter-filament fusion (i.e., νa → 1). Due to the crucial role played by the acti-
vation point νa in the new material model, the experimental calibration of νa

is an additional outlook of this work.
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Chapter 4

An Orientation-Based Filament
Deposition Algorithm For
Point-Wise Optimization Strategies

—————————————————————————————-
Chapter 3 developed an optimization framework to design readily print-

able filament paths that minimize the compliance of FFF parts. In this chap-
ter, the filament paths are not optimized, but the manufacturability issues of
the commonly used optimization strategies are addressed.

Point-wise optimization strategies (refer to Sections 1.4 and 2.2) parametr-
ize the material orientations of a FE discretized structure and result in opti-
mal orientation fields that cannot be printed using conventional slicing soft-
ware. So far, only approximated techniques have been devised to deposit
filaments along optimal orientation fields. For example, Hoglund and Smith,
2016 and Catapano et al., 2019 printed filaments along the given orientation
fields by approximating the local orientations to the closest printing pattern
in the slicing software. However, these techniques are cumbersome, time-
consuming and are not guaranteed to succeed. To address this limitation,
the present chapter proposes a new orientation-based filament deposition
algorithm1. The algorithm takes as input an arbitrary discrete orientation
field supplied by, for example, an optimization process or the principal stress
directions, and directly converts it into manufacturable material deposition
paths without introducing any approximation.

In literature, only a limited number of contributions addressed the algo-
rithmic shortcomings in printing filaments along an orientation field. The
first relevant work is by Tam and Mueller, 2017, who proposed Stress Line
Additive Manufacturing (SLAM) method to generate filaments along the

1This chapter is inspired from the paper published in the Additive Manufacturing jour-
nal. DOI:10.1016/j.addma.2022.103064

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2214860422004560?via$%$3Dihub
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principal stress directions. Khan et al., 2018 used an analytical method to
design curvilinear filament paths for an open-hole plate subjected to a uni-
directional tensile loading. Curvilinear Scaffolds were designed by Roberge
and Norato, 2018 using a level-set approach for manufacturing by Direct Ink
Writing (DIW), which is also a process belonging to the Material Extrusion
family. Finally, a recent work by Kubalak, Wicks, and Williams, 2019a pro-
posed Volumetric Deposition Path Generation (VDPG) that relies upon the
streamline placement algorithms to generate the deposition paths from an
arbitrary orientation field.

Most of the methods presented above do not allow a direct translation of
the optimal orientation and the spacing fields into a G-code, thus preventing
the possibility for customization. In contrast, the proposed algorithm has
been implemented to be flexible and can accept changes in a multitude of
parameters including filament spacing and extrusion width to support easy
customization of the designed products.

This chapter is organized as follows:
Section 4.1 details the various steps involved in the proposed filament depo-
sition algorithm. Section 4.2 assumes three example structures and employs
the proposed algorithm to generate filaments along the principal stress di-
rections of the structures. The results yielded by the algorithm and the final
printed parts are presented for both partial and maximum infills. Section 4.3
provides a summary of this chapter and briefly describes the further direc-
tions of this work.

4.1 Material and Methods

The proposed algorithm aims at producing filament paths with a point-wise
orientation dictated by an orientation field. In the usual slicing process, a
CAD model is sliced into layers of predefined filament patterns and con-
verted into G-code instructions. Here, instead of an input CAD model, the
following quantities are used: a set of 2D positions denoting the geometrical
bounds of the part to be printed, an orientation field that informs the mate-
rial orientation at a discrete set of points in the infill domain (i.e., the domain
to be filled with material), and a set of 2D positions used as seed points (ex-
plained in the next section. Additionally, the algorithm can consider other
relevant parameters for designing the filaments’ trajectories and dimensions:
extrusion width w, layer height h and the minimum spacing required be-
tween filaments Gp, the number of layers n, the printing speed of the nozzle
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Vp, the travel speed of the nozzle Vt, filament diameter Dφ and the retraction
length RL (filament length to be retracted at the end of each printing ; see
Figure 4.1).

The whole algorithmic framework is developed in MATLAB R2019b (re-
fer to Appendix C). Figure 4.2 shows the algorithm workflow consisting of
three main steps: (I) streamline generation, (II) density control and, (III) path
linking and G-Code generation. All these steps will be discussed in the fol-
lowing sections.

FIGURE 4.1: FFF printing parameters. w : extrusion width of
each filament ; h : height of each filament/layer ; Gp : prescribed
minimum distance between any two filaments ; Vt : speed of
nozzle when travelling ; Vp : speed of the nozzle when printing
; RL : length of the filament to be retracted at the end of each

extrusion ; n : number of layers.

4.1.1 Streamline generation

The concept of streamlines is applied for generating filament trajectories. In
fluid flow analysis, a streamline refers to the trajectory of a single particle
that depicts the particle’s flow over a fluid domain (McLoughlin et al., 2010).
In case the fluid domain has a stationary velocity field v(x), it is expressed as
the time-derivative of the particle position x, i.e.,

v(x) =
dx
dt

. (4.1)
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FIGURE 4.2: Working principle of filament deposition algo-
rithm. (I) Streamline generation receives the input discrete ori-
entation field and geometry boundaries to generate streamline
paths. (II) Density control (A) removes streamlines that don’t
satisfy the spacing constraints and generates continuous fila-
ment trajectories. (B) - fills the residual gaps with discontinuous
filament trajectories. (III) Path linking and G-Code generation
links individual trajectories and creates machine instructions.

(A) (B)

FIGURE 4.3: (A) An example showing streamlines generated
over a fluid domain. (B) Application of the streamline concept
to orientation field. From each seed point, the integration is
done in both forward and backward directions. To find the next
integration point, the algorithm chooses among the two possi-
ble velocities, the one with the least orientation to the velocity
chosen at the previous integration point. dL is the step length
and Ang(vm, vn) gives the angle between two vectors vm and

vn.

To generate a streamline, a seed point (i.e., the initial position of the fluid
particle) is placed in the fluid domain and Eq. (4.1) is numerically integrated.
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Applying, for example, the Euler’s forward integration method, the follow-
ing expression is yielded:

xj+1 = xj + v(xj)∆t, (4.2)

where xj and xj+1 represent the two consecutive positions of the particle at
times tj and tj+1, respectively. The quantity ∆t= tj+1-tj denotes the time step,
and v(xj) is the velocity at the point xj. By repeating this process, a trajectory
of the particle’s positions is obtained over the fluid domain, as illustrated in
Figure 4.3a.

The above process can also be applied for tracing an orientation field.
Let {θk=1,2,..N} be the set of orientations prescribed at N points in the infill
domain. They are expressed as normalized velocity vectors such as vk =

[cos(θk), sin(θk)]
T, which are further interpolated to make available the ori-

entation information at every point x belonging to the infill domain (for in-
terpolation, the built-in Matlab function scatteredInterpolant is used). The re-
sulting interpolated velocity function v(x) is applied to Eq. (4.2), and the
streamlines are generated from each seed point placed in the infill domain.
For a thorough coverage of the domain by the streamlines, the seed points
are scattered throughout the infill domain, and a bidirectional sense is im-
posed for the velocities. As a result, the numerical integration is done in the
forward and the backward directions, creating streamline points in both di-
rections from a seed point. An example is provided below using Figure 4.3b.

Let x0 be a seed point having velocities v0 and -v0 (bidirectional sense).
Applying Eq. (4.2), two new points are computed using both the velocities
as given below:

x1F = x0 + v0∆t, (4.3)

x1B = x0 + (−v0)∆t, (4.4)

where x1F and x1B are the points computed using the velocities v0 and -v0,
respectively (F and B denote the forward and backward directions). Now, the
integration is separately carried out from the points x1F and x1B using their
corresponding velocities (i.e., using v1F/-v1F and v1B/-v1B). To compute a
new point at each step, the algorithm will use the velocity that subtends the
least angle with the velocity chosen at the previous step. For instance, x2 is
found from x1B in the following fashion:

At x1B,

IF Ang(−v0, −v1B) ≤ Ang(−v0, v1B),
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x2 = x1B + (−v1B) ∆t.

ELSE,

x2 = x1B + v1B ∆t,

where the function Ang(vm, vn) returns the angle between any two vectors
vm and vn. Among the two equal and opposite velocities at x1B, −v1B sub-
tends the least angle to the velocity −v0 chosen at the previous step (refer to
Figure 4.3b). Therefore, x2 is found using the expression x2 = x1B + (−v1B)∆t.
The integration process continues in both the directions until the streamline
terminates at a design boundary where a zero velocity has been set.

The distance between any two integration points xj and xj+1 is the step
length dL that is defined as, dL = |vj|.∆t. The step length affects both the
quality of the filament trajectories and the efficiency of the algorithm. The
smaller dL, the smoother and the more accurate would be the filament trajec-
tories, while the higher would be the computational effort of the algorithm.
FFF printer in-plane resolution is also an additional factor that dictates the
choice of the step length dL.

4.1.2 Density control

Streamlines generated from the seed points scattered throughout the infill
domain are likely to cover the entire domain, neglecting any physical spac-
ing between them. However, filaments are physical entities and they require
a minimum distance to be prescribed between their corresponding center-
lines. Therefore, this section of the algorithm checks the spacing between the
streamlines and iteratively removes those that violate the spacing require-
ments. For this purpose, the method of Delaunay triangulation (Mebarki,
Alliez, and Devillers, 2005) is used. The integration points of the streamlines
are subjected to a Delaunay Triangulation, which yields a mesh of triangles,
the vertices of which are made of streamline integration points (see Figure
4.4). Each triangle in the mesh can be associated with a unique circle called
the circumcircle that passes through its three vertices and its diameter can
closely approximate the local distance between adjacent streamlines. Let Dij

represent the diameter of the circumcircle of a triangle, the vertex of which is
the jth integration point from the ith streamline. If Dij is larger than or equal
to the sum of extrusion width w and spacing Gp, then it means that the spac-
ing requirement between the streamline i and its neighbouring streamline is
locally satisfied. To check if the entire streamline i is satisfying the spacing
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requirements with the adjacent streamlines, the following condition needs to
be ensured at its all integration points.

Dij ≥ w + Gp ∀j ∈ I (4.5)

where I denotes the set of all integration points belonging to streamline i. If
the above condition is not satisfied even at a single point (∃j ∈ I such that
Dij < w + Gp), then the adjacent streamline connected to the ith streamline
through the triangulation will be removed from the data set. An example is
provided in Figure 4.4 for gaining clarity.

FIGURE 4.4: Illustration of density control in filaments.

In Step (i) of Figure 4.4, all the streamlines are subjected to Delaunay Tri-
angulation. First, the spacing around the streamline A is checked using the
diameters of the circumcircles. In this example, the condition in Eq. (4.5)
was found not to be satisfied at the first integration point (j=1) belonging
to the streamline A (i.e., DA1 < w + Gp), implying the violation of spacing
requirement between the streamlines A and its neighbouring streamline B.
Accordingly, the streamline B is completely removed from the data set and
the spacing around streamline A is again checked (Step (ii) of Figure 4.4).
Now, the diameters of the circumcircles corresponding to all the integration
points of streamline A were found to satisfy the condition in Eq. (4.5), indi-
cating the fulfilment of the spacing requirements between the streamline A
and currently adjacent streamline C. Then, the streamline A is removed from
the triangulation data set only to be retained as a chosen filament trajectory.
As the next step, the spacing around Streamline C is checked using the same
procedure described so far (Step (iii) of Figure 4.4). This process is repeated
until the spacing of all the streamlines are checked and those that violate the
spacing requirements are completely removed.
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The above explained procedure is computationally expensive compared
to the strategy of placing streamlines at a preset distance and removing only
the violating portions. However, the latter can potentially lead to more dis-
continuities that ultimately reduces the stiffness of the final part. Aiming
to avoid this, the proposed algorithm first generates streamlines from seed
points scattered throughout the infill domain and then retains only the con-
tinuous filament trajectories that satisfy the required spacing conditions.

Filling gaps using discontinuous filaments

FIGURE 4.5: Illustration of the generation of discontinuous fil-
ament trajectories.

The aforementioned process results in a set of continuous filament trajecto-
ries with the required spacing. However, it does not attain the maximum
possible filament area coverage due to the residual gaps existing in between
the continuous curvilinear filaments. Hence, when maximum filament area
coverage is desired, a further procedure is introduced to fill the gaps using
discontinuous filaments. The continuous filament trajectories yielded by the
previous steps are subjected to Delaunay Triangulation (Step (i) of Figure
4.5). Then, all the circumcircles are evaluated according to the following con-
dition:

Dij ≥ 2(w + Gp) ∀j ∈ I, ∀i ∈ S (4.6)

where S is the set of pre-existing filament paths. The condition in Eq. (4.6)
enables the identification of all gaps that can hold a filament of width w
while respecting the spacing constraints with the neighbouring filaments.
The largest circle that satisfies this condition is identified and a seed point
is placed at the center of this circle to generate a new streamline that fills
the gap (Step (ii) of Figure 4.5). Then, the triangulation is updated with the
newly formed streamline and the spacing constraints with the pre-existing
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filament trajectories are checked following the procedure described in sec-
tion 4.1.2. Finally, the points that violate the constraints are removed from
the data structure leaving a discontinuous filament trajectory (Step (iii) of
Figure 4.5). The above series of steps are repeated for the next largest cir-
cle and are consecutively iterated until there are no longer gaps to contain a
filament of width w.

FIGURE 4.6: Linking of paths and G-Code generation. X and
Y values in the sample G-code denote the coordinates of the
filament trajectories. E is the length of the feedstock filament
pushed in the heating chamber to extrude a rectangular cross-
section through a length L. If two filament endpoints have a
distance greater than a given distance tol, the nozzle retracts
the filament, moves to the new point and then extrudes the fil-

ament.

4.1.3 Path linking and G-Code generation

The printing instructions for a single layer are defined by sequentially linking
all the filament trajectories in the layer. This step is done aiming at reducing
the total non-printing travel movements. During the printing process, the
nozzle starts to print from one of the end points of a single filament trajectory
and proceeds towards the other end, extruding molten material and then, it
moves to the closest filament end point (Figure 4.6). If the two filament end
points are farther than a certain distance (tol), then the printing filament has
to be retracted during the travel movement in order to prevent the oozing of
material. The length of the filament to be retracted can be mentioned in the
input parameter RL.
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The printing of filaments as per design specifications strongly depends
upon suitable G-Code instructions. A G-Code instruction to print a filament
has two parts: X-Y positions and the flow rate E. While the X and Y values
instruct the printing head to move to a specific position, E specifies the length
of the raw filament that is pushed into the heating chamber to extrude a fil-
ament of width w and a height h. The X and Y values are obtained from
the previous steps, whereas E is calculated based on the extruded filament’s
length and cross-section. With reference to Figure 7, the flow rate E is calcu-
lated as:

E =
CmVe

Aφ
=

0.99(whL)
π
4 D2

φ

(4.7)

where, Ve = w h L is the volume of material extruded while printing a path
of length L. A rectangular shape of dimensions w × h is assumed for the
extruded cross-section in order to achieve a higher adhesion in between the
filaments (Koch, Van Hulle, and Rudolph, 2017). The multiplication factor
Cm = 0.99 (adopted from commercial slicing software (KISSlicer, 2022)) is
used to account for the discrepancy between the assumed perfect rectangu-
lar cross-section and the actual shape of the extruded cross-section. Finally,
Aφ = π/4 D2

φ is the area of cross-section for the feedstock filament of di-
ameter Dφ. Details on the calculation of flow rate can be found in Hodgson,
Ranellucci, and Moe, 2015.

4.2 Results

Three structural problems, namely case A, B, and C, are presented to validate
the algorithm. The corresponding geometries and the boundary conditions
are shown in Figures 4.7a, 4.8a, and 4.9a. The inputs to the algorithm are ob-
tained through the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) of the structural problems,
applying a linear elastic isotropic constitutive model under plane stress and
small strain assumptions (for FEA, the commercial software Ansys is used).
Figures 4.7b, 4.8b, and 4.9b show the first principal stress directions of the
structures that specify the input orientation field. The boundary nodes of
the meshed geometries set the bounds of the infill domains, while the cen-
troids of elements in FE meshes provide the seed point locations. Besides,
the values of other input parameters are reported in Table 4.1.

The given geometries are printed using the new filament deposition al-
gorithm, and the results are presented in four sections: (a) Infill Control, (b)
Multi-Oriented Stacking, (c) Experimental Measure of Inter-filament Spacing, and
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the (d) Seed Point Influence. For printing, a 3ntr A4v3 machine is used. It runs
a modified MK4duo firmware and has a build volume of 295 x 295 x 200 mm
with a heating chamber. The extruders can reach a maximum temperature of
390°C, and the build plate can reach up to 120°C.

Case A : Tensile load on an open-hole plate

(A)

(B)

FIGURE 4.7: Plate with a hole. (A) Geometry and boundary
Conditions (values in mm), (B) First principal stress directions

Case B : Bending of plate

(A)

(B)

FIGURE 4.8: Bending Problem. (A) Geometry and boundary
conditions (values in mm), (B) First principal stress directions

Case C : Tensile load on a five holed plate

(A)
(B)

FIGURE 4.9: Plate with five holes. (A) - Geometry and bound-
ary conditions (values in mm), (B) - First principal stress direc-

tions
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TABLE 4.1: Input parameters for printing. The parameters
given in the table are held constant for all the case studies.

Input Parameters Values
Extrusion Width (w) 0.5 mm

Layer Height (h) 0.2 mm

Step Length (dL) 0.3 mm

Number of Layers (n) 8

Non-Printing Travel Speed (Vt) 200 mm/s

Printing Speed (Vp) 25 mm/s

Retraction Length (RL) 4 mm

Filament Diameter (Dφ) 2.85 mm

Retraction tolerance (tol) 0.7 to 1 mm

4.2.1 Infill control

(A)
(B)

(C)
(D)

(E)
(F)

FIGURE 4.10: Filament trajectories and Printed Part for Gp = 2
mm. (A) Filament Trajectories for Case A, (B) Printed Part for
Case A, (C) Filament Trajectories for Case B, (D) Printed Part
for Case B, (E) Filament Trajectories for Case C, (F) Printed Part

for Case C.
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The algorithm’s capability to produce different infills is presented here. First,
inter-filament spacing of Gp = 2 mm is used, corresponding to a positive gap
between the filaments that yields a low-density part. Note that Gp refers
to the minimum spacing between adjacent filaments. A maximum spacing
value cannot be prescribed here (as in the previous chapter) since the fila-
ment trajectories are constrained to follow a specific orientation field. Figures
4.10a, 4.10c, and 4.10e show the resulting filament trajectories, while Figures
4.10b, 4.10d, and 4.10f show the printed parts. Note that the residual gaps are
not filled with the discontinuous filaments, as described in section 4.1.2. This
result is presented only to show the capability of the algorithm to produce
partial-filled parts. Such parts might not be suitable for structural purposes
since they offer stiffness and strength only along the filament directions.

Next, a spacing value of Gp = -0.05 mm is used, meaning that the fila-
ments are constrained to overlap with each other. Closely packed filaments
with least voids lead to better mechanical properties for the printed part (Ro-
dríguez, Thomas, and Renaud, 2001; Koch, Van Hulle, and Rudolph, 2017;
Rodríguez-Panes, Claver, and Camacho, 2018). Nevertheless, besides aim-
ing for the maximum infill, the algorithm is also strategized to prefer con-
tinuous filaments. The reason is that the continuous filaments running from
one boundary to another carry loads more effectively and are structurally
beneficial. On the other hand, the discontinuous filaments give rise to more
intra-layer voids and reduce both the part’s stiffness and its strength. Figures
4.11a, 4.11b, and 4.11c show the resulting filament trajectories for the three
examples, in which the continuous trajectories are in blue and the discontin-
uous trajectories are in red. The corresponding G-code paths are shown in
Figures 4.12, and the photos of the printed parts are shown in Figure 4.13.

(A) (B)

(C)

FIGURE 4.11: Filament Trajectories for Gp = -0.05 mm. (a) Case
A, (b) Case B, (c) Case C. The continuous filament trajectories
are shown in blue color and the discontinuous filament trajec-

tories are shown in red color.
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(A) (B)

(C)

FIGURE 4.12: G-code paths visualized for Gp = -0.05 mm. (A)
Case A, (B) Case B, (C) Case C.

(A) (B)

(C)

FIGURE 4.13: Photos of the printed parts for Gp = -0.05 mm. (A)
Case A, (B) Case B, and (C) Case C.
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Cases A B C
Filament Area Coverage Af [%] 87 89 90

Time Tf [min] 30 18 51

Printing Time Tp [min] 58 66 107

TABLE 4.2: Area coverage and time taken for Gp = -0.05 mm. Af
is the percentage of area covered by the filaments in the geom-
etry. Tf is the time taken by the algorithm to fetch the trajectory

solution and Tp is the time taken the print the parts.

Table 4.2 reports the filament area coverage Af, the computational time Tf

for the filament trajectories (measured on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) W-2125 CPU
(4.00 GHz) with 192 GB RAM), and the printing time Tp for the parts. For
all three cases, the maximum filament area coverage A f is around 90%. In
commercial slicing software, the user specifies the infill value beforehand
and, as a result, obtains parts of predetermined density. Such a condition is
elementary to achieve with the predefined deposition patterns which place
filaments in a parallel fashion (Figures 4.14a and 4.14b). However, unlike
parallel filaments, the filaments following an orientation field change their
direction at every point and are prone to develop intra-layer voids (Kulkarni
and Dutta, 1999). These voids cannot be entirely filled using filaments of
constant width (Figure 4.14c), which ultimately reduce the area coverage for
the printed part. It is worth noting that this situation is contrary to the case
of the filament path optimization framework described in Chapter 3, where
the occurrence of gaps can be better controlled using the parameter lmax.

(A) (B)
(C)

FIGURE 4.14: Filament Placement Characteristics. (a) Linear
Filaments, (b) Constant Curvature Filaments, (c) Variable Cur-
vature Filaments. The filaments following an orientation field

have variable curvature and tend to leave gaps.
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4.2.2 Multi-oriented Stacking Sequence

Multi-oriented stacking is commonly adopted in FFF parts to overcome the
weak mechanical properties along non-printing directions. Commercial slic-
ing software can print different stacking sequences, wherein a sequence com-
prises two or more layers of different orientations alternately repeated to
produce a part. The resulting part has a lattice-type mesostructure with a
periodically repeated unit-cell characterized by quasi-isotropic mechanical
properties. The rationale behind such a strategy is to have a part character-
ized by high average strength and stiffness in all directions. The proposed
algorithm fully exploits this concept, enabling complete freedom in tailoring
FFF parts’ properties according to the requested mechanical performance.

To describe this approach, Case B is taken as an example. Two orientation
fields from the first and second principal stress directions are used as input.
Figures 4.15a and 4.15b show the resulting filament trajectories for Gp = 2
mm, while Figure 4.15c shows the printed part. The part comprises eight
layers, in which two layers having different filament trajectories, and termed
P and Q, are alternately stacked in a sequence PQ to produce the final part.
Note that the two constituent layers are also printed in different materials.

(A) (B)

(C)

FIGURE 4.15: Bending problem with multi-oriented stacking
sequence. (a) Solution P from the first principal stress direc-
tions of Case B, (b) Solution Q from the second principal stress
directions of Case B, (c) Part printed with solutions P and Q,

stacked alternately and in different materials.

4.2.3 Experimental Measure of Inter-Filament Spacing:

The inter-filament spacing conditions set for the maximum- and partial-
filled parts are verified experimentally. The printed parts are viewed through
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a microscope, and the centerline distances (i.e., w + Gp) between the filaments
are measured with the help of MII ImageView software.

FIGURE 4.16: Experimental validation of the inter-filament
spacing for maximum-filled plate with a hole. Centerline dis-
tance between filaments f1 and f2, df1−f2 = 0.46 mm ; centerline
distance between filaments f3 and f4, df3−f4 = 0.48 mm ; center-
line distance between filaments f5 and f6, df5−f6 = 0.45 mm. The
boundaries of the filaments in the microscopic view are marked
in blue color and their centerlines are depicted in dashed white

color.

FIGURE 4.17: Experimental validation of the inter-filament
spacing for partial-filled part with multi-oriented stacking se-
quence. Centerline distance between filaments f1 and f2, df1−f2 =
2.54 mm ; centerline distance between filaments f3 and f4, df3−f4

= 2.51 mm.

Figure 4.16 shows the centerline distances measured between three pairs
of filaments in the maximum-filled plate with a hole. The corresponding
values of extrusion width and the minimum spacing are w = 0.5 mm and Gp
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= -0.05 mm, respectively. The filaments f1-f2, f3-f4, and f5-f6 (present in the
densest region) have centerline distances of df1−f2 = 0.46 mm, df3−f4 = 0.48
mm, and df5−f6 = 0.45 mm, respectively. All the measured values are greater
than or equal to w + Gp = 0.45 mm, thus, respecting the spacing condition
imposed in the density control step (refer to Eq. (4.5)).

Similarly, Figure 4.17 shows the filament centerline distances for the part
with the multi-oriented stacking sequence having Gp = 2 mm. In a region
with the least spacing, the centerline distance between filaments f1 and f2

is df1−f2 = 2.54 mm, and between filaments f3 and f4 is df3−f4 = 2.51 mm.
Thus, the measured values are larger than w + Gp = 2.5 mm, which was the
condition imposed at the density control step.

4.2.4 Effect of seed points on coverage and efficiency

Seed points determine the starting point of streamlines and thus, both their
number and position play a major role on the computation of filament tra-
jectories. However, the current work did not place the seed points informa-
tively. They were distributed throughout the infill domain so that the depen-
dency of the infill quality on the seed positions is eliminated. This section
provides some insights on choosing the seed point number by studying their
influence on both area coverage and the computational time of the algorithm.

Figure 4.18 shows the percentage of area covered by the continuous fila-
ments (Ac f ) and total time taken to yield all filament trajectories (Tf ) against
different number of seed points (NS) used, with Gp = -0.05 mm and w = 0.5
mm. Note that the area covered by the discontinuous filaments is not in-
cluded here since the initially placed seed points do not directly affect the
gap-filling step. Anyway, the percentage of discontinuous filaments can be
inferred by comparing the total filament area A f and the continuous filament
area Ac f in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.18, respectively.

It can be observed that the computational time increases with respect to
the number of seed points. This is owing to the fact that increasing the num-
ber of seed points increases the number of generated streamlines which, in
turn, increases the computational effort of the density control section. A dif-
ferent behaviour can be observed for the filament area coverage. Although
the area coverage initially increases with seed points, it converges for all three
cases. For a given value of Gp and w, there is only a fixed number of filaments
that can be placed in the infill domain. Accordingly, once the area coverage
has converged, increasing the number of seed points is not only useless with
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respect to the quality of the solution, but it unnecessarily increases the com-
putational time of the algorithm. For instance, by increasing the seed point
number from 500 at B1 to nearly 3000 at B2, the percentage of area covered
by continuous filaments increased meagerly, close to 3%. However, the com-
putational time increased four-fold from approximately 5 minutes to 20 min-
utes. Thus, an optimal number of seed points is the one that yields the best
area coverage with the least computational time.

FIGURE 4.18: Influence of seed point number on area coverage
and evaluation time for Gp = -0.05 mm and w = 0.5 mm. Ac f
is the percentage of area covered by continuous filaments and
Tf is the time taken by the algorithm to fetch the filament path
solution. Between the pairs of points A1 - A2, B1 - B2 and C1 - C2,
Ac f remains almost constant while Tf continuously increases.

TABLE 4.3: Thumb rules for seed point number selection. NS -
the number of seed points, Ain - Infill Area in mm2

Cases Thumb-Rules

A NS ≥ 0.2Ain

B NS ≥ 0.1Ain

C NS ≥ 0.09Ain

Based on the convergence study in Figure 4.18, certain thumb-rules are
derived for choosing the seed point number. Let us define seed point density
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as ρS=NS/Ain, where NS is the number of seeds in a geometry having an
infill area of Ain. At the points A1, B1 and C1 in the Figure 4.18, the respective
values of ρS are roughly estimated to be 0.2, 0.1 and 0.09 number of seed
points/mm2. Thus, the minimum number of seed points required to attain a
converged filament path solution for the three examples can be stated using
the thumb-rules in Table 4.3.

4.3 Summary

A new free-form filament deposition algorithm was proposed to deposit fil-
aments along the orientation fields that result from the point-wise optimiza-
tion strategies. Its capabilities were tested by printing complex geometries at
different infills and with multi-oriented stacking sequence. The proposed al-
gorithm proved to be able to deposit filaments following a given orientation
field, thus enabling higher exploitation of the deposition freedom of the FFF
technology.

Experimental studies on FFF parts having varying in-plane filament ori-
entations are lacking, since most works used fixed orientation per layer (Ro-
dríguez, Thomas, and Renaud, 2001; Ahn et al., 2002; Li et al., 2002; Durgun
and Ertan, 2014; Riddick et al., 2016; Dawoud, Taha, and Ebeid, 2016). Next
steps of the work will investigate mechanical performances of components
printed with the proposed algorithm against standard infill patterns. Such
experiments can also help determine the role of discontinuities in the final
structural performance. Further improvements of the algorithm will include
the implementation of variable width filaments, the extension to multi-axis
systems (Kubalak, Wicks, and Williams, 2019b) for printing more complex
structures and account for an increased number of printing parameters such
as the number of perimeters, flow velocity etc.
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Conclusion

Currently, a lack of dedicated design and manufacturing tools for Fused
Filament Fabrication (FFF) impedes its transition from prototyping to load-
bearing applications. In particular, the slicing software are agnostic to the
role played by filament deposition paths on the structural performance of
FFF parts. They practise filament deposition in predefined patterns and fail
to capitalize on the anisotropy of the FFF parts, leading to an inferior struc-
tural performance. To overcome this, the present thesis proposed new tools
to design and print optimized filaments that improve the structural perfor-
mance of FFF parts.

Two new contributions were proposed. The first and the major contri-
bution addressed the lack of manufacturing considerations in the existing
filament path optimization techniques. A new filament path optimization
framework was developed, which directly imposes the manufacturing con-
straints into the optimization process to yield readily-printable filament paths
that minimize the compliance of FFF parts. The second contribution ad-
dressed the algorithmic shortcomings that affect the printing of the opti-
mized solutions. Existing filament path optimization strategies often pro-
duce solutions that either cannot be printed or need conversion to the closest
printing pattern of the slicing software that, in turn, reduces the maximum
structural performance of FFF parts (Hoglund and Smith, 2016; Catapano et
al., 2019). Therefore, a new filament deposition algorithm was developed to
print the solutions resulting from the existing optimization strategies with-
out relying on the slicing software.

Initially, the essentials of both the contributions were presented in Chap-
ter 2. The chief mechanical characteristics of FFF parts were presented along
with the state-of-the-art methods to predict their behaviour. Then, the di-
rect and indirect strategies to parametrize in-plane filament paths were dis-
cussed, comparing their attributes that allow the printing of optimized solu-
tions. Finally, the filament path optimization problem was stated in a general
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setting and two different approaches were detailed to solve the problem, in-
cluding a two-step gradient-based method and the differential evolution.

Chapter 3 developed the filament path optimization framework that of-
fers production-ready solutions for FFF parts. An indirect parametrization
technique of Fernandez et al., 2019 was employed for this purpose. It in-
volves expressing the in-plane filament paths, the material model, and the
manufacturing constraints in terms of the level-sets of a B-Surface and using
its control parameters as the design variables in the optimization process.
The technique was applied to minimize the compliance of some illustrative
two-dimensional structures under linear elastic, small strain regimes. Then,
the resulting optimized filament patterns were readily converted into G-code
instructions and printed without much post-processing steps, preserving the
optimality conceived at the design stage.

To exhibit the advantage of filament path optimization, the structural
compliance of the optimized and the standard filament patterns were com-
pared, both numerically and experimentally. The numerical study assumed
maximum-filled, strongly anisotropic material for different FFF parts, and
showed that the final optimized compliance were 35%− 75% smaller than
the compliance of the 0°/90° and 45°/-45° patterns. On the other hand,
the experimental study compared the optimized pattern of a 20%-filled ABS
specimen against a 0°/90°counterpart using a three-point bending test. The
results showed that the optimized patterns were 4.7 times stiffer than the
standard 0°/90°pattern (i.e., ≈ 80% compliance reduction), thus proving the
significance of printing optimized filament patterns.

Besides displaying the benefits of optimization, this contribution also in-
cludes the following novelties: (i) the development and the implementation
of a new phenomenological material model for FFF parts that incorporates
the transverse stiffness loss in the absence of inter-filament fusion, and (ii)
the comparative study between the two-step gradient-based method and the
differential evolution for the filament path optimization. The results showed
that the new material model yields more realistic filament patterns compared
to the state-of-the-art material model that neglected the transverse stiffness
loss without inter-filament fusion. In addition, the comparison of optimiza-
tion approaches suggested the preference for the two-step gradient-based
approach due to its better efficiency, flexibility, and compatibility with the
proposed material model.

Chapter 4 developed the filament deposition algorithm for printing the
orientation fields resulting from the commonly used point-wise optimization
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strategies, which the slicing software cannot print directly. The proposed
algorithm, in addition to printing along an orientation field, also allows for
the control of various printing parameters such as extrusion width, spacing,
nozzle velocity etc., to support easy customization of the filament designs.
Its capabilities were tested by printing complex two-dimensional geometries
with filaments tracing the principal stress directions at different infills. The
proposed algorithm proved to be able to deposit filaments along the input
orientation fields and generated suitable G-code instructions to print them,
yielding a more accurate, efficient and flexible tool than the ones commonly
used.

Thus, in conclusion, the contributions of this thesis exploit the flexibility
of the FFF technology and enable a smooth process from designing to print-
ing of structurally-informed filament paths for FFF components, avoiding
the use of the slicing software that compromises their functionality. In doing
so, the proposed tools prove capable of realizing function-centric designs and
enhance the potential of FFF parts in serving as critical end-use components.

Outlook

There are multiple facets to this research that require further attention. They
are listed below in the order of preference.

� Experimental validation: A preliminary experimental investigation in
Chapter 3 proved that the optimized filament patterns were less com-
pliant than the standard filament patterns of the slicing software. As a
further step, this study can be extended to more design scenarios such
as different infill percentages, filament width, layer height etc. Besides,
a comparison between the filament patterns of Chapters 4 and the stan-
dard filament patterns will be useful, as it can reveal how far the dis-
continuities affect the structural performance.

� Comparison of the filament designs from different optimization ap-
proaches: When comparing different optimization approaches, such as
the point-wise method (Hoglund and Smith, 2016) and the B-surface
method (Fernandez et al., 2019), only the design space and manufac-
turability aspects are mentioned in the literature. To the author’s knowl-
edge there is no discussion on the relative mechanical performances
of the final optimized solutions from different approaches. To close
this gap, the filament designs from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 can be
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compared, both numerically and experimentally. For a numerical com-
parison, the principal stress directions of a loaded structure can be ex-
tracted, and the compliance of the material oriented along the principal
stress directions at each FE can be evaluated against the designs opti-
mized using the B-surface. To account for the effect of the residual gaps
between the filaments along the principal stress directions, an average
volume ratio can be estimated from the filament area coverage and ap-
plied to the material model.

� Improvements to the material model: The phenomenological mate-
rial model proposed in Chapter 3 can be improved. Considering the
crucial influence of the activation point νa on the predicted structural
response, the parameter can be calibrated through tensile tests along
the transverse filament directions for different volume ratios. Further,
the material model can also be extended to include non-linear effects
and failure mechanisms.

� Improvements to the filament deposition algorithm: The filament de-
position algorithm in Chapter 4 can be further developed to include
more features such as the variable-width filaments, number of perime-
ters, flow velocity etc., for printing more complex FFF parts. In par-
ticular, equipping the algorithm to print variable-width filaments can
eliminate the residual voids and ensure a print quality comparable to
the results of Chapter 3.

� Extension to 3D and flexible geometries: The proposed tools can be ex-
tended for optimizing three-dimensional structures, in which the struc-
tural responses are computed layer-wise using 3D finite elements. Be-
sides, the extension of this concept to flexible geometries (i.e., with
changes in topology) and multi-axis systems can serve a new set of po-
tential applications.

� Process design: Like most works in the literature, the present work
exclusively dealt with the part design while ignoring the process de-
sign aspects that are indispensable for the reliability of the FFF system.
Future works can concurrently optimize the building and process pa-
rameters to achieve the desired functional requirements. To effectively
tackle the enlarged design space due to multiple parameter influence,
data-driven approaches and Machine Learning algorithms can be em-
ployed.
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Example G-Code

A sample G-code to generate a rectangular geometry is given below. Figure
A.1 visualizes the G-code.

1. M400 T1 ; Select new extruder

2. M104 S215 ; Set extrusion temperature

3. G1 X256.38 Y90.50 F9000 ; Move nozzle to starting point

4. G92 E0

1. M106 S255 ; Set fan speed fan

; Generate filament paths

1. G1 X256.38 Y90.5 Z0.2 E0 F360 ; Lower the nozzle to print first layer

2. G1 E3.5 F2100 ; Purge material

3. G1 X256.38 Y111.56 E3.9902 F1080 ; Start printing

4. G1 X256.05 Y112.22 E4.0075

5. G1 X255.5 Y112.38 E4.0207

6. G1 X44.94 Y112.38 E8.9221

7. G1 X44.28 Y112.05 E8.9394

8. G1 X44.12 Y111.5 E8.9526

9. G1 X44.12 Y50.44 E10.374

10. G1 X44.45 Y49.78 E10.3912

11. G1 X45 Y49.63 E10.4044
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12. G1 X255.56 Y49.62 E15.3058

13. G1 X256.22 Y49.95 E15.3231

14. G1 X256.38 Y50.5 E15.3363

15. G1 X256.38 Y90.5 E16.2674

16. G1 E12.7674 F2100 ; Retract material

17. G1 X0 Y0 F9000 ; Move nozzle to home position

FIGURE A.1: Visualization of the G-code to generate a rectan-
gle. The blue lines depict the filament paths.
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Appendix B

Algorithm for Filament Path
Optimization

The AceGen and AceFEM codes for optimizing the filament paths of the two-
layered MBB structure in Figure 3.8 are presented below.

B.1 AceGen Code

<< AceGen‘

(*--------------------------INITIALIZATION-----------------------*)

SMSInitialize["M1FE50nu0.99Del0.1", "Environment" -> "AceFEM"];

SMSTemplate["SMSTopology" -> "Q1", "SMSSymmetricTangent" -> True,

"SMSDomainDataNames" -> {"Em - Young’s Modulus",

"Nu -Poisson’s ratio", "t -thickness", "nCPX", "nCPY", "hx",

"hy", "minX", "minY", "XY1", "XY2", "XY3", "XY4", "XY5", "XY6",

"XY7", "XY8", "XY9", "XY10", "XY11", "XY12", "XY13", "XY14",

"XY15", "XY16", "XY17", "XY18", "XY19", "XY20", "XY21", "XY22",

"XY23", "XY24", "XY25", "XY26", "XY27", "XY28", "XY29", "XY30",

"XY31", "XY32", "XY33", "XY34", "XY35", "XY36", "XY37", "XY38",

"XY39", "XY40", "XY41", "XY42", "XY43", "XY44", "XY45", "XY46",

"XY47", "XY48", "XY49", "XY50", "D1", "D2", "D3", "D4", "D5",

"D6", "D7", "D8", "D9", "D10", "D11", "D12", "D13", "D14", "D15",

"D16", "D17", "D18", "D19", "D20", "D21", "D22", "D23", "D24",

"D25", "E1", "E2", "E3", "E4", "E5", "E6", "E7", "E8", "E9",

"E10", "E11", "E12", "E13", "E14", "E15", "E16", "E17", "E18",

"E19", "E20", "E21", "E22", "E23", "E24", "E25", "αg1"},

"SMSDefaultData" -> {200, 0.3, 1, 4, 5, 10, 10, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,

23, 24, 25, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,

17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 1,
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2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,

20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 45}, "SMSCharSwitch" -> {"Compliance"}];

(*-------------------------FINITE ELEMENT \

QUANTITIES----------------------------*)

ElementDefinitions[] := (

nnodes = SMSNoNodes; ndim = SMSNoDimensions; ndof = SMSNoDOFGlobal;

{Em, Nu, t} |- SMSReal[Table[es$$["Data", i], {i, 3}]];

(*--Youngs Modulus and Poissions Ratio if Isotropic Material is used--*)

{nCPX, nCPY, HX, HY, MinX, MinY} |-

SMSReal[Table[es$$["Data", i], {i, 4, 9}]];

NCP |- nCPX*nCPY;

XCP |- SMSReal[Table[es$$["Data", i], {i, 10, 34}]];

YCP |- SMSReal[Table[es$$["Data", i], {i, 35, 59}]];

dCP |- SMSReal[Table[es$$["Data", i], {i, 60, 84}]];

eCP |-

SMSReal[Table[

es$$["Data", i], {i, 85, Length[SMSDomainDataNames] - 1}]];

α1 |-

SMSReal[es$$["Data", Length[SMSDomainDataNames]]];

XCP1 |- SMSArray[Table[XCP[[i]], {i, 1, Length[XCP]}]];

YCP1 |- SMSArray[Table[YCP[[i]], {i, 1, Length[YCP]}]];

dCP1 |- SMSArray[Table[dCP[[i]], {i, 1, Length[dCP]}]];

eCP1 |- SMSArray[Table[eCP[[i]], {i, 1, Length[eCP]}]];

lmax = 1.6;

b = 0.6;

XIO |-

Table[SMSReal[nd$$[i, "X", j]], {i, nnodes}, {j, ndim}];

uIO |-

Table[SMSReal[nd$$[i, "at", j]], {i, nnodes}, {j, ndim}];

pe = Flatten[uIO];

Ξ = {ξ, η, ζ} |-

Table[SMSReal[es$$["IntPoints", i, Ig]], {i, 3}];

Nh |=

1/4 {(1 - ξ) (1 - η), (1 + ξ) (1 - η), (1 + \

ξ) (1 + η), (1 - ξ) (1 + η)}; (*

FE Shape functions *)

X |- SMSFreeze[Append[Nh.XIO, ζ]];

u |= Append[Nh.uIO, 0];

Je |= SMSD[X, Ξ];
Jed |= Det[Je];
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H |=

SMSD[u, X, "Dependency" -> {Ξ, X, SMSInverse[Je]}];

SMSFreeze[ε, 1/2 (H + Transpose[H]), "Symmetric" -> True];

PtchCoord |= {X[[1]], X[[2]]};

PtchNoX |= SMSInteger[(PtchCoord[[1]] - MinX)/HX] + 1;

PtchNoY |= SMSInteger[(PtchCoord[[2]] - MinY)/HY] + 1;

startI |= SMSInteger[PtchNoX + (nCPX*(PtchNoY - 1))];

xLoc |= {};

yLoc |= {};

zLoc |= {};

z2Loc |= {};

AppendTo[xLoc, SMSPart[XCP1, startI]];

AppendTo[xLoc, SMSPart[XCP1, startI + 1]];

AppendTo[xLoc, SMSPart[XCP1, startI + 2]];

AppendTo[xLoc, SMSPart[XCP1, startI + 3]];

AppendTo[yLoc, SMSPart[YCP1, startI]];

AppendTo[yLoc, SMSPart[YCP1, startI + 1]];

AppendTo[yLoc, SMSPart[YCP1, startI + 2]];

AppendTo[yLoc, SMSPart[YCP1, startI + 3]];

AppendTo[zLoc, SMSPart[dCP1, startI]];

AppendTo[zLoc, SMSPart[dCP1, startI + 1]];

AppendTo[zLoc, SMSPart[dCP1, startI + 2]];

AppendTo[zLoc, SMSPart[dCP1, startI + 3]];

AppendTo[z2Loc, SMSPart[eCP1, startI]];

AppendTo[z2Loc, SMSPart[eCP1, startI + 1]];

AppendTo[z2Loc, SMSPart[eCP1, startI + 2]];

AppendTo[z2Loc, SMSPart[eCP1, startI + 3]];

startI |= SMSInteger[startI + nCPX];

AppendTo[xLoc, SMSPart[XCP1, startI]];

AppendTo[xLoc, SMSPart[XCP1, startI + 1]];

AppendTo[xLoc, SMSPart[XCP1, startI + 2]];

AppendTo[xLoc, SMSPart[XCP1, startI + 3]];

AppendTo[yLoc, SMSPart[YCP1, startI]];

AppendTo[yLoc, SMSPart[YCP1, startI + 1]];

AppendTo[yLoc, SMSPart[YCP1, startI + 2]];

AppendTo[yLoc, SMSPart[YCP1, startI + 3]];

AppendTo[zLoc, SMSPart[dCP1, startI]];

AppendTo[zLoc, SMSPart[dCP1, startI + 1]];

AppendTo[zLoc, SMSPart[dCP1, startI + 2]];
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AppendTo[zLoc, SMSPart[dCP1, startI + 3]];

AppendTo[z2Loc, SMSPart[eCP1, startI]];

AppendTo[z2Loc, SMSPart[eCP1, startI + 1]];

AppendTo[z2Loc, SMSPart[eCP1, startI + 2]];

AppendTo[z2Loc, SMSPart[eCP1, startI + 3]];

startI |= SMSInteger[startI + nCPX];

AppendTo[xLoc, SMSPart[XCP1, startI]];

AppendTo[xLoc, SMSPart[XCP1, startI + 1]];

AppendTo[xLoc, SMSPart[XCP1, startI + 2]];

AppendTo[xLoc, SMSPart[XCP1, startI + 3]];

AppendTo[yLoc, SMSPart[YCP1, startI]];

AppendTo[yLoc, SMSPart[YCP1, startI + 1]];

AppendTo[yLoc, SMSPart[YCP1, startI + 2]];

AppendTo[yLoc, SMSPart[YCP1, startI + 3]];

AppendTo[zLoc, SMSPart[dCP1, startI]];

AppendTo[zLoc, SMSPart[dCP1, startI + 1]];

AppendTo[zLoc, SMSPart[dCP1, startI + 2]];

AppendTo[zLoc, SMSPart[dCP1, startI + 3]];

AppendTo[z2Loc, SMSPart[eCP1, startI]];

AppendTo[z2Loc, SMSPart[eCP1, startI + 1]];

AppendTo[z2Loc, SMSPart[eCP1, startI + 2]];

AppendTo[z2Loc, SMSPart[eCP1, startI + 3]];

startI |= SMSInteger[startI + nCPX];

AppendTo[xLoc, SMSPart[XCP1, startI]];

AppendTo[xLoc, SMSPart[XCP1, startI + 1]];

AppendTo[xLoc, SMSPart[XCP1, startI + 2]];

AppendTo[xLoc, SMSPart[XCP1, startI + 3]];

AppendTo[yLoc, SMSPart[YCP1, startI]];

AppendTo[yLoc, SMSPart[YCP1, startI + 1]];

AppendTo[yLoc, SMSPart[YCP1, startI + 2]];

AppendTo[yLoc, SMSPart[YCP1, startI + 3]];

AppendTo[zLoc, SMSPart[dCP1, startI]];

AppendTo[zLoc, SMSPart[dCP1, startI + 1]];

AppendTo[zLoc, SMSPart[dCP1, startI + 2]];

AppendTo[zLoc, SMSPart[dCP1, startI + 3]];

AppendTo[z2Loc, SMSPart[eCP1, startI]];

AppendTo[z2Loc, SMSPart[eCP1, startI + 1]];

AppendTo[z2Loc, SMSPart[eCP1, startI + 2]];

AppendTo[z2Loc, SMSPart[eCP1, startI + 3]];

PCenX |= (xLoc[[7]] + xLoc[[6]])/2;

PCenY |= (yLoc[[10]] + yLoc[[6]])/2;

ξ1 |- SMSReal[2 (X[[1]] - PCenX)/HX];

η1 |- SMSReal[2 (X[[2]] - PCenY)/HY];

NB1 |= {1/48 (1 - 3 ξ1 + 3 ξ1^2 - ξ1^3),
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1/48 (23 - 15 ξ1 - 3 ξ1^2 + 3 ξ1^3),

1/48 (23 + 15 ξ1 - 3 ξ1^2 - 3 ξ1^3),

1/48 (1 + 3 ξ1 + 3 ξ1^2 + ξ1^3)}; (* B-

Surface Bicubic Shape functions *)

NB2 |= {1/

48 (1 - 3 η1 + 3 η1^2 - η1^3),

1/48 (23 - 15 η1 - 3 η1^2 + 3 η1^3),

1/48 (23 + 15 η1 - 3 η1^2 - 3 η1^3),

1/48 (1 + 3 η1 + 3 η1^2 + η1^3)};

NB1NB2 |= Flatten[TensorProduct[NB2, NB1]];

DNξ |= {((1 - 3 η1 +

3 η1^2 - η1^3) (-3 + 6 ξ1 - 3 ξ1^2))/

2304, ((1 - 3 η1 + 3 η1^2 - η1^3) (-15 -

6 ξ1 + 9 ξ1^2))/

2304, ((1 - 3 η1 + 3 η1^2 - η1^3) (15 - 6 ξ1 -

9 ξ1^2))/

2304, ((1 - 3 η1 + 3 η1^2 - η1^3) (3 + 6 ξ1 +

3 ξ1^2))/

2304, ((23 - 15 η1 - 3 η1^2 + 3 η1^3) (-3 +

6 ξ1 - 3 ξ1^2))/

2304, ((23 - 15 η1 - 3 η1^2 + 3 η1^3) (-15 -

6 ξ1 + 9 ξ1^2))/

2304, ((23 - 15 η1 - 3 η1^2 + 3 η1^3) (15 -

6 ξ1 - 9 ξ1^2))/

2304, ((23 - 15 η1 - 3 η1^2 + 3 η1^3) (3 +

6 ξ1 + 3 ξ1^2))/

2304, ((23 + 15 η1 - 3 η1^2 - 3 η1^3) (-3 +

6 ξ1 - 3 ξ1^2))/

2304, ((23 + 15 η1 - 3 η1^2 - 3 η1^3) (-15 -

6 ξ1 + 9 ξ1^2))/

2304, ((23 + 15 η1 - 3 η1^2 - 3 η1^3) (15 -

6 ξ1 - 9 ξ1^2))/

2304, ((23 + 15 η1 - 3 η1^2 - 3 η1^3) (3 +

6 ξ1 + 3 ξ1^2))/

2304, ((1 + 3 η1 + 3 η1^2 + η1^3) (-3 + 6 ξ1 -

3 ξ1^2))/

2304, ((1 + 3 η1 + 3 η1^2 + η1^3) (-15 -

6 ξ1 + 9 ξ1^2))/

2304, ((1 + 3 η1 + 3 η1^2 + η1^3) (15 - 6 ξ1 -

9 ξ1^2))/

2304, ((1 + 3 η1 + 3 η1^2 + η1^3) (3 + 6 ξ1 +

3 ξ1^2))/2304};

DNη |= {((-3 + 6 η1 - 3 η1^2) (1 -

3 ξ1 + 3 ξ1^2 - ξ1^3))/

2304, ((-3 + 6 η1 - 3 η1^2) (23 - 15 ξ1 -

3 ξ1^2 + 3 ξ1^3))/
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2304, ((-3 + 6 η1 - 3 η1^2) (23 + 15 ξ1 -

3 ξ1^2 - 3 ξ1^3))/

2304, ((-3 + 6 η1 - 3 η1^2) (1 + 3 ξ1 +

3 ξ1^2 + ξ1^3))/

2304, ((-15 - 6 η1 + 9 η1^2) (1 - 3 ξ1 +

3 ξ1^2 - ξ1^3))/

2304, ((-15 - 6 η1 + 9 η1^2) (23 - 15 ξ1 -

3 ξ1^2 + 3 ξ1^3))/

2304, ((-15 - 6 η1 + 9 η1^2) (23 + 15 ξ1 -

3 ξ1^2 - 3 ξ1^3))/

2304, ((-15 - 6 η1 + 9 η1^2) (1 + 3 ξ1 +

3 ξ1^2 + ξ1^3))/

2304, ((15 - 6 η1 - 9 η1^2) (1 - 3 ξ1 +

3 ξ1^2 - ξ1^3))/

2304, ((15 - 6 η1 - 9 η1^2) (23 - 15 ξ1 -

3 ξ1^2 + 3 ξ1^3))/

2304, ((15 - 6 η1 - 9 η1^2) (23 + 15 ξ1 -

3 ξ1^2 - 3 ξ1^3))/

2304, ((15 - 6 η1 - 9 η1^2) (1 + 3 ξ1 +

3 ξ1^2 + ξ1^3))/

2304, ((3 + 6 η1 + 3 η1^2) (1 - 3 ξ1 +

3 ξ1^2 - ξ1^3))/

2304, ((3 + 6 η1 + 3 η1^2) (23 - 15 ξ1 -

3 ξ1^2 + 3 ξ1^3))/

2304, ((3 + 6 η1 + 3 η1^2) (23 + 15 ξ1 -

3 ξ1^2 - 3 ξ1^3))/

2304, ((3 + 6 η1 + 3 η1^2) (1 + 3 ξ1 +

3 ξ1^2 + ξ1^3))/2304};

DNξη |= Transpose[{DNξ, DNη}];

jbs11 |= DNξ.xLoc;

jbs12 |= DNη.xLoc;

jbs21 |= DNξ.yLoc;

jbs22 |= DNη.yLoc;

JBs |= {{jbs11, jbs12}, {jbs21, jbs22}};

JBsIn |= SMSInverse[Transpose[JBs]];

DNxy |= DNξη.JBsIn;

DCzxy |= Transpose[DNxy].zLoc;

DCzxy2 |= Transpose[DNxy].z2Loc;

MagDCz |= SMSSqrt[DCzxy[[1]]^2 + DCzxy[[2]]^2];

MagDCz2 |= SMSSqrt[DCzxy2[[1]]^2 + DCzxy2[[2]]^2];

JBsDet |= SMSDet[JBs];
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α |-

SMSFreeze[(180/Pi)*

ArcTan[SMSFreeze[DCzxy[[2]], "Code" -> True],

SMSFreeze[-DCzxy[[1]], "Code" -> True]]]; (*

Filament Angle Layer-1 *)

α2 |-

SMSFreeze[(180/Pi)*

ArcTan[SMSFreeze[DCzxy2[[2]], "Code" -> True],

SMSFreeze[-DCzxy2[[1]], "Code" -> True]]]; (*

Filament Angle Layer-2 *)

v |= SMSFreeze[MagDCz]; (*

Filament volume ratio Layer-1 *)

v2 |= SMSFreeze[MagDCz2]; (*

Filament volume ratio Layer-2 *)

(* ------------------------- MATERIAL MODEL NU=0.99 SL =

0.1 MPa------------------------ *)

C1 |= v 152470;

C2 |=

7999.95 ((Exp[513.28441512576 v - 511.626028344188] -

Exp[-513.28441512576 v + 511.626028344188])/(Exp[

513.28441512576 v - 511.626028344188] +

Exp[-513.28441512576 v + 511.626028344188])) + 8000.05;

C3 |=

3999.95 ((Exp[480.796605079825 v - 479.483741005463] -

Exp[-480.796605079825 v + 479.483741005463])/(Exp[

480.796605079825 v - 479.483741005463] +

Exp[-480.796605079825 v + 479.483741005463])) + 4000.05;

C4 |=

2499.95 ((Exp[466.849581592693 v - 465.692775117234] -

Exp[-466.849581592693 v + 465.692775117234])/(Exp[

466.849581592693 v - 465.692775117234] +

Exp[-466.849581592693 v + 465.692775117234])) + 2500.05;

C5 |=

4999.95 ((Exp[487.38524531497 v - 486.000547780655] -

Exp[-487.38524531497 v + 486.000547780655])/(Exp[
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487.38524531497 v - 486.000547780655] +

Exp[-487.38524531497 v + 486.000547780655])) + 5000.05;

C6 |= (C2 - C5)/2;

Rz1 |= {{Cos[α Degree], -Sin[α Degree],

0}, {Sin[α Degree], Cos[α Degree], 0}, {0, 0, 1}};

C01 |= {{{{C1, 0, 0}, {0, C3, 0}, {0, 0, C3}}, {{0,

C4, 0}, {C4, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0}}, {{0, 0, C4}, {0, 0, 0}, {C4, 0,

0}}}, {{{0, C4, 0}, {C4, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0}}, {{C3, 0, 0}, {0,

C2, 0}, {0, 0, C5}}, {{0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, C6}, {0, C6,

0}}}, {{{0, 0, C4}, {0, 0, 0}, {C4, 0, 0}}, {{0, 0, 0}, {0, 0,

C6}, {0, C6, 0}}, {{C3, 0, 0}, {0, C5, 0}, {0, 0, C2}}}};

Ca1 |=

TensorContract[

TensorProduct[

C01 , (Transpose[

Transpose[TensorProduct[Rz1, Rz1], {1, 3, 2, 4}], {3, 4, 1,

2}])], {{3, 5}, {4, 6}}];

Cm1 |=

TensorContract[

TensorProduct[(Transpose[TensorProduct[Rz1, Rz1], {1, 3, 2, 4}]),

Ca1], {{3, 5}, {4, 6}}];

Ψ1 |= (1/2) TensorContract[

TensorProduct[Cm1, ε], {{3, 5}, {4, 6}}];

Ψ1 |=

TensorContract[

TensorProduct[Ψ1, ε], {{1, 3}, {2, 4}}];

C1 |= v2 152470;

C2 |=

7999.95 ((Exp[513.28441512576 v2 - 511.626028344188] -

Exp[-513.28441512576 v2 + 511.626028344188])/(Exp[

513.28441512576 v2 - 511.626028344188] +

Exp[-513.28441512576 v2 + 511.626028344188])) + 8000.05;

C3 |=

3999.95 ((Exp[480.796605079825 v2 - 479.483741005463] -
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Exp[-480.796605079825 v2 + 479.483741005463])/(Exp[

480.796605079825 v2 - 479.483741005463] +

Exp[-480.796605079825 v2 + 479.483741005463])) + 4000.05;

C4 |=

2499.95 ((Exp[466.849581592693 v2 - 465.692775117234] -

Exp[-466.849581592693 v2 + 465.692775117234])/(Exp[

466.849581592693 v2 - 465.692775117234] +

Exp[-466.849581592693 v2 + 465.692775117234])) + 2500.05;

C5 |=

4999.95 ((Exp[487.38524531497 v2 - 486.000547780655] -

Exp[-487.38524531497 v2 + 486.000547780655])/(Exp[

487.38524531497 v2 - 486.000547780655] +

Exp[-487.38524531497 v2 + 486.000547780655])) + 5000.05;

C6 |= (C2 - C5)/2;

Rz2 |= {{Cos[α2 Degree], -Sin[α2 \

Degree], 0}, {Sin[α2 Degree], Cos[α2 Degree], 0}, {0, 0,

1}};

C02 |= {{{{C1, 0, 0}, {0, C3, 0}, {0, 0, C3}}, {{0,

C4, 0}, {C4, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0}}, {{0, 0, C4}, {0, 0, 0}, {C4, 0,

0}}}, {{{0, C4, 0}, {C4, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0}}, {{C3, 0, 0}, {0,

C2, 0}, {0, 0, C5}}, {{0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, C6}, {0, C6,

0}}}, {{{0, 0, C4}, {0, 0, 0}, {C4, 0, 0}}, {{0, 0, 0}, {0, 0,

C6}, {0, C6, 0}}, {{C3, 0, 0}, {0, C5, 0}, {0, 0, C2}}}};

Ca2 |=

TensorContract[

TensorProduct[

C02, (Transpose[

Transpose[TensorProduct[Rz2, Rz2], {1, 3, 2, 4}], {3, 4, 1,

2}])], {{3, 5}, {4, 6}}];

Cm2 |=

TensorContract[

TensorProduct[(Transpose[TensorProduct[Rz2, Rz2], {1, 3, 2, 4}]),

Ca2], {{3, 5}, {4, 6}}];

Ψ2 |= (1/2) TensorContract[

TensorProduct[Cm2, ε], {{3, 5}, {4, 6}}];

Ψ |= Ψ1 +

TensorContract[

TensorProduct[Ψ2, ε], {{1, 3}, {2, 4}}];

)
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(* ------------------------- SOLVE FE EQUATIONS------------------------ \

*)

SMSStandardModule["Tangent and residual"];

SMSDo[Ig, 1, SMSInteger[es$$["id", "NoIntPoints"]]];

ElementDefinitions[];

wgp |- SMSReal[es$$["IntPoints", 4, Ig]];

SMSDo[m, 1, ndof];

Rgm |= Jed SMSD[ Ψ, pe, m];

SMSExport[wgp Rgm, p$$[m], "AddIn" -> True];

SMSDo[n, m, ndof];

Kgmn |= SMSD[Rgm, pe, n];

SMSExport[wgp Kgmn, s$$[m, n], "AddIn" -> True

];

SMSEndDo[];

SMSEndDo[];

SMSEndDo[];

(* ------------------------- COMPUTE POST-PROCESSING QUANTITIES

------------------------ \

*)

SMSStandardModule["Postprocessing"];

SMSDo[Ig, 1, SMSInteger[es$$["id", "NoIntPoints"]]];

ElementDefinitions[];

σ |=

SMSD[Ψ, ε, "Symmetric" -> True];

Cz |= NB1NB2.zLoc;

Cz2 |= NB1NB2.z2Loc;

SMSGPostNames = {"DispX", "DispY", "DispZ", "Volr", "Volr2",

"StressX", "StressY", "StressXY", "StrainX", "StrainY", "Cz",

"Cz2", "angle", "dcz1", "dcz2"};

SMSExport[{u[[1]], u[[2]], u[[3]], MagDCz,

MagDCz2, σ[[1, 1]], σ[[2, 2]], σ[[1,

2]], ε[[1, 1]], ε[[2, 2]], Cz, Cz2, α,

DCzxy[[1]], DCzxy[[2]]}, gpost$$[Ig, #1] &];

SMSEndDo[];

(* ------------------------- COMPUTE COMPLIANCE AND SENSITIVITIES

------------------------ \

*)
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SMSStandardModule["Tasks"];

task |= SMSInteger[Task$$];

SMSIf[task == -1,

SMSExport[{1, 0, 0, 0, 5 + 50 + 25 + 25 + 25 + 25}, TasksData$$];];

SMSDo[Ig, 1, SMSInteger[es$$["id", "NoIntPoints"]]];

ElementDefinitions[];

wgp |- SMSReal[es$$["IntPoints", 4, Ig]];

σ |=

SMSD[Ψ, ε, "Symmetric" -> True];

comp1 |=

TensorContract[

TensorProduct[σ, ε], {{1, 3}, {2, 4}}];

comp |= t Jed wgp comp1 ;

cons1Loc |= (MagDCz^2 - 1);

(*cons1A|=SMSIf[cons1Loc<=0,0,(Jed wgp cons1Loc)];*)

SMSIf[cons1Loc <= 0];

cons1 =| 0;

dcons1d1 =| 0; dcons1d2 =| 0; dcons1d3 \

=| 0; dcons1d4 =| 0; dcons1d5 \

=| 0; dcons1d6 =| 0; dcons1d7 \

=| 0; dcons1d8 =| 0; dcons1d9 \

=| 0; dcons1d10 =| 0; dcons1d11 \

=| 0; dcons1d12 =| 0; dcons1d13 \

=| 0; dcons1d14 =| 0;

dcons1d15 =| 0; dcons1d16 =| 0; dcons1d17 \

=| 0; dcons1d18 =| 0; dcons1d19 \

=| 0; dcons1d20 =| 0; dcons1d21 \

=| 0; dcons1d22 =| 0; dcons1d23 \

=| 0; dcons1d24 =| 0; dcons1d25 \

=| 0;

SMSElse[];

cons1 -| (Jed wgp cons1Loc);

dcons1d1 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[1]]]; dcons1d2 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[2]]]; dcons1d3 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[3]]]; dcons1d4 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[4]]]; dcons1d5 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[5]]]; dcons1d6 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[6]]]; dcons1d7 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[7]]]; dcons1d8 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[8]]]; dcons1d9 -|
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SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[9]]]; dcons1d10 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[10]]]; dcons1d11 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[11]]]; dcons1d12 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[12]]]; dcons1d13 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[13]]]; dcons1d14 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[14]]];

dcons1d15 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[15]]]; dcons1d16 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[16]]]; dcons1d17 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[17]]]; dcons1d18 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[18]]]; dcons1d19 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[19]]]; dcons1d20 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[20]]]; dcons1d21 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[21]]]; dcons1d22 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[22]]]; dcons1d23 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[23]]]; dcons1d24 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[24]]]; dcons1d25 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1Loc), dCP[[25]]];

SMSEndIf[cons1, dcons1d1, dcons1d2, dcons1d3, dcons1d4, dcons1d5,

dcons1d6, dcons1d7, dcons1d8, dcons1d9, dcons1d10, dcons1d11,

dcons1d12, dcons1d13, dcons1d14,

dcons1d15, dcons1d16, dcons1d17, dcons1d18, dcons1d19, dcons1d20,

dcons1d21, dcons1d22, dcons1d23, dcons1d24, dcons1d25];

cons1BLoc |= (MagDCz2^2 - 1);

SMSIf[cons1BLoc <= 0];

cons1B =| 0;

dcons1Bd1 =| 0; dcons1Bd2 =| 0; dcons1Bd3 \

=| 0; dcons1Bd4 =| 0; dcons1Bd5 \

=| 0; dcons1Bd6 =| 0; dcons1Bd7 \

=| 0; dcons1Bd8 =| 0; dcons1Bd9 \

=| 0; dcons1Bd10 =| 0; dcons1Bd11 \

=| 0; dcons1Bd12 =| 0; dcons1Bd13 \

=| 0; dcons1Bd14 =| 0;

dcons1Bd15 =| 0; dcons1Bd16 =| 0; \

dcons1Bd17 =| 0; dcons1Bd18 =| 0; \

dcons1Bd19 =| 0; dcons1Bd20 =| 0; \

dcons1Bd21 =| 0; dcons1Bd22 =| 0; \

dcons1Bd23 =| 0; dcons1Bd24 =| 0; \

dcons1Bd25 =| 0;

SMSElse[];
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cons1B -| (Jed wgp cons1BLoc);

dcons1Bd1 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[1]]]; dcons1Bd2 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[2]]]; dcons1Bd3 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[3]]]; dcons1Bd4 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[4]]]; dcons1Bd5 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[5]]]; dcons1Bd6 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[6]]]; dcons1Bd7 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[7]]]; dcons1Bd8 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[8]]]; dcons1Bd9 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[9]]]; dcons1Bd10 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[10]]]; dcons1Bd11 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[11]]]; dcons1Bd12 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[12]]]; dcons1Bd13 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[13]]]; dcons1Bd14 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[14]]];

dcons1Bd15 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[15]]]; dcons1Bd16 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[16]]]; dcons1Bd17 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[17]]]; dcons1Bd18 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[18]]]; dcons1Bd19 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[19]]]; dcons1Bd20 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[20]]]; dcons1Bd21 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[21]]]; dcons1Bd22 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[22]]]; dcons1Bd23 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[23]]]; dcons1Bd24 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[24]]]; dcons1Bd25 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons1BLoc), eCP[[25]]];

SMSEndIf[cons1B, dcons1Bd1, dcons1Bd2, dcons1Bd3, dcons1Bd4,

dcons1Bd5, dcons1Bd6, dcons1Bd7, dcons1Bd8, dcons1Bd9, dcons1Bd10,

dcons1Bd11, dcons1Bd12, dcons1Bd13, dcons1Bd14,

dcons1Bd15, dcons1Bd16, dcons1Bd17, dcons1Bd18, dcons1Bd19,

dcons1Bd20, dcons1Bd21, dcons1Bd22, dcons1Bd23, dcons1Bd24,

dcons1Bd25];

cons2Loc |= (1 - ((lmax/b) MagDCz )^2);

SMSIf[cons2Loc <= 0];

cons2 =| 0;

dcons2d1 =| 0; dcons2d2 =| 0; dcons2d3 \

=| 0; dcons2d4 =| 0; dcons2d5 \
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=| 0; dcons2d6 =| 0; dcons2d7 \

=| 0; dcons2d8 =| 0; dcons2d9 \

=| 0; dcons2d10 =| 0; dcons2d11 \

=| 0; dcons2d12 =| 0; dcons2d13 \

=| 0; dcons2d14 =| 0;

dcons2d15 =| 0; dcons2d16 =| 0; dcons2d17 \

=| 0; dcons2d18 =| 0; dcons2d19 \

=| 0; dcons2d20 =| 0; dcons2d21 \

=| 0; dcons2d22 =| 0; dcons2d23 \

=| 0; dcons2d24 =| 0; dcons2d25 \

=| 0;

SMSElse[];

cons2 -| (Jed wgp cons2Loc);

dcons2d1 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[1]]]; dcons2d2 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[2]]]; dcons2d3 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[3]]]; dcons2d4 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[4]]]; dcons2d5 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[5]]]; dcons2d6 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[6]]]; dcons2d7 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[7]]]; dcons2d8 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[8]]]; dcons2d9 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[9]]]; dcons2d10 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[10]]]; dcons2d11 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[11]]]; dcons2d12 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[12]]]; dcons2d13 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[13]]]; dcons2d14 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[14]]];

dcons2d15 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[15]]]; dcons2d16 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[16]]]; dcons2d17 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[17]]]; dcons2d18 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[18]]]; dcons2d19 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[19]]]; dcons2d20 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[20]]]; dcons2d21 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[21]]]; dcons2d22 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[22]]]; dcons2d23 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[23]]]; dcons2d24 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[24]]]; dcons2d25 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2Loc), dCP[[25]]];

SMSEndIf[cons2, dcons2d1, dcons2d2, dcons2d3, dcons2d4, dcons2d5,

dcons2d6, dcons2d7, dcons2d8, dcons2d9, dcons2d10, dcons2d11,

dcons2d12, dcons2d13, dcons2d14,

dcons2d15, dcons2d16, dcons2d17, dcons2d18, dcons2d19, dcons2d20,

dcons2d21, dcons2d22, dcons2d23, dcons2d24, dcons2d25];
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cons2BLoc |= (1 - ((lmax/b) MagDCz2 )^2);

SMSIf[cons2BLoc <= 0];

cons2B =| 0;

dcons2Bd1 =| 0; dcons2Bd2 =| 0; dcons2Bd3 \

=| 0; dcons2Bd4 =| 0; dcons2Bd5 \

=| 0; dcons2Bd6 =| 0; dcons2Bd7 \

=| 0; dcons2Bd8 =| 0; dcons2Bd9 \

=| 0; dcons2Bd10 =| 0; dcons2Bd11 \

=| 0; dcons2Bd12 =| 0; dcons2Bd13 \

=| 0; dcons2Bd14 =| 0;

dcons2Bd15 =| 0; dcons2Bd16 =| 0; \

dcons2Bd17 =| 0; dcons2Bd18 =| 0; \

dcons2Bd19 =| 0; dcons2Bd20 =| 0; \

dcons2Bd21 =| 0; dcons2Bd22 =| 0; \

dcons2Bd23 =| 0; dcons2Bd24 =| 0; \

dcons2Bd25 =| 0;

SMSElse[];

cons2B -| (Jed wgp cons2BLoc);

dcons2Bd1 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[1]]]; dcons2Bd2 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[2]]]; dcons2Bd3 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[3]]]; dcons2Bd4 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[4]]]; dcons2Bd5 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[5]]]; dcons2Bd6 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[6]]]; dcons2Bd7 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[7]]]; dcons2Bd8 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[8]]]; dcons2Bd9 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[9]]]; dcons2Bd10 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[10]]]; dcons2Bd11 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[11]]]; dcons2Bd12 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[12]]]; dcons2Bd13 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[13]]]; dcons2Bd14 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[14]]];

dcons2Bd15 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[15]]]; dcons2Bd16 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[16]]]; dcons2Bd17 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[17]]]; dcons2Bd18 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[18]]]; dcons2Bd19 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[19]]]; dcons2Bd20 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[20]]]; dcons2Bd21 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[21]]]; dcons2Bd22 -|
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SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[22]]]; dcons2Bd23 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[23]]]; dcons2Bd24 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[24]]]; dcons2Bd25 -|

SMSD[(Jed wgp cons2BLoc), eCP[[25]]];

SMSEndIf[cons2B, dcons2Bd1, dcons2Bd2, dcons2Bd3, dcons2Bd4,

dcons2Bd5, dcons2Bd6, dcons2Bd7, dcons2Bd8, dcons2Bd9, dcons2Bd10,

dcons2Bd11, dcons2Bd12, dcons2Bd13, dcons2Bd14,

dcons2Bd15, dcons2Bd16, dcons2Bd17, dcons2Bd18, dcons2Bd19,

dcons2Bd20, dcons2Bd21, dcons2Bd22, dcons2Bd23, dcons2Bd24,

dcons2Bd25];

DCMDA |=

SMSD[Cm1, dCP,

"Dependency" -> {{α, dCP, SMSD[α, dCP]}, {v, dCP,

SMSD[v, dCP]}}];

DCD1A |=

TensorContract[TensorProduct[DCMDA, ε], {{3, 6}, {4, 7}}];

DCD2A |=

TensorContract[TensorProduct[DCD1A, ε], {{1, 4}, {2, 5}}];

DCD3A |= t Jed wgp DCD2A ;

DCMDB |=

SMSD[Cm2, eCP,

"Dependency" -> {{α2, eCP, SMSD[α2, eCP]}, {v2, eCP,

SMSD[v2, eCP]}}];

DCD1B |=

TensorContract[TensorProduct[DCMDB, ε], {{3, 6}, {4, 7}}];

DCD2B |=

TensorContract[TensorProduct[DCD1B, ε], {{1, 4}, {2, 5}}];

DCD3B |= t Jed wgp DCD2B ;

(* ------------------------- RETURN COMPLIANCE AND SENSITIVITIES

------------------------ \

*)

SMSIf[task == 1,

SMSExport[ {comp, cons1, cons1B, cons2, cons2B, DCD3A[[1]],

DCD3A[[2]], DCD3A[[3]], DCD3A[[4]], DCD3A[[5]], DCD3A[[6]],

DCD3A[[7]], DCD3A[[8]], DCD3A[[9]], DCD3A[[10]], DCD3A[[11]],

DCD3A[[12]], DCD3A[[13]], DCD3A[[14]], DCD3A[[15]], DCD3A[[16]],

DCD3A[[17]], DCD3A[[18]], DCD3A[[19]], DCD3A[[20]], DCD3A[[21]],

DCD3A[[22]], DCD3A[[23]], DCD3A[[24]], DCD3A[[25]], DCD3B[[1]],

DCD3B[[2]], DCD3B[[3]], DCD3B[[4]], DCD3B[[5]], DCD3B[[6]],

DCD3B[[7]], DCD3B[[8]], DCD3B[[9]], DCD3B[[10]], DCD3B[[11]],

DCD3B[[12]], DCD3B[[13]], DCD3B[[14]], DCD3B[[15]], DCD3B[[16]],

DCD3B[[17]], DCD3B[[18]], DCD3B[[19]], DCD3B[[20]], DCD3B[[21]],
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DCD3B[[22]], DCD3B[[23]], DCD3B[[24]], DCD3B[[25]], dcons1d1,

dcons1d2, dcons1d3, dcons1d4, dcons1d5, dcons1d6, dcons1d7,

dcons1d8, dcons1d9, dcons1d10, dcons1d11, dcons1d12, dcons1d13,

dcons1d14,

dcons1d15, dcons1d16, dcons1d17, dcons1d18, dcons1d19, dcons1d20,

dcons1d21, dcons1d22, dcons1d23, dcons1d24, dcons1d25,

dcons1Bd1, dcons1Bd2, dcons1Bd3, dcons1Bd4, dcons1Bd5, dcons1Bd6,

dcons1Bd7, dcons1Bd8, dcons1Bd9, dcons1Bd10, dcons1Bd11,

dcons1Bd12, dcons1Bd13, dcons1Bd14,

dcons1Bd15, dcons1Bd16, dcons1Bd17, dcons1Bd18, dcons1Bd19,

dcons1Bd20, dcons1Bd21, dcons1Bd22, dcons1Bd23, dcons1Bd24,

dcons1Bd25, dcons2d1, dcons2d2, dcons2d3, dcons2d4, dcons2d5,

dcons2d6, dcons2d7, dcons2d8, dcons2d9, dcons2d10, dcons2d11,

dcons2d12, dcons2d13, dcons2d14,

dcons2d15, dcons2d16, dcons2d17, dcons2d18, dcons2d19, dcons2d20,

dcons2d21, dcons2d22, dcons2d23, dcons2d24, dcons2d25,

dcons2Bd1, dcons2Bd2, dcons2Bd3, dcons2Bd4, dcons2Bd5, dcons2Bd6,

dcons2Bd7, dcons2Bd8, dcons2Bd9, dcons2Bd10, dcons2Bd11,

dcons2Bd12, dcons2Bd13, dcons2Bd14,

dcons2Bd15, dcons2Bd16, dcons2Bd17, dcons2Bd18, dcons2Bd19,

dcons2Bd20, dcons2Bd21, dcons2Bd22, dcons2Bd23, dcons2Bd24,

dcons2Bd25}, RealOutput$$, "AddIn" -> True];

];

SMSEndDo[];

SMSWrite[];

B.2 AceFEM Code

<< AceFEM‘

(*-----Initialize Control Points----*)

nCPX = 5;

nCPY = 5;

xCP = {0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 0, 10,

20, 30, 40, 0, 10, 20, 30, 40};

yCP = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 30, 30,

30, 30, 30, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40};

(*Optimal Filament Angles from Step-1*)

α1 = 61.79

α2 = 14.30;
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(*Initial Design Variables*)

d1CP = ((-Sin[α1 Degree])*

Flatten[xCP] + (Cos[α1 Degree])*Flatten[yCP])

d2CP = (-Sin[α2 Degree])*

Flatten[xCP] + (Cos[α2 Degree])*Flatten[yCP]

xyCP = AppendTo[xCP, yCP];

xyCP = Flatten[xyCP];

εp = 10;

tt = AbsoluteTime[];

hx = 10;

hy = 10;

minX = 10;

minY = 10;

L1 = 10;

L2 = 30;

W1 = 10;

W2 = 30;

αg1 = 0;

Compl[d1_?NumericQ, d2_?NumericQ, d3_?NumericQ, d4_?NumericQ,

d5_?NumericQ, d6_?NumericQ, d7_?NumericQ, d8_?NumericQ,

d9_?NumericQ, d10_?NumericQ, d11_?NumericQ, d12_?NumericQ,

d13_?NumericQ, d14_?NumericQ, d15_?NumericQ, d16_?NumericQ,

d17_?NumericQ, d18_?NumericQ, d19_?NumericQ, d20_?NumericQ,

d21_?NumericQ, d22_?NumericQ, d23_?NumericQ, d24_?NumericQ,

d25_?NumericQ, e1_?NumericQ, e2_?NumericQ, e3_?NumericQ,

e4_?NumericQ, e5_?NumericQ, e6_?NumericQ, e7_?NumericQ,

e8_?NumericQ, e9_?NumericQ, e10_?NumericQ, e11_?NumericQ,

e12_?NumericQ, e13_?NumericQ, e14_?NumericQ, e15_?NumericQ,

e16_?NumericQ, e17_?NumericQ, e18_?NumericQ, e19_?NumericQ,

e20_?NumericQ, e21_?NumericQ, e22_?NumericQ, e23_?NumericQ,

e24_?NumericQ, e25_?NumericQ] := (

d1CP = {d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7, d8, d9, d10, d11, d12, d13,

d14, d15, d16, d17, d18, d19, d20, d21, d22, d23, d24, d25};

d2CP = {e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8, e9, e10, e11, e12, e13,

e14, e15, e16, e17, e18, e19, e20, e21, e22, e23, e24, e25};

SMTInputData[(*"Threads"-> 1*)];
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(* ----Boundary Conditions ----*)

SMTAddEssentialBoundary[Point[{L1, W1}], 2 -> 0];

SMTAddEssentialBoundary[Line[{{L2, W1}, {L2, W2}}], 1 -> 0];

SMTAddNaturalBoundary[Point[{L2, W2}], 2 -> -1000];

(* ----Send Information to AceGen Code ----*)

SMTAddDomain["quad",

"M1FE50nu0.9Del0.1", {"Em *" -> 200, "\[Nu] *" -> 0.3, "t *" -> 1,

"nCPX" -> 5, "nCPY" -> 5, "hx" -> 10, "hy" -> 10, "minX" -> 10,

"minY" -> 10, "XY1" -> xyCP[[1]], "XY2" -> xyCP[[2]],

"XY3" -> xyCP[[3]], "XY4" -> xyCP[[4]], "XY5" -> xyCP[[5]],

"XY6" -> xyCP[[6]], "XY7" -> xyCP[[7]], "XY8" -> xyCP[[8]],

"XY9" -> xyCP[[9]], "XY10" -> xyCP[[10]], "XY11" -> xyCP[[11]],

"XY12" -> xyCP[[12]], "XY13" -> xyCP[[13]], "XY14" -> xyCP[[14]],

"XY15" -> xyCP[[15]], "XY16" -> xyCP[[16]],

"XY17" -> xyCP[[17]], "XY18" -> xyCP[[18]], "XY19" -> xyCP[[19]],

"XY20" -> xyCP[[20]], "XY21" -> xyCP[[21]],

"XY22" -> xyCP[[22]], "XY23" -> xyCP[[23]], "XY24" -> xyCP[[24]],

"XY25" -> xyCP[[25]], "XY26" -> xyCP[[26]],

"XY27" -> xyCP[[27]], "XY28" -> xyCP[[28]], "XY29" -> xyCP[[29]],

"XY30" -> xyCP[[30]], "XY31" -> xyCP[[31]],

"XY32" -> xyCP[[32]], "XY33" -> xyCP[[33]], "XY34" -> xyCP[[34]],

"XY35" -> xyCP[[35]], "XY36" -> xyCP[[36]],

"XY37" -> xyCP[[37]], "XY38" -> xyCP[[38]], "XY39" -> xyCP[[39]],

"XY40" -> xyCP[[40]], "XY41" -> xyCP[[41]],

"XY42" -> xyCP[[42]], "XY43" -> xyCP[[43]], "XY44" -> xyCP[[44]],

"XY45" -> xyCP[[45]], "XY46" -> xyCP[[46]],

"XY47" -> xyCP[[47]], "XY48" -> xyCP[[48]], "XY49" -> xyCP[[49]],

"XY50" -> xyCP[[50]], "D1" -> d1CP[[1]], "D2" -> d1CP[[2]],

"D3" -> d1CP[[3]], "D4" -> d1CP[[4]], "D5" -> d1CP[[5]],

"D6" -> d1CP[[6]], "D7" -> d1CP[[7]], "D8" -> d1CP[[8]],

"D9" -> d1CP[[9]], "D10" -> d1CP[[10]], "D11" -> d1CP[[11]],

"D12" -> d1CP[[12]], "D13" -> d1CP[[13]], "D14" -> d1CP[[14]],

"D15" -> d1CP[[15]], "D16" -> d1CP[[16]], "D17" -> d1CP[[17]],

"D18" -> d1CP[[18]], "D19" -> d1CP[[19]], "D20" -> d1CP[[20]],

"D21" -> d1CP[[21]], "D22" -> d1CP[[22]], "D23" -> d1CP[[23]],

"D24" -> d1CP[[24]], "D25" -> d1CP[[25]], "E1" -> d2CP[[1]],

"E2" -> d2CP[[2]], "E3" -> d2CP[[3]], "E4" -> d2CP[[4]],

"E5" -> d2CP[[5]], "E6" -> d2CP[[6]], "E7" -> d2CP[[7]],

"E8" -> d2CP[[8]], "E9" -> d2CP[[9]], "E10" -> d2CP[[10]],

"E11" -> d2CP[[11]], "E12" -> d2CP[[12]], "E13" -> d2CP[[13]],

"E14" -> d2CP[[14]], "E15" -> d2CP[[15]], "E16" -> d2CP[[16]],

"E17" -> d2CP[[17]], "E18" -> d2CP[[18]], "E19" -> d2CP[[19]],

"E20" -> d2CP[[20]], "E21" -> d2CP[[21]], "E22" -> d2CP[[22]],
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"E23" -> d2CP[[23]], "E24" -> d2CP[[24]], "E25" -> d2CP[[25]],

"αg1" -> αg1}];

(* ----Mesh ----*)

SMTMesh["quad",

"Q1", {32, 32}, {{{L1, W1}, {L2, W1}}, {{L1, W2}, {L2, W2}}}];

(* ----Perform FEA ----*)

SMTAnalysis[];

Do[

SMTNextStep["\[Lambda]" -> 1];

While[

SMTConvergence[10^-8, 10]

, SMTNewtonIteration[];

];

, {i, 1, 1}];

c = SMTTask["Compliance"];

comp = c[[1]];

cons1A = εp (Max[c[[2]], 0])^2;

cons1B = εp (Max[c[[3]], 0])^2;

cons2A = εp (Max[c[[4]], 0])^2;

cons2B = εp (Max[c[[5]], 0])^2;

zeros = ConstantArray[0, 25];

CompgradA = c[[6 ;; 30]];

CompgradB = c[[31 ;; 55]];

Compgrad = Flatten[AppendTo[CompgradA, CompgradB]];

cons1Agrad = c[[56 ;; 80]];

cons1Agrad = Flatten[AppendTo[cons1Agrad, zeros]];

cons1Bgrad = c[[81 ;; 105]];

cons1Bgrad = Flatten[AppendTo[zeros, cons1Bgrad]];

zeros = ConstantArray[0, 25];

cons2Agrad = c[[106 ;; 130]];

cons2Agrad = Flatten[AppendTo[cons2Agrad, zeros]];

cons2Bgrad = c[[131 ;; 155]];

cons2Bgrad = Flatten[AppendTo[zeros, cons2Bgrad]];

(* ----Return Penalized Cost Function ----*)

Return[comp + cons1A + cons1B +cons2A + cons2B];

);

dCompl[d1_?NumericQ, d2_?NumericQ, d3_?NumericQ, d4_?NumericQ,

d5_?NumericQ, d6_?NumericQ, d7_?NumericQ, d8_?NumericQ,

d9_?NumericQ, d10_?NumericQ, d11_?NumericQ, d12_?NumericQ,

d13_?NumericQ, d14_?NumericQ, d15_?NumericQ, d16_?NumericQ,
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d17_?NumericQ, d18_?NumericQ, d19_?NumericQ, d20_?NumericQ,

d21_?NumericQ, d22_?NumericQ, d23_?NumericQ, d24_?NumericQ,

d25_?NumericQ, e1_?NumericQ, e2_?NumericQ, e3_?NumericQ,

e4_?NumericQ, e5_?NumericQ, e6_?NumericQ, e7_?NumericQ,

e8_?NumericQ, e9_?NumericQ, e10_?NumericQ, e11_?NumericQ,

e12_?NumericQ, e13_?NumericQ, e14_?NumericQ, e15_?NumericQ,

e16_?NumericQ, e17_?NumericQ, e18_?NumericQ, e19_?NumericQ,

e20_?NumericQ, e21_?NumericQ, e22_?NumericQ, e23_?NumericQ,

e24_?NumericQ, e25_?NumericQ] := (

(* ----Return Sensitivity ----*)

grad = -Compgrad + (2 εp c[[

2]] cons1Agrad) + (2 εp c[[

3]] cons1Bgrad) + (2 εp c[[

4]] cons2Agrad) + (2 εp c[[5]] cons2Bgrad);

Return[grad];

);

(* ----Perform Optimization ----*)

sol = Reap[

FindMinimum[{Compl[d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7, d8, d9, d10, d11,

d12, d13, d14, d15, d16, d17, d18, d19, d20, d21, d22, d23, d24,

d25, e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8, e9, e10, e11, e12, e13, e14,

e15, e16, e17, e18, e19, e20, e21, e22, e23, e24, e25] }, {{d1,

d1CP[[1]]}, {d2, d1CP[[2]]}, {d3, d1CP[[3]]}, {d4,

d1CP[[4]]}, {d5, d1CP[[5]]}, {d6, d1CP[[6]]}, {d7,

d1CP[[7]]}, {d8, d1CP[[8]]}, {d9, d1CP[[9]]}, {d10,

d1CP[[10]]}, {d11, d1CP[[11]]}, {d12, d1CP[[12]]}, {d13,

d1CP[[13]]}, {d14, d1CP[[14]]}, {d15, d1CP[[15]]}, {d16,

d1CP[[16]]}, {d17, d1CP[[17]]}, {d18, d1CP[[18]]}, {d19,

d1CP[[19]]}, {d20, d1CP[[20]]}, {d21, d1CP[[21]]}, {d22,

d1CP[[22]]}, {d23, d1CP[[23]]}, {d24, d1CP[[24]]}, {d25,

d1CP[[25]]}, {e1, d2CP[[1]]}, {e2, d2CP[[2]]}, {e3,

d2CP[[3]]}, {e4, d2CP[[4]]}, {e5, d2CP[[5]]}, {e6,

d2CP[[6]]}, {e7, d2CP[[7]]}, {e8, d2CP[[8]]}, {e9,

d2CP[[9]]}, {e10, d2CP[[10]]}, {e11, d2CP[[11]]}, {e12,

d2CP[[12]]}, {e13, d2CP[[13]]}, {e14, d2CP[[14]]}, {e15,

d2CP[[15]]}, {e16, d2CP[[16]]}, {e17, d2CP[[17]]}, {e18,

d2CP[[18]]}, {e19, d2CP[[19]]}, {e20, d2CP[[20]]}, {e21,

d2CP[[21]]}, {e22, d2CP[[22]]}, {e23, d2CP[[23]]}, {e24,

d2CP[[24]]}, {e25, d2CP[[25]]}},

Gradient :>

dCompl[d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7, d8, d9, d10, d11, d12, d13,

d14, d15, d16, d17, d18, d19, d20, d21, d22, d23, d24, d25, e1,
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e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8, e9, e10, e11, e12, e13, e14, e15,

e16, e17, e18, e19, e20, e21, e22, e23, e24, e25],

MaxIterations -> 2500, AccuracyGoal -> {2, 2},

Method -> {"QuasiNewton",

"StepControl" -> {"LineSearch", "MaxRelativeStepSize" -> 0.1}},

StepMonitor :>

Sow[{Compl[d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7, d8, d9, d10, d11, d12, d13,

d14, d15, d16, d17, d18, d19, d20, d21, d22, d23, d24, d25,

e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8, e9, e10, e11, e12, e13, e14,

e15, e16, e17, e18, e19, e20, e21, e22, e23, e24, e25]}]]]

(AbsoluteTime[] - tt)
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Pseudo-Code for Filament
Deposition Algorithm

The pseudo-code of the orientation-based filament deposition algorithm is
presented below.

%%%%%%%%% Initial Operations %%%%%%%%%

1. Define Input parameters w, h, ol, V, tstep

% w = extrusion width
h=layer height
ol = overlap in percentage
Vm = velocity magnitude, tstep = time step
Vm and tstep are used during numerical integration to define the length
dL between two points
Overlap values correspond to the minimum gap Gp

2. Define Seeds % Imported seed points from FE mesh

3. Define xyNodes % Imported internal nodes of FE mesh

4. Define u = Vm*S1(:,1), v = Vm*S1(:,2)

%Import Bidirectional Principal Stress directions at each node

% Principal directions S1 are unit vectors. They are multiplied with ve-
locity magnitude Vm to yield velocity components u and v
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5. Define BNodes

% Imported boundary Nodes from FE mesh

% Assign them to have zero velocities. This step is useful for terminat-
ing the streamlines at the design boundaries

Copy the positions and velocities of boundary nodes into xyNodes and
u-v respectively

6. Define U, V = Interpolate(xyNodes,u), Interpolate(xyNodes,v)

% Velocity components available throughout the design domain after
interpolating nodal velocities

%%%%%%%%% Streamline generation code %%%%%%%%%

7. Initialize XY=[] % a Matrix data structure to hold streamline informa-
tion

FIGURE C.1: XY Data Structure

Initialize indices=[] % A matrix to hold the starting and ending indices
for streamlines

Define flagForward=1 flagBackward=1

% Takes two values 0 and 1. Stops or continues streamline generation
in two directions
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Define ForwardFlip=0 BackwardFlip=0

% Takes two values 0 and 1. Controls flipping of vectors in two direc-
tions

For each seed point j = 1 to length(Seeds)

While 1

% Loop to generate streamlines in both forward and backward
directions. Forward and backward directions correspond to
downflow and upflow directions of a particle

% Euler’s rule :
xi+1 = xi + V(xi)∆t - Forward direction
xi+1 = xi −V(xi)∆t - backward direction

% Forward Direction

if flagForward==1

if ForwardFlip==1

Flip the current velocity % -ve velocity at current point

endif

Generate streamline in Forward Direction (using Euler’s
rule)

Find the velocity at the new point : U(@new point), V(@new
point)

if the new velocity is not in the forward direction

set ForwardFlip=1 % to flip velocity at next point to move
in forward direction

else

set ForwardFlip=0

endif

if new point reaches design boundaries (U ≈ 0 && V ≈ 0)

set flagForward=0
% to stop streamline generation in forward direction

elseif new point comes near to backward direction points

set flagForward=0
% to stop streamline generation in forward direction and
prevent loops
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endif

endif

% Backward Direction

if flagBackward==1

if BackwardFlip==1

Flip the current velocity % -ve velocity at current point

endif

Generate streamline in backward Direction (using Euler’s
rule)

Find the velocity at the new point : U(@new point), V(@new
point)

if the new velocity is not in the backward direction

set BackwardFlip=1 % to flip velocity at next point to move
in backward direction

else

set BackwardFlip=0

endif

if new point reaches design boundaries (U ≈ 0 && V ≈ 0)

set flagBackward=0
% to stop streamline generation in backward direction

elseif new point comes near to forward direction points
% to stop streamline generation in backward direction and
prevent loops

set flagBackward=0

endif

endif

if flagForward==1 && flagBackward==1

Break;

else

Compute and store distance between the subsequent inte-
gration points

endif

% End of loop- Repeat the streamline generation process for new
point
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endWhile

Copy the forward and backward integration points into XY

Copy the starting and ending index for the streamline in XY to
indices

Set streamline number XY(indices(Start,j):indices(End,j),3)=j

Set overlap status XY(indices(Start,j):indices(End,j),4)=0

Set XY(indices(Start,j):indices(End,j),5) = the distance between inte-
gration points

endFor

%%%%%%%%% Control Density of streamlines %%%%%%%%%

% Three overlap status for XY data structure

% Untreated Streamlines : XY(indices(Start,n):indices(End,n),3)=0

% Removed Streamlines : XY(indices(Start,n):indices(End,n),3)=1

% Streamline chosen to be filament trajectory :
XY(indices(Start,n):indices(End,n),3)=-1

Define IndStr = Indices with XY(:,4)==0

Define i=1 % Choose streamline number

While IndStr is not empty

Delaunay Triangulation for XY(IndStr,1:2)

Find triangles TR connected to the points of current streamline i

Find all the vertices (integration points) of the triangles TR

Find the streamline numbers n1 of these vertices from data struc-
tures XY and indices

Compare all integration points from streamlines i and n1

if connected streamlines n1 and i are collinear

set the overlap status for all points of these streamlines to 1
XY(indices(Start,n1) : indices(End, n1), 4) = 1

else
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Find the radius r of the circumcircles for all triangles TR

Choose the triangles having r ≤ 0.5w(1− 0.01ol)

Find the corresponding vertices

Find the streamline numbers n1 of these vertices from data
structures XY and indices

if n1 is not empty
% streamlines overlap

set the overlap status for all points of these streamlines to
1

XY(indices(Start,n1) : indices(End, n1), 4) = 1

else
% No streamlines overlap. Streamline i can be chosen as a
filament trajectory. Another streamline must be chosen as i for
next iteration

set the overlap status to -1 for all points of streamlines i
XY(indices(Start,i):indices(End,i),4)=-1

Find minimum radius of the circumcircle rmin in the TR

Choose triangle with rmin

Find the corresponding vertices

Find the streamline numbers n1 of these vertices from data
structures XY and indices

For next iteration assign, i = any one streamline from n1

endif

endif

Set IndStr = Indices with XY(:,4)==0

% End of While loop. Repeat the process for new i and new triangu-
lation data set. The process continues until all streamlines are either
removed or chosen as the filament trajectory

endWhile

%%%%%% Following section to be included only if ol ≥ 0 %%%%%%

%%%%%%%%% Insert Discontinuous Streamlines %%%%%%%%%

% Initialize a similar data structure XYBr for discontinuous streamlines
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Define IndFil = Indices with XY(:,4)==-1

Define XYT = XY(IndFil,1:2)

While 1

Delaunay Triangulation for XYT

Obtain all triangles TR

Find maximum radius rmax of the circumcircles for TR

ifrmax ≤ 0.5w

% Break out of the loop when there are no more large enough
gaps to place new seeds

Break;

endif

Choose the centre of the corresponding circle as the new seed point.

% Generate streamline from new seed point

Set flagForward=1 flagBackward=1

Set ForwardFlip=0 BackwardFlip=0

While 1

% Loop to generate streamlines in both forward and backward
directions. Forward and backward directions correspond to
downflow and upflow directions of a particle

% Euler’s rule :
xi+1 = xi + V(xi)∆t - Forward direction
xi+1 = xi −V(xi)∆t - backward direction

% Forward Direction

if flagForward==1

if ForwardFlip==1

Flip the current velocity % -ve velocity at current point

endif

Generate streamline in Forward Direction (using Euler for-
ward method)

Find the velocity at the new point : U(@new point), V(@new
point)
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if the new velocity is not in the forward direction

set ForwardFlip=1 % to flip velocity at next point to move
in forward direction

else

set ForwardFlip=0

endif

if new point reaches design boundaries (U ≈ 0 && V ≈ 0)

set flagForward=0
% to stop streamline generation in forward direction

elseif new point comes near to backward direction points

set flagForward=0
% to stop streamline generation in forward direction and
prevent loops

endif

endif

% Backward Direction

if flagBackward==1

if BackwardFlip==1

Flip the current velocity % -ve velocity at current point

endif

Generate streamline in backward Direction (using Euler’s
rule)

Find the velocity at the new point : U(@new point), V(@new
point)

if the new velocity is different from backward direction

set BackwardFlip=1 % to flip velocity at next point to move
in backward direction

else

set BackwardFlip=0

endif

if new point reaches design boundaries (U ≈ 0 && V ≈ 0)

set flagBackward=0
% to stop streamline generation in backward direction

elseif new point comes near to forward direction points
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% to stop streamline generation in backward direction and
prevent loops

set flagBackward=0

endif

endif

if flagForward==1 && flagBackward==1

Break;

else

Compute and store the distance between the subsequent
integration points

endif

% End of loop- Repeat the streamline generation process for new
point

endWhile

Add the new streamline points to XYT and create Delaunay Trian-
gulation

Find the triangles attached to the new streamline

Find the radius r of the circumcircles for these triangles

Choose the triangles having r ≤ 0.5w(1− 0.01ol)

Find the corresponding vertices (or integration points)

Among the vertices choose only the points in the current stream-
line

Remove these points from triangulation data set XYT

Copy the new streamline into the XYBr and set the overlap status
to 1 for overlapping points

% End of loop- Repeat the process for a new triangulation data set
with additional discontinuous streamlines

endWhile

%%%%%%%%% Path Linking and G-Code Generation %%%%%%%%%

Define G-code inputs - nL, NPrSpeedXY, NPrSpeedZ, PrSpeed, ExSpeed,
rL, filD, tol, X0, Y0 and Z0
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% nL - number of layers, NPrSpeedXY - non-printing speed for XY move-
ment, NPrSpeedZ - non-printing speed for Z movement,PrSpeed - print-
ing speed, ExSpeed - extrusion speed, rL - retraction length, filD - raw
filament diameter, tol - tolerance for path linking, X0, Y0 and Z0 - ori-
gin point

Define extruded cross-section A = wh

Define raw filament cross-section filA = Π/4 f ilD2

Redefine XY(:,1) = XY(:,1)+X0 ; XY(:,2) = XY(:,2)+Y0

Redefine XYBr(:,1) = XYBr(:,1)+X0 ; XYBr(:,2) = XYBr(:,2)+Y0

% Redefine the streamline paths according to the origin point

Combine non-overlapping streamlines from XY and XYBr (if ol ≥ 0)

Define Cindices

% Indices of non-overlapping streamlines chosen as filament trajecto-
ries

Define EndPointsX and EndPointsY

% The endpoints of the non-overlapping streamlines are stored sepa-
rately

Open text file for writing the G-Code

Write instructions for printing the raft

Write instructions for heating the filament extruder

j=1 % Streamline number
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Initialize e=1 % Has value 1 or 2 depending upon first or last endpoint
of a filament

Initialize dmin = 1000 % dmin is the closest distance of an unprinted fil-
ament endpoint to the last printed point. Intially, a large value is as-
signed

For i=1 to nL

% Loop instructions for nL layers

Write instructions for moving the table height defined as H0 + i h

Write instructions for printing perimeters

For k = 1:length(EndPointsX(1,:))

if e==1

if dmin≤tol

Write instructions for retracting filament

Write instructions for moving the nozzle to the first point
in the next filament XY(Cindices(1,j),1:2)

Write instructions for pushing the filament to nozzle tip

Write instructions to print non-overlapping filament from
endpoint 1 to endpoint 2
XY(Cindices(1,j):Cindices(2,j),1:2)

else

Write instructions to print non-overlapping filament from
endpoint 1 to endpoint 2
XY(Cindices(1,j):Cindices(2,j),1:2)

else

if dmin≤tol

Write instructions for retracting filament

Write instructions for moving the nozzle to the second
point in the next filament XY(Cindices(2,j),1:2)

Write instructions for push the filament to nozzle tip

Write instructions to print non-overlapping filament (from
endpoint 2 to endpoint 1)
XY(Cindices(2,j):-1:Cindices(1,j),1:2)
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else

Write instructions to print non-overlapping filament from
endpoint 2 to endpoint 1
XY(Cindices(2,j):-1:Cindices(2,j),1:2)

endif

% The printing instructions for filament include the X-Y posi-
tions and the distance of raw material to be extruded at each
step to produce a filament of width w and height h. It can be
calculated using extruded volume v = A d and cross-sectional
area of the raw filament where, d is the distance between stream-
line integration points

Find the distance of all non-printed filament endpoints from
the last point printed

% Dist(XY(Cindices(e,j),1:2), [EndPointsX EndpointsY])

Find the distance dmin of the endpoint closest to the point last
printed point

if closest point is the first endpoint of a filament

Set e=1

else % the closest point is the second endpoint of a filament

Set e=2

endif

Assign j = the streamline number corresponding to the closest
point found

% End of For loop - Repeat instructions for printing next filament

endFor

% End of For loop - Repeat instructions for printing next layer

endFor

Write instructions for retracting filament

Write instructions for homing the nozzle position

Write instructions for cooling down extruder
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Write instructions for lowering table

8. Save and close the text file

%%%%%%%%% End of Pseudo Code %%%%%%%%%
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